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DearReadel
While the world watches Communist China's aftempts
to modernise by taking halting steps towards economic
liberalisation (if such a thing is possible in a totalitarian
system), not enough attention is being paid to the
tightening of China's grip over Tibet. Tibetans are already
a minority in their own country, they are being killed in
large numbers and their nation is being systematically
parcelled out in bits to neighbouring Chinese provinces.
In our own small way we wish to prod our people's
conscience to the travails of a neighbouring people
(pages 5 €' 6).
We won't be saying anything new when we observe
that violence in lndia is escalating. On the back cover is a
map of freedom which shows lndia among those totally
free. This freedom is today very much "under siege"
having to contend not only with violence engineered by a
variety of vigilantes groups - political, cultural and
religious but also State violence in more subtle forms. Dr.
A.N. Dalal, Mrs. Louella Lobo Prabhu and Kamal

Wadhwa analyse the growing menace. While on the
subject of violence we also take a look at the 'Riddles'
controversy which generated much heat and avoidable
violence and thought that in addition to some
background information you might welcome an extract
from the late Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's book.
From Holland comes a contribution from that eminent
Liberal Dr. Frits Bolkestein on the Dutch view of
citizenship. Readers will, we are sure, agree that that is
also the views of liberals everywhere.
We are happy to carry the text of a well thought out talk
by Karnataka Chief Minister Mr. Ramakrishna Hedge in
which he avers that a coalition government at the Centre
is possible and can work given certain basic pre-

conditions.
We acknowledge our debtto TheState-sman forMr.
Masani's comments.
We invite readers to write to us on what they think of
the journal now in its third year as a Quarterly.
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"The deep moans round with mang uoices. Come, mg friends
'Tis not too lpte to seek a neu)er world"
Tenngson

-

Do not talk about yellow journals. lf they attack MLA's
and Ministers I declare they are allyellow journals. They
have no character or morality.

Nothing causes more hilarity among educated lndians
than the spectacle of politicians like Bhagat and Tytler
paying lip service to Gandhian ideals of poverty and
honesty in public life

'

Paul Hector Pandian,Aside, February

l6

Edward Behr, Encounter,January 1988

Throughout history humans have lived with perils over
which there seemed little control - stronger creatures,
hostile elements, mysterious diseases. One by one such
threats have been tamed and replaced by one of our own
making (air pollution).

Economists are a highly overrated tribe. Europe and
America have between them more Nobel Prize
economists than Japan, and look at the mess their
economies are in.
Jay Dubashi, The Sundag Obseruer, January 3

Noel Crove, Span, March 1988

How wonderful it is to no longer have to pretend to be a
socialist in order to be considered patriotic.
Tavleen Singh, Express Magazine, March l3

lf Richard Nixon had to reckon with a Justice Thakkar
and/or a Justice Natarajan he would have gone scot free.
A.C. Noorani, The llluslratedWeeklg of India,January3

Solzhenitsyn is a Khomeini. He is the enemy. I don't want
such freedom.
Georgi Andjaparidze, Director of the Soviet literary publishing firm
Khudozhestvennaya Literatura.

As in life so also in death Varadhabhai proved yet again
that crime pays...like nothing else.

The,\sian Wall SlreelJournal, February l9

The Sundag Obseruer, January I 0

Once upon a time, cricketers accepted umpires'wrong
decisions without question. But that was when sports was
a game, wasn't it.

The Economist, December

l2

lf violence on the streets leads to violence in society

generally, an increase in the depiction of lovemaking on
TV might result in more tenderness and more fun in the

Needless to say that I shall have nothing to do with these
funsters. I hope they will have plenty of Pepsi-Cola on
their way to Dandi.
N.G. Gore (Commenting on the Dandi march to commemorate
Gandhi's DandiMarch launching the Salt Satyagraha,The lndian
Post, March l3

Soviet citizens squandered eight billion working days a
year looking for goods in short supply.
Sarah Traxler,Speclator, Oct. 31, 1987

nation's bedrooms.
Philip Noel, Listener, SePt.24, 1987

It is a curse of the leisure class that can afford to go to the
end of the earth to dump its orange peel.
Quoted in the limes of India,January 15

Blessed are the young for they shall inherit the national

debt

irtua lodag,l-ebr
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uary 29

We have enough religion to hate one another but not
enough to love one another
Nani Palkhivala, Hinduslan firnes' August 5

A perusal of admission records in Kerala's schools may
lead one to an interesting, though erroneous, conclusion
that most births in the state occrrr in the month of Mav
The Week, February 7

*Lhe Limo has come.l'tlv"
r.alrut sald-,
-to LalR
"f many tlyn$St
e

of

Shoog-and_S]rips_ 4nd saiini;vaxof cabbaqe,s "

^

This is how seventy-seven year old
Milovan Djilas describes himself today.
He has been described as a phantom of
the past. For the first time since the
1950s, after thirly-four long years, he
has been inteMewed by a journal and
this too by a student magazine! Perhaps
he is the only important surviving member who had direct dealings with Stalin
but he is almost virtually under arrest
for he was denied the right to travel

abroad (until this year); has no friends
from his active politicaldays; his books
in his native language are not even in
print, and in the.streets.of Belgrade only
a very few give him a nod of recognition.

It was earnings from his Westem
royalties that helped him buy his modest flaL His Neu: Class might well be
regarded as one of the most important
political tracts published from Europe
in this century and it did lead to a considerable search of heart among committed socialists and leftists and gave
rise to furious debates.

-

anl, kin6s-"
- lewjs carroll ^g
and approaches. Yet, without that

-

as

we see increasingly in Yugoslavia -

there can be no true reform."
Mr. Djilas nonetheless sees Mr. Gorbachev as "something very positive" in
Soviet development, bringing a "new

phase" of tremendous importance to
the West and the world at large. "But
remember that, though Mr. Gorbachev
is both younger, more dynamic, and
flexible than his predecessors, he faces
the same problems - traditional Russian mentality, the habit and inertia
generated by an enormous bureaucracy and the highly closed nature of the
system."
RS

zine reproduced

in the Hindtj of

September 25, 1987 Djilas comments

interalia on communism today:
"There is the same crisis of the system from Belgrade to Beijing. Changes
of substance are not yet in sight anywhere, not in Russia, let alone China"
Without radical reform, he says' the
Soviet leader, Mr. Mikhail Corbachev
will ultimately fail.
"Mr. Gorbachev still has to show he
contemplates more than reform within
the system - i.e. simply to improve it instead of reform of the whole system
which is essential. He talks only in
general terms about improving demo-

cracy,

but nothing specific about

organisers' cadres.

Ask any man in the street what he
thought of Bandhs and I bet nine out of
ten will denounce them. Bandhs

no

longer evoke spontaneous response. There is no sense of solidarity
and sympathy. Only one of disgust.
Just as the failure of a Bandh does
not imply support for the parly against
whom a Bandh is directed, it is no indicator either of support for the sponsors. ln both cases neither suffers. Only

the people are put to avoidable harassment.

Obscurity might be the lot of most
people but deliberate ostracism can be
galling particularly for a man of the sensibilities that Djilas is.
ln his interview to the student maga-

Bandhs are an expression of impotent anger. They are actually counterproductive. lf many stayed at home it
was more out of a fear of getting hurt,
or stranded on their way to work or
being subjected to harassment by the

Some opposition parties efforts to
close lndia, Bharat Bandh in other
words,, were by most newspaper
accounts, only partially successful. ln
states where opposition parties are in
power the Bandh was 'total'. In other
words in the States of Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Kerala and West Bengal the

ruling parties blessed.the closing of lndia in their states!
What do these Bandhs try to prove?
Simply the extent of politicaltlout the
'respective political parties have. They

are essentially an exercise in political
gamesmanship. The main demands of
the 15th March Bandh sponsors were
the ouster of Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, and the
holding of general elections before the
due date which is the end of next year,
with some economic demands such as
arresting the rising cost of living, corruption in high places etc. thrown in for

'Hartal', a Gandhian legacy which
evoked voluntary participation in large
measure during the days of the freedom movement and even during the
infamous 'emergency', and now re-

christened 'Bandh' (an ugly word), has
become a useless weapon.

What did the March 15 'Bharat

Bandh' achieve? According to news-

paper reports the death of seven people

and injuries to 250 in various parts of
the country not to mention loss of
wages and losses in production. Will it
influence government policies in any
way? Not the slight*t. And yet we shall
have our politicians doing this time and
again for, they are bankupt in the realm

of ideas. fhe sad fact is that atter 40
years of freedom the wisdom of our
politicians is in inverse proportion to
that of our people
SVR

broadening it, by admitting new ideas good measure.
Freerlont First 3
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ln the battery of words used in effectivgly throttling newspapers a new word
that the Asians have contributed to the
language of Milton and Mill is "gazet-

ting". The Singapore

dog only next to the pig in uncleanliness. And no self-respecting Muslim
would like either his person or his luggage to be sniffed by these, far from
clean, animals.

government

The government has now pensioned

under the tutelage of its energetic Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew has had re"gazetting" journals and
course
newspapers that are critical of its gov-

off the dogs and resorted to another
Swadeshi rodent, the mangoose, to

to

sniff at the loathsome drugs. Obviously
there are several advantages. They are
tropical and do not need airconditioned
homes. They are clever and can easily
be trained, ln fact a couple of them Tikki and Nohihave emerged as experts in

ernment and administration. The Far
Eastem Economic Reuiew is the latest
of the journals to be "gazetted" by this
act. The local, circulation has been reduced from 9000 to 500; Time maga- tracking hidden drugs. But their prezine has had its circulation lopped off sence amidst crowded air passengers

from 18,000 to 2,000 and The 'kian waiting in the clearance queue may not
Wall Street Joumal from 5,000 to 400. be reassuring. For one thing they can
bite - in fact all the ten mangooses in
A similar fate befeli Asiaweek.
the
training programme bit the trainers
Those Singaporeans who want to
read the "gazetted" journals will have to
go to Johore to buy them. This is cer-

tainly not good for Singaporeans who
have been avid readers of these journals.

Like South Korea, Singapore

has

several times. And the tourists bitten in
the feet are not likely to regard this as a
rodent's way of saying "namaste"! Also
they can climb over people and scare
the life out of them.
Meanwhile the lsraelis are training
bed-bugs to detect heroin and the Ger-

lured many free enterprise enthusiasts,
but in both places freedom has always mans, pigs that will be drug-sensitive
been precarious. Till the present cen- and ferret out drugs.
We are in for exciting experience tury, democracy and fundamental freedoms have accompanied an open free that is those who belong to the jet set.
market economy. But in the Present They will have more interesting things
century it is undergoing different man- to talk about besides places and exotic
at a time when the ordered
economies of the communist world are
talking of Glasnost!
ifestations

-

foods!

Its free enterprise is again a cover, for
the fifteen large "giant conglomerates

called Chaebols" resembling the
Japanese giants and which are supposed to be capitalistic but are all under
the total and rigid control of the Ministry
of Finance and the Economic Planning

Board; the Board decides what should
be produced, whether it should be for
internal consumption, or for export. On
from the Board, the
Chaebols produce what they are told to,
and the government decides as to who
is doing well and. calis the others to

directions

stop.

This is a "free enterprise system" not

known anyvhere else! While this is
something that will intrigue votaries of
free enterprise, there are other manifestations that are definitely obnoxious.

The rural economy is so manipulated
that people migrate to towns to labour
in the factories for a low wage. While the

wages are low the prices are almost
European and the conditions of work
are straight fronr the pages of Dickens.
Half a million industrial accidents is the
record for a year. Women workers are
not only paid but are often employed

for

i5 hours on a working day and

"slaving for 36 hours is not unknown".
Employers often hire goons to physically assault working women who organize
strikes. It is said that the only alternative

for them is to turn to prostitution and
even this is overcrowded with a million
women of easy virtue in Seoul. I do not
know of the census in Bangkok or
Hong Kong.

Sri Lanka's experiment in snuffing
out drug peddling is amusing in a world
that is otherwise grim. ln the last few
years Colombo has become an imPortant entrepot for drugs to be smuggled
in and out of the country and the countryhas a serious drug problem. The authorities got nine German Shepherds to
sniff luggage at the airport. They were
efficient but the costs were fabulous.
They had to be kept in airconditioned
kennels and in special vehicles; a sPe^i:! ccrl, ha.l t.-. 6o anlaaal. t^ nrenarF
"dog chow". Also while each dog cost $
150 the salary of the trainers was just a
third of that!
Most obnoxious '.'"as ttre assault on
Muslim sensibilities which regard the
Freedorn First

The press till recently was manipulated and directed as to what news to
Many of us disillusioned with the highlight and what to suppress' The
emvarieties of socialism practised by our government does not frown on
comPuter
own
their
ployers
having
governmenLs at different levels have
looked up to those systems where free blacklist of troublesome employees the Poorer
enterprise seems to work so excellently. those who form unions. ln
a government officity
each
quarters
of
imporhas
remained
an
Korea
South
list of people
tant beacon to many a country that pul- cial (who is unpaid) has a
those who
and
addresses
led itself up by its bootstraps out of the and their
and
for
surveillance
surely
out
move
ruin that the war wrought on that counhonourable
not
for
PurPoses!
try. lts clean roads, the spick and span
RS
towns and the new cars do proclaim a
miracle. But some truths have rubbed
off some of the gilt. lt appears that
police haul up all battered cars and
,-^,.-
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Tibet Struggles For Freedom
Textof StatementadoptedataSeminar conuened bg the HindustaniAndolanandthe IndianCommittee for
Cultural Freedom on Februarg 27 in Bombag
When, during the aftermath of the

Government of lndia has not permit-

Second World War, the Colonial
Powers were withdrawing from their

ted the Dalai Lama a Government-

colonies; even as lndia became free
and was declaring itself a Sovereign
Democratic Republic; its northern
neighbour Tibet, which had done no
country any harm was invaded and
occupied by Communist China.
It took the Chinese a decade to
crush the poorly armed but valiant

Government

people culminating in the suppression of a national uprising in which
over 87,000 Tibetans were killed.

Despite this the resistance continues.

To our eternal shame our Govern-

ment equivocated and finally acquiesed to Chinese hegemony over
a deeply religious and peace loving
people. Some national honour was
salvaged when the then Government
of lndia provided shelter to His Holiness the Dalai Lama and thousands
of his countrymen who had no other

option but to flee the land of their
birth.

It is however regrettable that the

in-Exile. This seminar calls upon the

to

permit such

a

Government-in-Exile.

It may be recalled that just a
month before he died Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel had warned Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru of Communist China's
intentions and the geopolitical consequences of the disappearance of a
buffer State, His were prophetic
words for, in less than three years
after their subjugation of Lhasa, the
Communist Chinese invaded India.
This Seminar, even while welcoming His Holiness the Dalai Lama's
"Five Point Peace Plan for Tibet" as
an act of great statemanship which
the Chinese have so far chosen to
ignore hopes that the struggle for the

independence of the Tibetan people
will, in the end, succeed and peace
and tranquility will once again return
to Tibet. History shows us that
however mighty an imperialist power, it is nothing when faced with the
struggle of a suppressed people's

love for their motherland.
Meanwhile the Seminar submits
that immediate and primary consid-

to the physical
security and democratic rights of the
Tibetan people and assures China
that China's initiative to guarantee
these rights to the Tibetan people
will prove to be a giant step fonvard
eration by giveh

in creating goodwill among the lndi-

an people towards the People's Republk of China.
The Seminar pays its humble tribute to the Dalai Lama and to the
valiant and peace-loving people of
Tibet and expresses its solidarity to

them in their continuing struggle
against imperialist aggression.

By the end of 1988 the Dalai
Lama and his people would have
completed 30 years in exile. The
Seminar calls upon freedomJoving
people and organisations all over the
world to observe 1989 as the YEAR
OF TIBET and hold meeilngs, rallies
and in other ways to focus attention
on this most tragic human problem
of the century.

A Report on the Seminar
The Statement published above represents the unanimous view of the participants at the seminar which included Mr.
Minoo Masani, Mr. M.V. Kamath, Dr.

much the forced occupation of the
country by the Chinese Army as much
as the problem of getting rid of Chinese
settlers who now outnumber the Tibetans in their own country.

Aioo Dastur and Mr. R.M. Lala amog
others. The seminar had the benefit of
the views of Mr. Thupten Samphel of
Mr. Madhu Mehta drew attention to
the Central Tibetan Secretariat at the fact that the Chinese were deploying
Dharmshala in Himachal Pradesh.
short and long range missiles in Tibet
Mr. Masani who chaired the seminar and using that country as a dumPing
recalled lndia's pussileanimous attitude ground for nuclear waste, thus threwhich enabled the Communist Chinese atening the environment of the entire
to annex Tibet and resulted in the Himalayas and lndia.
Chinese invasion of lndia in 1962. He
Mr. Thumpten Samphel who was a
said that far from supporting Tibet's i-nember cf the Fact'Finding Mission
appeal to the United Nations for help, deputed to Tibet by the Dalai Lama in
the then Prime Minister, Mr. Jawaharlal 1985, explained how the United States
Nehru prevented the United Nations had in the fifties dropped weapons to
from going to Tibet's assistance.
help the struggling Tibetans but how
Mr. M.V. Kamath pointed out that to- ultimately they betrayed the Tibetans by
day the real problem in Tibet was not so

succurnbing to their new found love for

China.

Out of a total Tibetan population of 6

million, 1.2 million Tibetans had been
killed in the last 25 years. In any future
talks between lndia and China, the Tibe-

tan question should therefore be included, said Mr. Samphel.

The case for the Tibetans who have
been reduced to the status of second
class citizens in their own country and
to that of a minority is perhaps unprecedented in the annals of world history.
No government seems to give the Dalai
Lama the importance they give to the
PLO and its leader. This is true of our
country where we see nothing wrong in
officially recognising the PLO while, to
our shame (like other countries), cold
shouldering a genuine religious leader
totally dedicated to ahfmsa
Freedom Firs| 5

Chinese lmperialism in Tibet
- Some Facts
o Tibet's recorded history

began in 127 8.C., but the
State was unified and reached its imperial apogee be-

With the Chinese occupation of Tibet, Chinese and
tween the 7th and lOth centuries A.D. The country's Indian troops face each other on the Himalayan border
borders remained largely unchanged frorn the 1Oth for the first time in history. lnstead of being separated by
a large buffer state, the world's two most populous councentury until the Communist Chinese invasion.
o Tibej developed relations with all its neighbours, in- tries now share a common border - over which serious
cluding the Mongols, Nepalese, Manchus, Chinese, disputes now exist.
o An estimated 300,000 - 500,000 troops of which
British, Russians and lndians.
200,000 (15 divisions) are permanently stationed in
. For short periods of its history Tibet came under the
the Tibet "Autonomous Region", (approximately one
influence of Mongol Khans, Nepalese Kings, the Mansoldier for every l0 Tibetans). lntelligence reports estichu Emperors, and the British rulers of lndia. Tibet
mate
that because of this year's increased tension
never lost its independent statehood, and was never
troop
strength
in the "Autonomous Region" may have
incorporated into any other state, including China.
been
increased
to 30 divisions.
I Any uncertainty that might have existed about the nao
17
secret
radar
stations :
ture of the country's relationship with the Manchu
o
14 military airfields :
Empire, was resolved once that empire collapsed in
1911 and the Dalai Lama publicly reasserted Tibet's
5 missile bases (Kongpo Nyitri, Powo Tamo, Rudok,
full independence.
Golmu and Nagchuka)
c All important legal studies conclude that Tibet in 1950
At least 8 lCBMs, 70 medium range missiles and 20
was an independent state in law and fact.
intermediate range missiles
. Chinese armies illegally invaded and occupied Tibet Well over half of Tibet's original territory has been
by force in 1949150.
appended to the contiguous Chinese provinces with only
Central Tibet (U-Tsang) and parts of Eqstern Tibet
remaining as the so-called Tibet Autonomous
o 1.2 million Tibetans (one-sixth of the population) died (Kham)
Region.
as a direct result of the Chinese occupation.
administrative incorporation into China of these
o ln 1960 the lnternational Commission of Jurists found vastThe
areas serves to reduce the importance of Tibet, while
that genocide was being committed in Tibet and that
splitting the Tibetan population, and accelerating
l6 Articles of the Universal Declaration of Human also
their signification.
Rights were being violated.
o The U.N. CeneralAssembly passed three Resolutions
condemning China for "violations of fundamental human rights of the Tibetan people" and called on China
The transfer of Chinese to Tibet is reaching alarming
to respect the Tibetan people's rights, including their proportions. The real fear is that if the present Chinese
right to self-determination.
policy is successful - and indications are that it is o ln an effort to annihilate Tibet's religion and culture, Tibetans will be reduced to a small and insignificant
the Chinese systematically destroyed 6254 monaster- minority in their own country in the same way as the
ies and temples: B0% during the "democratic re- Manchus (35 Chinese to 1 Manchu), the Turkik people (3
forms" before 1966, and the remaining20% during to 1) and the Mongolians (5 to 1) have been. The object
the Cultural Revolution, according to Chinese officials. of this policy is to forcibly "resolve" China's territorial
o One out of ten Tibetans has been held in prisons or claims over Tibet by means of a rrrassive and irreversible
forced labour camps for periods of l0 to 20 years. population shift.
7.5 million Chinese now outnumber the 6.0 million
Most were beaten and tortured. Today 3000 - 4000
Tibetans, including 300 monks, remain in captivity for Tibetans in Tibet. They are distributed as follows
(approximate figures in millions):
anti-state activities.

o The

o

Chinese policy of "religious-liberalization," is
merely superficial: Tibetans are allowed to rebuild
some monasteries, but serious study or teaching of
religion is forbidden. Only l0-15 new monks are
allowed to enter a monastery each year.
Forced al.rortions and sterilization of Tibetatt wonrer)
are comrnon. ln Chanrdo, Tibet's third largest city,
frlr1i1'q lrave beerrfor11111 in stc,rttt drairts artrl rlarlra3,'
bins cf hospitals.

,lir't r,lt;lr

/ il:l

0

o
o

ln all major cities the Chinese today outnumber the
Tibetans. ln Lhasa there are 100,000 Chinese compared to 50.000 Tibetans.
l-he transfer has Drodrrceri a 100% inflatiorr rale anrl a
hvo cl,ass socicty' slrarplv divided alorrg racrial lines ancl
unprecedented unemployment among Tibetans. ln
thc I [r,rsa ,;alllv' fi;r. exanrplc. 30 CnO Tihetan: lt.tve
lost therr jobs t'; tl're ncrviv airived Ciririt:se.

violencet civilization and Democratic values
A.N. Dalal
"Things fall apart;the centre cannot
hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the
world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed
and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is
drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the
worst
Are full of passionate intensity."

part in the arousal of violence. This is
often seen when a crowd of office-goers
attacks buses and trains when these are
unduly delayed. This may then be fol-

lowed by an incident which triggers off
aggression. Finally, human aggression
demands a weapon - a knife, a gun, a
missile or even a sharp tongue. Not
only does this make violence more certain but it creates a psychological barrier between the aggressor and the ob-

with emphasis on sexual gratification
and violence e.g. films like Conan the
Barbarian, Rocky (1, ll, lll, lV) and Rambo. For many.young minds, violence
has a peculiar fascination rather than
any abhorrence.

ject of aggression.
W.B. Yeats, The Second Coming

On May I I, 1987, an English judge
sentenced and convicted soccer hooligans to prison terms of upto ten years
for having organised a six-year 'reign of
terror' provoking clashes among rival
soccer fans who turned English and
European stadiums into battlegrounds.
The five who were sentenced were described by the judge as "some of the
nastiest, most ruthless and most vicious
men for whom violence appeared to be
a way of life." A few days earlier, in April,

communal riots were sparked off in
Ahmedabad by a dispute over a decision in a street cricket match. Heated
arguments were followed by stonethrowing, knifing, arson and attacks on
homes and shops. Five lives were lost
and several people were injured.

Obviously, mass-violence.

till

Men learn to be violent due to indirect
influences of the mass media especially
T.V. and cinema. People spend a great
deal of time watching T.V. and absorb
its messages which often preach, dis-

play and glorify violence. Not all T.V.
violence is make-believe. A great deal of

real violence is shown in the form of
news. Studies in the West have shown
the high degree to which T V can de-

sensitize heavy viewers to violence. ln
recent times, many governments have

tried to regulate violence on TV

e.g.

British Television keeps violent sequences out of its news bulletins before 9
p.m. and the children's News keeps
them out altogether. Films too, especially, those frequented by adolescents,
reflect a 'glamourisation of barbarism'

now

restricted to political and social life, has

now invaded the world

of

sports.

Phrases such as 'fair play' or 'being
sporting loser,' are now obsolescent.

a

Violence lnnate or Learnt
This rapidly increasing incidence of
mass-violence on global, national and
local levels raises deeply disturbing
questions. ls man violent by nature? ls
the desire to hurt. maim and kill others
programmed in his genes or is it learnt

irom the examples and attitudes

he

sees in society/ llost expefts today
agree that man has only a marginal
qenetic disprosition towards violence. By

attd large, violerrce is learned in ttre
same way as other aspects of culture
are learned through social conditioninq..:rrtrstration and parrr piay an irnportan't

violence is of vorionce with
the norms of civilized
behoviour, it is equolly
incompotible with
democrotic volues which,
broodly speoking implies
foith in the rule of low,
individuol freedom ond the
sqfeguording of humon
rights. lt tllso believes irr
solving problems lirrough
rotionol discnssion oncl
corrlpromise,

lf

Urban Violence
It is well-known that people behave
differently in groups. They are willing to

perform acts of violence and aggression that would be abhorrent to them as
individuals. Not only are feelings of violence intensified in a group, but action
is more likely to follow. Moreover, membership in a group provides people with
a sort of anonymity and also legitimises
violent action, especially when it is in
the service of a cause. The group pressurises the individual to conform to its
norms of behaviour, obey its authority,
participate in acts of aggression against
the objects of its prejudice and hatred.

ln a group, the individual loses his
identity, loses a sense of personal re-

sponsibility and self-restraint; in other
words he becomes de-individualised.

ls

violence the result

of

adverse

socio-econornic conditions like degradinq poverW or unemployment? ls it an
exclusively urbarr phenomenon, the result of huc1e, sprawlinrl slums? Are the
luntpen masses to blarne? None of
these questions can be answered in the
affirrnativr:. Vi,:rlt:rrce rears its ugly head

in the rrridst of affluence as well
Fre,edom First

as
7

poverty. The Delhi riots of November
1984 were not organized by the lumpen
proletariat but by politicians, some of

whom were high up in the Congress

to go unclothed with identifying num.
bers tattooed on them, sprayed with insecticide and transported
cattletrains.

in

hierarchy. ln lndia, communal, linguistic

and caste prejudices have to do far
more with mass-violence than poverty.

unemployment

or

bureaucratic

Of all forms of violence. the most
offensive and abhorrent is violence
against the weak, the oppresseC, the

blundering.

dispossessed, people who can never re-

Education and Civilization
!n Britain, substantial correlation

taliate. Such violence is rarely politicai
in nature but is often seen in the social
and familial systems. Nevertheless we
cannot be indifferent to it. "A pacifism
which can see the cruelties only of
occasional military warfare and is blind
to the continuous cruelties of our social

is

seen between the decline of the educational system and a rise in the incidence

of barbarism and violence. Much mo.re

than increased financial inputs

is

needed. There is something wrong in

creating an educational system solely
devoted to useful skills like computer
technology or accountancy, when children emerge from schools "devoid of
the values and virtues of civilization and
civilized behaviour."

This should give our

educational

policy-makers food for thought. While
economic development is the need of
the hour, what sort of human beings do
we produce? What models of civilized
behaviour do we offer the young? While
violence and aggression are, at least to

some extent, instinctive in both man
and beast, civilization is not. lt is a pro-

duct of cultivation, restraint and selfdiscipline. What a civilized society
means in terms of human behaviour
has been admirally summed uP by
Kenneth Clark in his B.B.C. series, 'Civi-

lization.'

"l

believe that order is better than
chaos, creation better than destruction. I prefer gentleness to violence,
forgiveness to vendetta. On the whole
I think that knowledge is preferable to
ignorance and I am sure that human

sympathy

is more valuable

ideology.

believe

I

in

than

courtesy, the

ritual by which we avoid hurting other
people's feelings by satisfying our
own egos. And I think we should remember that we are part of a great
whole which for convenience we call
Nature."
The Revolting Dimensions of Violence
Violence dehumanises both victor

and victim. The more it is used the
rnoir it .lirll:, tlr.. cdgt' ,I t-;ur scrlsiiiviil.
It Irer:ornes t otrrtttot.tPla<:e or 'lratlal zrs
llannah Arendt describes it. A classic

cxatttplt: t.rf delti,tttt.ttri:;irrg tl it vietilii-l
-o that il is r:;: ; 'f to eYtPrrrtl'r'tte them
w,'r, us,:d. by llitler arlainst tite .lerr,'s

rl,.-, \&tlL 1.r,,.J iii.': ,rl,i' .(l ).
F

rilctlorrt f-ir.sl

I
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system is worthless." (Mahatma Candhi).

We have our own

indigenous

in lndia atrocities on Harijans and landless
labourers and cruelty to women and
varieties of social violence

children. ln earlier times it took the form
of sati and female infanticide. Today we

have developed more sophisticated,
scientific devices like amniocentesis to

eliminate the female embryo before
birth. /ndia Todag of June 15, 1986,
carried a report about the Kallar community in Tamil Nadu in which B0% of
female babies every year are killed off.
What about the violence involved in the
exploitation of dowry and bride-

burning? Then there is child-labour children who manufacture matches in
Shivkasi or work in glass-blowing factories and other hazardous occupations
- millions of starving waifs destined to
be mentally retarded or blind because

they lack the minimal amount of vitamin A in their diet. ls this not a 'passive'
kind of violence which reflects our total
insensitivity to the sufferings of our fellow humans?

lf

violence is at variance with the

norms of civilized behaviour, it is equal-

ly incompatible with democratic values
which, broadly speaking implies faith in
the rule of law, individual freedom and
the safeguarding of human rights. lt
also believes in solving problems
through rational discussion and compromise. Yet, all democratic societies,

at one time or another, have

experi-

enced violent upheavals. They all maintoiii 'lcil cquipl-.,t:d pulitc arrcl rlriiilary
for,-es. Many af fluent det-rtocracies have

huqe stockpiles of nuclear weapons
r '.(, de5ttL,!' tlre wt-trld scvetoi
liirtcs r,r'. r:r. Sadly even dr rnocrati('
cnuntrie. lndia in,.ltrrle.1. 6is n,rt alway:
tr...: tir€ ciearest te'.:t,,,rd )o .:1i'as Iet.iri;uel

ln case one thought the prize for
disgraceful behaviour by members
of the legislature should be awarded
to Tamil Nadu, the events in the Rajya Sabha on February 23 shows that

hooliganism and indiscipline by
legislators are not the monopoly of
any State but the prized possession
of this unfortunate country as a

whole.

Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma, the
Vice President of lndia, who is also
the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha,
quite reasonably allowed Mr. Opendra of the Telugu Desam Party to
make a reference to developments
concerning the Governor in Andhra
Pradesh. This provoked certain Con-

gress (l) Ministers and M.Ps. who
should have known better, to challange the presiding authority and indulge in scenes of hooliganism. Dr.
Shankar Dayal Sharma quite wisely
and with self respect, refused to yield
to this clamour and stuck to his decision. His action has been endorsed
by the former Vice President, Mr.
Hidayatullah, who recalls that he also
took the same stand as Dr. Sharma
many years ago.
The saddest part of this entire incident is that this charade was enacted
in the presence of the Prime Minister

who sat with a smug smile on his
face and without any attempt at con-

trolling his goons. He has distinguished himself by such behaviour
earlier. So it is fair to presume that
Mr. Rajiv Candhi is party to the indis-

cipline and hooliganism in Parliament whenever it suits him personally. What a sad state of affairs for this

country!

I note that Mr.

Rajiv Gan-

dhi's behaviour has been condemned by every editorial in every
newspaper I have read and I am glad
to note that my good friend Mr. Ciril.
al Jain has joined in this chorus of
condernnation which is deserved by
the Prime Minister.
It is time to remir.rd Mr. ilaiiv (ian-

dhi of an old Biblical saying tl-1at
"The mills of Cod grind slow, but

thev qrind exceedino small "

Minoo Mosoni

spect for human rights is concerned. of Ghaffar Khan, who interpreted lslam
Reports of Amnesty lnternational show as a religion of peace, the movement
that even in democratic countries many
are incarcerated for years without any
charge or trial. Torture is widespread;
many just disappear after being taken
into official custody. Others have been

was totally non-violent and did incalculable good to Frontier society, especially

to women.

role to play in suppressing violence and
maintaining law and order. But this cannot be the long-term solution to any
problem. "An eye for an eye", as Can-

Another great apostle of nonviolence who followed Candhian techniques and led a peaceful movement of
negroes for civil rights in the OSA was
Martin Luther King. He worked not just
for the rights of Negroes but for the integration of the white and black races of
A.merica. His famous speech, 'l have a
Dream', has a valuable message yet to
be woven into our lives. "ln the process
of gaining our rightful place we must
not be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us
not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom

world
blind. ln fact Gandhilaunched the most
famous non-violent satyagraha campaigns of the twentieth century. He believed that non-violence was mightier

physical violence."
"Again and again we must rise to the

selected and killed b1, government
agents, perhaps in police 'encounters!.'

The Beacon of Non-violence
One of the important lessons of history has been that violence solves no
problems but in fact creates many.
True, the police and the military have

a

dhi said, will leave the whole

than any weapon of destruction. Like
violence, non-violence too is learned
and it is possible for strongly motivated
human beings to respond peacefully to
provocation which would normally trigger violence.
For a long time it was fashionable to
attribute violence in post-independence
lndia to Candhian satyagraha movements rt was said
'^"'".t;iiJ,,"'";?il,
paigns were not totally
the techniques of satyagraha could be
misused for communal and lingustic or
other undesirable purposes, that even
non-violent mass campaigns could

by drinking from the cup of bitterness
and hatred, - We must not allow our
creative protest to degenerate into

majestic heights

of meeting physical

force with soul force - For many of our
white brothers have realised that their
destiny is tied up with our destiny. We
cannot walk alone."

country and this planet are satiated with

violence. South Africa, the Lebanon,

lraq, Viet Nam, South America and
nearer home, Sri Lanka, the Punjab,
Cujarat, Assam, the North East are not
just trouble spots on our map. They are
our open, festering sores of agony,
bloodshed and violence. And we can
nev'er hope to end our mutual suffering
thror-rgh more violence or bloodshed or

try 'teaching each other a lesson.' This
is the time to heal the wounds, to bind
the sores, to soothe the sorrows. And
we can only do it peacefully, nonviolently, realising that none of us can
walk alone - neither the Americans nor
the Russians, neither Arabs nor Jews,
nor Punjabis, Sikhs, Assamese, Tamils
or Gurkhas. We must walk together to
build a free and self-confident lndia and
a free and integrated world.
We'cannot totally eliminate violence
as we cannot eliminate evil, both within
and outside us. But just as evil can be
overcome only by good, violence can
be defeated only by non-violence.

DR. A.N. DALAL is Professor of Political

While violence divides and destroys,
non-violence heals and integrates. This

Science at Wilson College, Bombay.

The Roots of Molence in India's Polity
Louella Lobo Prabhu

erode the law abiding habit of the
citizens and destabilise an elected,
democratic government and that even
non-violent resistance exercises a kind

of

psychological compulsion

on

the

opponent. Today, after decades of persistent and escalating violence, many in
lndia are reconsidering Candhian principles and techniques.
One of the most outstanding move-

ments

of

non-violent resistance has

been that of the Frontier Pathans who
were led by Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan

nopularly known as the Frontier Can.lhi. The Khudai Khidmatgar or Servants of Cocl rvas founded in 1929 as

a

social, econornic and politrcal rnovement among the Pathans who, unlil<e
the lrrdiarrs of lhe plains, lar:ked a tradi
tion of ahirnstt or tapa.sga. They were
used to weapons, most men carried

ln the screen version of Morris West's
novel," The Shoes of the Fisherman", a

court of Papal theologians, sitting in
judgement on the writings of an un-

orthodox thinker, point to a pre-historic
skeleton, with an axe embedded in its
skull. As the theologian believes that everything on earth is a manifestation of
God, the judges ask whether this act of
violence, so concretely preserved in the

skeleton they display, is also part of
Cod's design? The accused does not
answer - and perhaps no answer is
possible, raising as it does, the perennial question of pre-destination and frec

will; of a supposedly omnipotent
creator, who appears to be sleeping

firearms and blcod feuds were the

when creatures created in His image

order of the day. Yet, under the imoact

and likeness destroy each other in sub-

human ways (HiUer and the Jews).
Violence Marks the Birth of Most

Polities
The Old Testament itself documents
violence in one of its earliest chapters.
Cain's murder of Abel, because God,

who looked down on their

respective

sacrificies (for no reason the rationalist
can find) blessed the offerings of one
brother, and rejected that of the other.
-fcchnicalll',
it would have made better
sense for God to accept the fruits of the
earth, rather than the slaughter of the
larr-rb, invclving violcncc to another species which also he created. The story, or
more likely, the allegory may make better sense, if it typifies the perennial conflict between tillers of the earth (settlers)
Freedom First 9

Violence hos olwoys been with us, since the time of the stone-oge mon clubbed to deoth ond
disployed os o museum exhibit illustroting the origins of mon, Violence bythe Stote, directly or in
obrogoting the Rule of Low distinguishes the degree of progress ond civilizotion different notions hove
reoched. lndio hos stroyed forfromthe doys ond woys of Ashoko ond Gondhi

and nomadic peoples who often preyed
on them.
Even without reference to Biblical pa-

rallels, the thinker Hobbes envisaged
the state of Nature as being "solitary,
poor, nasty, brutish, and short." There is
little doubt that violence and the impact
of sheer physical might, made people
prey on each other within a particular
territory on the one hand, and with people outside their hard won territorial
space, on the other. No one can identifu
the precise point in history, when "social contract" regulated the conduct of
people in a particular place; of their surrendering their personal freedom, to an
individual in the community who laid

Harappa, whose disappearance from
the scene has never been satisfactorily
explained. Thereafter, Aryans, Greeks,
Muslims, and European foreigners descended on lndia through the North
West frontier and from the sea. Each
incursion started with violence, though
eventually giving way to an assimilation
with and into the settled population, itself an amalgam of many racial strains
over the years. lndia, no less than America, is the melting pcit of nations: Apart
from the Ashokan idyll, which would
seem almost like the myths surrounding the Arturian legend (but for concrete documentadon in edicts and pil-

Curiously, these advances from
"State of Nature" are confined to

the
the
triangle of the Middle East. The legend
of Arthur, as portrayed in the book, Ihe

Once and Future King, makes him
espouse the concePt of MIGHT FOR
RIGHT. He is credited with first introducing the idea of trialby jury in a procedure based on evidence, abjuring the
practice of a physical contest to establish the validity of a disputed claim.
The Roots of Violence in lndia.
There is in fact no such thing as "The

lndian State", till the British created

a

Majority Vs. Minority
As seems to be evident, even in the
violent public reactions to the screening
of "Tamas", the scars of partition have
never faded. Muslims, in particular, suffer from a siege and ghetto comPlex,
despite the constitutional protection
offered to them under Articles 25,29,
30. They have been joined in their feeling of insecurity by the Sikh minority,

which was hitherto virtually a sect of
Hinduism, but is now emerging with a
strong feeling centred round its distinc-

half century after his death.

social-religious-political-cultural
identity. lt may certainly be said of the
lndian government at different times

Partition

-

The First Cause of Violence

As Creece conquered Rome, and
Rome itself became the spearhead of
an universal Christian culture, Muslim
invasions of lndia started with violence
but eventually settled at a viable modus
uioendi, the difference between the
conqueror and conquered being more
or less bridged by the 'Jeziya", (polltax)
levied on non-Muslims. That Hindus remained in a majority despite centuries

of Muslims and Mughal rule, when the
British arrived on the scene, suggests
that if there was any forced conversion
at the point of the sword, it must have
been limited and transitory.

It is therefore sad, that when the goal
national identity even by uniting the
lndependence was in sight, after a
of
indeed
lndia,
them.
against
country
funciloned virtually as two different prolonged struggle. whose burdens had
countries, north and south of the Vin- been carried by Hindus and Muslims,
dhyas. South of the VindhYas great the concept of one-lndia was promptly
southern kingdoms flourished - in abandoned. There was not even a last
comparative Peace - rating evetl uprtt'r <.litch struggle (except for Carrdlri) by
now, barely a chapter or two in our his- persons tired of waiting to assume the
tory books. lndian history - wrongly, no leadership of their respective countries.
doubt, but in lact - is regarded as the Pakistan, split into two seParate entities
1!:' 11^undr of miles away. Th: unnatttral
history of Nortllern ln'lia. lt erhibits suc
cessive waves*of violence' beginning -configuration. {inally broke up, forcing
with the ct.rliure ot i4.rtlerrjodaro anc lr iu to ititer vet te irr ttie sovereigrt
f'reedont FirsL l0

to

lars of stone) India has never been a
land of peace and unbroken develop-

down the rules for common survival.
The Code of Hammurabi, The Ten ment. Perhaps that is why the Gandhian
Commandments, and the Edicts of legacy has been destroyed less than a
lkhnaton are among our earliest codified examples of "social contract".

affairs of another State, though theoretically committed
Peaceful coexistence with its neighbours.

tive

that our minorities have fared much
better than minorities in other countries. However, it looks as though this
picture is going to change radically with
even the ruling Congress now veering
towards religious fundamentalism. The
riots in which minorities (be it Muslims
or Sikhs) suffer maximum damage;the
failure of government to punish culprits
clearly identified - indeed its promotion

of such persons to higher rank, and

multiple offices; its cozening of dubious
characters for political gain (Bhindranwale; Subhash Chising) are straws in
the wind, which the minorities perceive
with fear. Government a/r'as the Ruling
Congress is still perceived as the better
of worse alternatives, by the minorities.

This is rather cold comfort. lt may be
recalled that though the Election Law
makes it an offenge for anYone to
promote hatred between the communi-

ties, the first advertisements of the Conqress(l) election campaign, carried re-

lerences

to taxi drivers of a particular

community who maY be a threat to the
safety of the average citizen. Earlier the
v hole Opposition was branded as anti-

for suggestinq that certain
parts of tl re At,arrdpur :lahib Re>olution

national

may be taken up for consideration. La-

ter, the Punjab Accord-among

the
achievements cited by those who were
trying to get the Prime Minister a Nobel
Prize became the cornerstone of his
post-electoral Punjab strategy.

-

Government Promotes
Fundamentalism

One other plank of government's

policy towards minorities, is to elevate
some among them to high places, as
figure-heads. Once elevated, these persons represent the government, rather
than the community whose special interests they are supposed to protect.
Finally, another crime of the government, (again, a/r'as the Congress-l) is to
deal with those sections of the minor-

ities representing the most backward
elements in their respective communities. The uolte face on the Muslim
Women's Bill is the most recent case in
point. Religion is not involved in the
simple human and fundamental right
that a discarded wife, without independent profession or means of support,
must be adequately provided for by the

Safeguarding Our Democracy
On 26th January 1950, lndia will

be an independent country. What
would happen to her independence?

Will she maintain her independence
or will she lose it again? This is the
first thought that comes to my mind.
It is not that lndia, was never an inde-

pendent country. The point is that
she once lost the independence she
had. Will she lose it a second time? lt

is this thought which makes me
most anxious for the future. What
perturbs me greatly is the fact that
not only lndia has once before lost
her independence, but she lost it by
the infidelity and treachery of some
of her own people. ln the invasion of
Sind by Mahommed-Bin-Kasim, the
military commanders of King Dahar
accepted bribes from the agent of
Mahommed-Bin-Kasim and refused
to fight on the side of their King. lt
was Jaichand who invited Mahommed Ghori to invade lndia and fight
against Prithvi Raj and promised him

the help of himself and the Solankj
Kings. When Shivajiwas fighting for
the liberation of Hindus, the other
Maratha noblemen and the Rajput
kings were fighting the battle on the
side of Moghul Emperors. When the

British were trying to destroy the
Sikh Rulers, Gulab Singh, their principal commander, sat silent and did
not help to save the Sikh kingdom. ln
1857, when a large part of lndia had
declared a war of independence

against the British, the Sikhs stood

and watched the event as

silent

spectators.

Wili lrrstory repeat rtsell'/ lt is thrs
thought which fills me with anxiety.
This anxiety is deepened by the
realrzatron o[ the tact that rrr addrtion

to our old enenries in the form of

B.R.

castes and creeds we are going to
have many political parties with diverse and opposing political creeds.
Will lndians place the country above

their creed or will they place creed
above country? I do not know. But
this much is certain that if the parties
place creed above country, our independence will be put in jeopardy a
second time and probably be lost for
ever. This eventuality we must all resolutely guard against. We must be
determined to defend our independence with the last drop of our blood.
On the 26th of January 1950, lndia would be a democratic country in
the sense that lndia from that day

would have a government of the
people, by the people and for the

people. The same thought comes to
my mind. What would happen to her
democratic Constitution? Will she be

able to maintain it or will she lose it
again? This is the second thought
that comes to my mind and makes
me as anxious as the first.

It is not that lndia did not know
what is democracy. There was a time
when lndia was studded with repub-

lics, and even where there were
monarchies, they were either elected
or limited. They were never absolute.
It is not that lndia did not know parliaments or parliamentary procedure. A study of the Buddhist Bhikshu Sanghas discloses that not only
were there Parliaments

for the Sanghas were nothing but Parliaments
but the Sanghas knew and observed
all ttie rules of parlimentary procedure known to modern tintes. They
had rules regardinq seating arranqerrrents, rules regarding motions, resolutions, quorum, whip, counting of

-

-

Ambedkar

votes, voting by ballot, censure moilon, regularization, res judicata etc.
Although these rules of parliamentry

procedure were applied by Buddha
to the meetings of the Sanghas, he
must have borrowed them from the
rules of the political assemblies func-

tioning in the country in his time.
This democratic system lndia lost.

Will she lose it a second time? I do
not know. But it is quite possible in a
country like lndia - where democracy from its long disuse must be re-

garded as something quite new

-

there is danger of democracy giving
place to dictatorship. lt is quite possible for this new born democracy to
retain its form but give place to dictatorship in fact. lf there is a landslide,
the danger of the second possibility
becoming actuality is much greater.
lf we wish to maintain democracy
not merely in form, but also in fact,
what must we do? The first thing in
my judgment we must do is to hold
fast to constitutional methods of
achieving our social and economic
objectives. lt means we must aban-

don the bloody methods of revolution. lt means that we must abandon

the method of civil
non-cooperation

disobedience,
satyagraha.

and

When there was no way left for con-

stitutional methods for achieving
economic and social objectives,

there was a great deal of justification

for unconstitutional methods. But
where constitutional methods are
open, there can be no justification
for these unconstitrrtional methods
J"hese methods are nothing but the
Crammar of Anarchy and the sooner
thc\,' arc abandoned. the better for
us.
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vidual who wants to become physically bigger and heavier' Another
that of crowds which have a compulsive tendency to increase in num'ber.

Etias

penguin

Cunltti,
Canetti, transtated
translated by Carol StewarU
Stewart; Penguin
Publishers; 1973

1973
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It is one of the surprising scandals common to animals and men. The
of our decade that a^penetrating prohibition, reversal and

*{

The Schreber Example

I9u:, Having traced the link between
so crowds are uniquely human. Myth
.r;;;, power, violence, the greatlittle known in our country even and folklore no less than recorded ;;r;;1
rulers, Canetti relates this to
among the well-read. Published history, testify to the crowd's associathrough the case_history of
years ago, it retains its relevance tion.with violence, cruelty and auto- ;;;;;"
$;;;"r,
an educated and intellieven today when our leaders man- cratic power.
;;;";":'.
,;;;';: by :;;
gent man' a lawyer
profession'
":,t"*''
in turn revel
ipulate crowds and they
"ioi,lr.,"r,l,"
phenomenon of the Survivor who spent seven years in asylums as
-.
The
in mindless uiol"n.".
ln a crowd which has experienced 1.?-1i^trl:]t I^" y:5j:^"':.and later
onty gtad to fish in ir,"r"
".J-trr"
a
massacre,
the survivor immediate- published his memoirs which dethem to their sordid advantaoe. Even
book like that of Elias Canetti is

Caneni's winning

;;Fffi;i-eil

for Literature and"fthe

reprinting of
this as a Penguin book recently has
not drawn the attention that it

have.

should

,destructiveness,
startins with the

jl",t:lT,'^'l
r"rn" nsremotlonal
::j'9:,!::?:.*f"
worlo' nls oeluslon ?j
ls

ly feels a sense of power
""acan betimes the need for survival
come a dangerous una intitiult
passion. The iareers or r,"io", unJ
loldiers suggest that an
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of thecrowd,Canettisaysthatthisis i,ir rn"n against tf,"
"nun"'l-unA'io
often mentioned, discussed and dis- their death. lf he is ul.torio.ir.liitf,"
approved ol as its most conspi- dead, on both sides, U"fo"o io f,i-,
cuous quality but it is never really ex- so to speak. ln victory uft., JiAo.V f,"
plained. The noise of destruction of survives them all. The significance of
course adds to the crowd's,satisfac- his victories is measuied by the
tion but there is more to it than that. number of the dead. plutarch, one of
"The destructiveness of representa- the humaner
spirits of mankind,
tional images is the destruction of a commenting on Julius Caesar's
hierarchy which is no longer recog- military career sums up by saying
nised. lt is the violation of generally that he took by storm aOO cities]

and universally visible fought pitched battles with 3 million

established

and valid distances." With the
.lifting
of these burdens of distances the individualfeels free' His freedomiies in
the crossing of these boundaries, in

mei, of whom he destroyed one

mil-

lion and took another million prisoners. ln recorded history, comments
Canetti, such reporLs hive been customary and to this aay have scarcelv

transcending the limits of .his. own
person. To a crowd in its nakedness, altered.

everything

-

doors, wlndow3,

3ll
ol Dounoarles - seem to De
replicas of the Bastille and thus
Klnos

meant to be

destroyed.

four
first
place, the crowd always wants to
Canefti proceeds to identify

important traits of crowds. ln the

fact a precise model of political
in
feeds on the crowd. lt
P:*."r.which
ill:str?les the strong and lasting

ilT:":[ff:l;':Xff;:l'H'Jii::f

vidual.s through being reduced in
size; the way they are taken into

(eaten) by the survivor who in his
own pergon represents political power.From Schrebers's account Canetti
deduces that to be the last man to
remain alive is the deepest urge of
evely real seeker after powe.r. Such a
man sends others to their death and
he is likely to bring about mass death
especially when his dominion over
the living is challenged.
All
"athis is not just fantasy. ln fact it
is political system disturbingly
i"-j1ni to those who lived through

iii,i".i'r"gi-e.

No one has a sharper

the attributes of the crowd
"ul-io', paranoiac or the despot,
;#;"
,d'no"ur.
and the same,,. At the

ln the ciriumstances . it
to reckon the vicone
tor's own losses. These . proud core of it all is the lust for power.
batance-sheets are handed down ;;;";," is an ,,illness of power,, in
from generation to generation. Every in"--i'" literal sense of the word
generation has its vrarriors u.nd and the great men of history have all
heroes whose passion is to survive f""" g;tty of it.
and
appears tactless

those who are most skilled in

grow and there are no natural this knd of survival have the securest .. .However, one question remains.
Foundaries to its grouh. Secondly, place in history. The survivor is the What became of the survivor? He is
not yet extinct and even in our own
within the crowd there is equality. man of power.
glorified as a hero and
loves
density
or
crowd
Thirdly, the
Those who have power have
!f fls been

" :^b^:,y-"d.."r a ruler. And his most fancroseness. Everything must .be th.e passion to augment rt una-ihir-JnJ
crowd itself. Lastly, the crowd needs iifi"r"nt from delusion, or oru"j"r, tastic triumphs have taken place
who set a great store
direction lt moves towards a g-oal
common to all its members. ln

by those i,-' ;;;i;;-;l
fact "*p"ri"n."a
,r,[.,tuf iml.ralance. t^di"i;;;i; ;;
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husband who uses her body in bed, and

her services as a household drudge.
Social issues like a woman's right to
maintenance, should not be confused
with freedom of religion or conscience,

anymore than untouchability should
have been preserved, as a basic tenet of
Hinduism. Thanks to Candhi, Hinduism
was purged of a social evil, at least on

paper. No equivalent of Candhi has
appeared, to wean Muslims away, from
social excrescences masquerading as
the centre point of religious freedom.
However, the minorities are also at
fault, for not throwing up a more enlightened leadership. They cry about
under-representation in the Services,
not realising that to enter the Civil Services, they must at least sit for the re-

lic exchequer. lncredibly a small steel
frame of LC.S. officers provided excellent administration over a total territory
which has not grown larger. However,
bureaucrats, legislators, supernumeraries of all knds have multiplied with
the creation of the linguistic States we
now have, these are also likely to be

increased, if any agitation creates
enough nuisance value. Even if it is
conceded that the functions of the
adrninistrator in independant lndia has
changed, these developmental tasks do

not justify the quantum jump

Sons of The Soil?
Each linguistic State which ultimately
saw the light of day, experienced fratri-

Unlike the Christian minority, for example, Muslim religious heads (like the
Syedna) have not contributed much to

the academic or technical

advance-

ment of their flock, the Aga Khan being
a possible exception. ln Catholicism,
the Church is a central authority which
is able to sponsor education and other

socio-cultural measures.

However,

while almost any village church has a
complex of small institutions attached
to it (at least a school, and some socioeconomic venture for the economic upliftment of the parish) this phenomenon
is rarely seen around a "palli", or a temple. Christians on the whole, have managed to do well, in a manner out of all
proportion to their numbers. Civen political conditions as they are, other
minorities, and even the Hindus, should
shed the attitude of waiting for only
such help as government can give.

Linguistic States
The second major cause of violence
in the State came into being, when lndi-

a's first Prime Minister gave in to the
blackmail of agitators for linguistic
States. lt is an irony that the fragmentation of States has grown so fast, that the
integration of States (the main aehieve

ment of lndependence) may now

be

totally reversed. There was much greater identificatiorr with lnrjia as a wlrile, in
composite States created by the British,
for administrative reasons. Fewer States
were also less burdensome on the pub-

the-soil cry in the field of work, are
clearly unconstitutional, as Article 19
allows freedom to move, settle and
work throughout the territory of India. ln
specific cases, Courts have upheld
these rights. However, till people and
those who represent them can think of

lndia as a whole, and not merely the
town or village he comes from, violence
on this subject can and rvill erupt constantly.

in

bureaucracy, and the political establishment.

levant examinations.

Self Help

official communication translated.
Linguistic chauvinism, and the "sons-of-

cidal violence as its midwife. The violence does not stop with the creation of
the State, but spills over into endless
disputes about boundaries, use of language in "minority" language pockets
of border areas; the sons-of-the-soil
theory in matters related to work. The
Shiv Senii ls an extrem€ example, of a
political pressure group committed to
violence in furtherance of its linguistic
and regional chauvinism. Yet, even so
apparently a reasonable and liberal

man like Karnataka's

Ramakishna
Hegde, set up a Committee to recommend, and presumably to later enforce,
preferential employment for Kannadigas in public and possibly private employment. Even where a sons-of-thesoil agitation on the work front has not
been specifically promoted, it is tacitly
imposed by the reign of the vernacular
in most States. Politicians do not seem
to know - or care - that a stranger in a
place (visiting the Secretariat, for instance), cannot possibly read the signboards in a language he does not

understand. Moreover, as all States
have persons who now reside in a place
where they may not have been born or
brought up, to insist on communicating
with them, only in the language of State
is hardly fair. ln fact this is a special
hardship when a person has to de-

cipher adrninistrative or court com
nrunications in a language he or she
does not understand. Even though
there is no physical violenr:e arising

from this, it is intellectual violence. forcing; an individual to forfeit privacy in
communication when he rnust get an

The Last Trio
There are only three others areas of

violence which this paper hopes to
tackle: one, the instigation of class war
in the villages; second the pitfalls of reverse discrimination; third, the emergence of organised labour as an insatiable pressure group. There is no doubt
that independent lndia inherited a feudal agrarian structure, more or less unchanged since Mughal times, with such
further exactions as the British chose to
levy for the perpetuation of their rule.
Land reforms were necessary, and it
may be conceded, that they took place
without the bloody battles which characterised the elimination of the Kulaks
in Russia. However, dispossession of
owners, without anything approaching
equitable compensation, does no credit

to a

free and democratic society.
Taiwan, which did carry out agricultural
reform, did so, without a vindictive atti-

tude, compensating owners with sufficient funds to start some other line of
work, and enough to remain beyond
want. lt would no doubt be said that
most owners acquired their property by

theft or collusion (Proudhon's concept
about property in general). Even if this
were true about most owners, econo-

mic change in a democratic

State,

should follow the Rule of an equitable

law. Even

if it

follows the rule of

a

validly-passed law which is inequitable,

the law itself is battered by violence,
whether or not this is translated into a
physical manifestation. Land ownership
laws have now succeeded in beggaring
the old owners, without greatly assisting
tenants. T he latter still suffer the characteristics of feudalism, being bound to
land which they cannot offer as collateral for loans. or which thev can transfer

or sell.

ln passing, the same PrinciPle
rnarked the dealirtgs of goverirn'retrt
Frt't'rl<trtt t'irsl l3

with the princes, and the l.C.S.

-

neither

class greatly beloved by the people,
though there were a few good rulers,
and it is generally conceded, that the
"heaven-born" did at least offer lndia
clean and firm administration at a critical time. The point is not whether these
classes deserved public sympathy, but
whether it is correct for a State unilaterally to amend not just ordinary
laws, but laws written into the Constitution, to carry out the "stray thoughts" of
a Prime Minister trying for socialist
credentials with the people, in her war
with the Syndicate. A government
which abrogated solemn contracts with
the princes and the LC.S. could similarly
repudiate its obligations to pay pensions, for example. As this would touch
more "people, it would arouse greater

classes as a whole. Few among them
even reach the level of being able to
compete for a professional course, or
public employment. Once they "pass"
(the terminology used in the U.S. when
a "Black" merges into "White" society)
their anxiety is to escape their origins,
and join the "upper classes" into whose
ranks they seek acceptance and admission. Eventually, it becomes a travesty
of all that is sane, when people vie with
each other for the "backward" or
"Scheduled Class" tag. The nomenclature itself perpetuates the condition it
sought to change, while the reliance on

a

permanent crutch prevents these
classes from even thinking of trying to
reach their goals under their own
steam. Full employment; perhaps special coaching classes for Scheduled
Caste
students, would serve the Backconcern than the decapitation of the
ward
and
Scheduled Classes better
zamindars, the princes, and the l.C.S. l!
discrimination ad infinithan
reverse
may be mentioned in passing that the
obligations to the princes cost less than
the loss of a major public sector unit in
one year! lt may also be noted that there
are today, many IA.S. offers whose pension being half of the last salary drawn
(approximately Rs. 8000) reaches the
respectable figure of Rs.4000, whereas
the l.C.S. pension is around Rs. 1800.
Violence to convenants constitutes violence by the State, even without the
actual spilling of blood.
Reverse Discrimination

tum.

Organised Labour
It is a curious irony that while working

for almost a century to oust the British
from lndia (1857-1947), free lndia not
only took over Britain's Parliamentary
practices, but its trade union system
too. As lndia's industrial revolution was
still in its infancy, (if not unborn!) this
was not the wisest of "copycatting" tactics. Moreover industry when it came up
was confined to urban centres, creating

a great divide between the remuneralndependent lndia also inherited the tion of the rural and urban work force.
social evil of untouchability, which it The national cake being somewhat li-

action steadily and as a whole. They
need to be as solicitous about greater
productivity, about higher wages, if they
are to avoid subjecting the economy to
a fresh round of inflation, which in turn
sparks off a fresh demand for another
pay-rise also ad infinitum.
Conclusions

Violence has always been with us,
since the time of the stone-age man
clubbed to death and displayed as a
museum exhibit illustrating the origins
of man. Violence by the State, directly
(in so called "encounters") or in abrogating the Rule of Law distinguishes the
degree of progress and civilisation different nations have reached. lndia stands
higher than Maxist regimes and some
dictatorships. But it has strayed far from
the days and ways of Ashoka and Gan-

dhi. That

it

should have veered off

course, not under a foreign regime, but
under successive governments freely
elected by people of our own sovereign

republic, leaves little room for selfcomplacency. lf elections as they now
operate make it impossible for good
men to contest, they have to make their
will known through the avenues available to them. These are the Press which
is still - relatively - free because it is not
government owned; the Courts, which
at least at the higher levels have tried to
check governmental attack on the rule

of law. Above all, they must make

a

stand, even in a private capacity, against
any manifestation of violence by the
State.

proceeded to outlaw in the Constitution,

mited, this distortion can only be at the

by takng serious note of any practices
which outraged the dignity of Harijans

cost of rural labour, and the hapless ji - could arouse the apathy of a subjuconsumer forced to take goods and gated nation, and win freedom for it,
services offered, with few or no options. with truth and non-violence. lt would be
Despite floating in high-wage islands, grand if his auatar appeared from nourban, organised labour is always like where, to do this a second time! But
Oliver Twist, cying for more. ln the Candhiji himself would not have wanted
seventies, gheraos almost paralysed the people to idle while looking for a new
life of lndia's premier industrial State. political messiah. He would have
The labour situation is better now, but wished that each of us gets on with our
violence arises from the fact that gov- appointed tasks, fighting dragons, if
ernment only responds to violence in need be all in the day's work.
the event of an industrial dispute. lt is
History has often been moulded not
the clout of the agitator, rather than the necessarily by those who were born
merit of the cause, which invites reme- great, but by simple people with the
dial action. There is a well-conceived courage of conviction in their belief that
scries of steps set forth in the law, for it rests with every individual to be an
[lre rrredration of ali rrrdustriai ctrspute. aqent of ,-rhange. Rightly has the poet
However, governmcnt steps into the said 'Adventure on, for from the littlest
pictr rre lonq before the prescribed steps elrre, has come whatever worth man
are follc;wed arrd exirausted. it strouid ever knew, and the next to raise all manbe the lrst, and not tlr,,' first r-or-rrt c'f ki,,.-.1 may be you!"
appeal. Orr their- side, trade uni,rttists
l'1:,. I-(jlitrLL4 I r,)ii.-\ Pl.' ',till(l i.
nr r l!) S€c ilte cauSe Ol art inij,l:,tital
i tt
Assoi--iat, I i_ditor of

as free and equal citizens. This was
right, necessary, and proper. It might
even have been right, necessary and
proper, that the uplift of these depress-

ed

classes should receive positive
assistance from the state, to overcome
the deprivation of centuries. This period

reservations in education,
public employment and the like, initially

of special
restricted

to a certain time-span,

has

carried on well beyond that date, leading to increasing resentment, bitterness
and violence between the "upper" classes, and the beneficiaries of reverse dis-

r-rrrrrnation. lhese antagonisrns have
often spilt over into bloody riots, such
as those which bror rght down more that
one State government. lt has also re-

:,ulied

in,r

perccptible lowe'in,t of

ir cadem ic a nd adr.n

i

n

istrative sta n i --rrl

:;.
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Not too long ago, one man

-
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Violence and Political Manipulation
Kamal tX/adhwa

Any inquiry into the causes of violence in our national life cannot ignore
the material and economic reasons for

such ariti-social phenomena. Despite
forty years of self-rule, the fruits of eco-

nomic development have not

been

equitably distributed. For example, 10
per cent of the population appropriate
the economic surplus that is generated
by the economy every year. 75 per cent
of lndian Muslims are in poor straits.
The annual consumption of wheat flour
is 400 lbs. per lndian as compared to
nearly 1500 lbs. in the United States.
Combine these with high prices, shortage of essential commodities, housing
scarcity, and a host of other shortages,
and we have a combustible mixture of
tensions which explode at periodic intervals into frenzied violence. Most of
this violence is directed against the
State because it has failed to provide

succour

to

vast segments of

the

population despite populist rhetoric and
socialist propaganda.

The increasing alienation of

the

citizenry is the consequence of draco-

nian measures adopted by the State.
Raids, seizures, and midnight swoops

have engendered hostility and

fear;

suspicion exists in many quarters that
the State is a willing stooge in the hands
of the elite. Many people even view the

State as a robber baron because of its
harn-handed and indiscriminate use of
force to raise revenues.
Urban Violence
The rise of slums and the increasing
congestion of people in urban areas is
another cause for the mindless violence
witnessed in our national life. Cities like
Bombay and Calcutta frequently attract
the rural poor because of better economic opportunities. Upon becoming
urbanites, the rural poor lose their
icientity and suffer from anomie. a la

Durkheim. ln the absence of welfare
measures for the urban ag;grieved, no
l:ushion exists aqainst trnemployment
and economic misery in leaner times. ln
time, the ariny of the urban unemployed becomes a fertilc breeding
ground for violence. The potential for

violence is further increased by the politicization of the masses. Because political freedom is not followed by economic emancipation, the urbanized rural
poor fall prey to manipulation by wily
politicians.

way of avoiding the touchy subject of
the Bofors scandal by Rajiv Gandhi. ln
realpolitik, the individual citizen is depersonalized and the mass of people

become mere pawns in the national

game of politics. The use of realpolitik
is especially visible during election time
when politicians cow down their constituencies with a combination of the stick

The nature of violence in lndia as
compared to Western countries is not
criminal but largely political. The inci- and the carrot in order to build votedence of murder in lndia is probably banks. As former member of Parlialess than that in the West inspite of the ment, Krishan Kant, observed:
dire straits in which most lndians live.
'A private goonda army, small or big,
Similarly, the so-called communal viois
attached
to the political leader in evlence seen in some areas of lndia is, in
fact, motivated by economic disparities ery constituency. They serve each

other. When there is no individual
candidate, and the winning candidates
are not attached to any constituency,
this relationship will not be required to
that extent. Their dependence on each
other will be reduced and so is their role
in the election process. Leaving aside
M.V. Kamath pointed out in his address the 1971 and 1977 elections which
to the Harold Laski lnstitute of Political were waves, goondas' role has been increasing with every election. They are
Science in 1984:
"....communalism is a function of now dominating the lower levels, mideconomic destabilization, as the result dle and upper levels in many areas, of
of the entry into occupations of groups almost all political parties. They started
not traditionally associated with them, replacing the old dedicated leadership
thus arousing apprehensions among as they are dying out. So, the danger of
those groups who have been so associ- goonda elements taking over the political system is very real. The logic of the
ated."
functioning of all political parties leads
Kamath cites Malegaon as an examdirection."
ple of such destabilization. There the to the same
violence visible in our
Most
of
the
Muslims were the majority community
imitation of foreign
life
is
an
national
while the Hindu minority controlled the
supply of yarn to the 70,000 power- models. The fixation on violence charlooms that are the town's chief econo- acteristic of Western culture has spread
mic pursuit. The Hindus had traditional- into our national life via the film and
ly controlled the collection and sale of newspaper media.
the finished product. However, with the
Decent and law-abiding societies are
advent of Muslims in the business of
between Hindus and Muslims. The
communal carnage in Bhiwandi was
sparked by paucity of jobs for the Muslim community. On the other hand,
where the Muslim majority is affluent,
riots are engineered by poor Hindus
whose target is Muslim property. As

supplying yarn and purchase

of

caught in ethical quagmires because

the
finished product, Hindus felt apprehensive. And with the talk of Arab money
pnrrring into Muslim coffer"s. Hindus felt
insecure and this insecurity led to riots.

their values do not permit physical defence or the use of counterforce. This
non-violent consensus, with a premium
on collective salvation, lies in ruins to-

The Role of 'Realpolitik'

Western mode of forceful means.

Another disturbing trend in our
national life is the practice of realpolitik
by our national leaders. The staging of
the Reliance Cup in cricket was a clever

day after failure to cornpete with the
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The car that makes
a lot more carsense!
Poweredby the Nissan engine
This modern and fuel-efficient

l. l8 litre engine makes one litre
of petrol stretch through I 7 kms
(according to the Government
of lndia test procedures)
The synchromesh system for all four
fowvard gears ensures smooth gear
change and easy transmission.

Takes on any road
The well-suspended body makes for

good road holding. Adeguate

stopping. Large windscreen for
better visibiliry. The door frame, root
and floor panels are rndrviduaily
pressed out of stngle metal sheets to
ensure a structurally stronger body.
They all add up to a safer rrde

Just the right size
It's compact enouglr to spell fuel
efficrency and easy manoeuvring
And brg enough to seat five

comfortably There's more legroom
inside and more luggage space rn

ground cleatance makes it ideal
for out-of-city driving.

the trunk.

Ir',s gor safety built into it
Fade-resistant disc brakes on the
front wheels with servo assistance
for reduced pedal effort and instant

Clean, elegant lines. Polyurethane
bumpers and steerrng wheel.
Wraparound tail lights. A srnooth
paint finish. Rrbbed upholstery.

The look says sleek
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Contoured. rechnable front seats
Every part spells sleekness

From Premier Automobiles.

-of

coursel

The Premier llB NE combrnes the
srurdy body of tlre Frat 124 and
a modern, fuel-efficient l. l8 litre
engrne desrgrred rn collaboratton
with Nissan. PAL engineers have
tesred and perfected the nlodel to
surt lrrdian climates and roacl
concjitions.
After all. we've alwavs qiven you the
better car. Now. wrth new hortzons
openrng up on lhe c.tr scene, isn't it
natural the better cholce should
corne from us?

The Premier Airtornobiles Limite,J

The'Riddles' Controversy
S.V. Raju

To
But

the extent thot the Shiv Seno sought to muzle freedom of expression they ore cleorly in the wrong,
they ore right when they soy thot the government hos no business io publish books of this kind, The
Liberol position goes further, The Government hos no business publishing books of onykind.

We lndians have a genius for splitting

hairs when not breaking heads over
non-issues. The Ram-Janmabhoomi
agitation in the north and the "Riddles
of Hinduism" flare-up in Bombay are

again and his treatment of Sita, compelling her to undergo an ordeal by fire

Shiv Sena and the Dalit politicians. The

Shiv Sena's objective was evidently to

after her release from captivity was garner Hindu middle class support
characterised by Rajaji as 'disgraceful while the hopelessly splintered Dalit
conduct.' The Rt. Hon. V.S. Srinivasa groups saw this as an opportunity to
two such where people have been killed Sastri wrote a whole chapter on this in combine on an issue on which there
or injured. We even have a lunatic fringe his Lectures on the Ramagana and could be no differences - the protection
agitating in defence of the evil practice was put to great difficulties explaining of the late Dr. Ambedkar's legacy.
of sati - and we are talking of entering away Rama's conduct. The followers of
All this could easily have been
the 21st century!
E.V. Ramaswami Naicker, Founder of avoided if the Government had only
On some cars on the streets of Bom- the anti-Aryan Dravida Kazhagam, im- minded its own business and not behay, one can find stickers which proc- itating their leader, have been most come a publisher of books. But then
laim "Say it with pride that I am Hindu". abusive of Rama and Krishna. Yet all governments in post-lndependent India
I am a Hindu and glad to be one but, I these have not in any way eroded the do almost everything (selling milk, baksuspect, not for the same reasons that
the sticker-writer had in mind. I carry
my Hinduism not on my sleeve (or for
that matter on my forehead) but in my
heart and in my attitudes. I am proud to
belong, not so much to a religion but to
a philosophy of life which tells me to be
catholic in my outlook, to be tolerant
and accept with humility that the 'truth'
as revealed by other religions is equally
true.

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, the architect of

our Constitution who converted

to
Buddhism as even 20th century Hinduism, despite the efforts of Mahatma
Gandhi, had failed to purge itself of the
scourge of the caste system, wrote a
critique which he called the "Riddles of
Hinduism". This forms the fourth
volume of the Selected Works of B.R.

Ambedkar, published by the Government of Maharashtra. Riddles has an
appendix in which Dr. Ambedkar comments on the conduct of the heroes of
the lndian epics the Ramagana and the

Mahabharata, Rama and Krishna, in
not very flattering terms. His sources
are unimpeachable. ln the case of the
Ramagana from the great lndian Sage
Valmiki himself.

This is not the first time that some-

one has takerr a

swip<:

Krishna. Compared

to

at Rarnar or
wlrat some

others have said, Dr. Ambedkar is milcl.
Rama's condr-rct in slaying Vah and
Sambuka has been criticised tirne and

appeal these Gods have for the Hindus
who continue to worship them with the
same fervour. The popularity of the TV
serial 'Ramayana' is an eloquent testimony.

The Shiv Sena, a militant political
parly which makes no bones about its
pro-Hindu stance demanded that the
book be withdrawn as it wounded the
religious feelings of Hindus. This provoked the followers of Dr. Ambedkar,
the Scheduled Castes and Backward
Classes now known as 'Dalits' or the
downtrodden, to retaliate with a resounding 'don't you dare' to the Maharashtra Government. Caught in a controversy of their own creation, the Covernment was at a loss. By the time the
solution had presented itself, Bombay's
citizens went through two days of tension with private and public properties

ing bread, publishing books etc.) except

the one job they are expected to do
govern.

-

What did Dr. Ambedkar write that led
to such a storm? Constraints of space
prevent reproduction of a meaningful
extract. Readers will have to secure a
copy of Volume Four of the Riddles o/
Hinduism if they are interested. However to give a flavour, page 18 caniesan
extract from page 327 Appendix I and
an extract from the Valmiki

Ramagana, Canto 115 pages 1849-50

of

Kalgana

lhlpakru which Dr.

Ambedkar cites.
While the issue is peripheral, there is
however an important democratic principle involved: the right of an individual
to write and publish freely. To the extent

that the Shiv Sena sought to muzzle
freedom of expression they are clearly
damaged or destroyed, the Martyrs' in the wrong. But they are right when
Memorial defaced and the Shiv Sena they say that the Covernment has no
threatening dire reprisals. During the business to publish books of this kind.
period of the controversy one even saw The Liberal position goes even further:
policemen protecting Dr. Ambedkar's The Covernment has no business pubstatues in various parts of the city to lishing books of ang kind except of
prevent their disfigurement by 'anti- course their laws, rules, and regulations
social elements.'
and anything they wish to say about
The solution was simple: the Mahar- themselves For. 45 lhe Swatantra Parashtra Government aqreed to paste a ry-'s Staternent of Policy so riglrtly
slip on tlre offending volume that the observed: "The business of the Covernvisrvs expressed were not those of the rlclt is r;overrtrnent not Btrsiness." llacl
Maharashtra Covernment!
this policy been followed there would
not have been a 'Riddles' Controvetsy.
'fhcre
can be no doubi that thc occai
sion was qrist for the mills of both the
Freedont Firsi I7

An Extract from the Riddles of Flinduism
"l have got you as a prize in a war after conquering my
The first thing (Rama) should have done after disposenemy
your captor. I have recovered my honour and
ing of Ravana was to have gone to Sita. He does not do
punished
my enemy. People have witnessed my military
so. He finds more interest in the coronation (of Vibishaprowess
and
I am glad my labours have been rewarded. I
na) than in Sita. Even when the coronation is over he
came
here
to
kill Ravana and wash off the dishonour. I
does not go himself but sends Hanuman. And what is the
message he sends? He does not ask Hanuman to bring did not take this trouble for your sake."
Could there be arrythino ntore cruel than this conduct
her. He asks him to inform her that he is hale and hearty.
It is Sita who expresses to Hanuman her desire to see of Rama towards Sita? He does not stop there. He proRama. Rama does not go to Sita his own wife who was ceeded to tell her:
"l suspect your conduct. You must have been spoiled
kidnapped and confined by Ravana for more than 10
months. Sita is brought to him and what does Rama say by Ravana. Your very sight is revolting to me. Oh you
to Sita when he sees her? It would be difficult to believe daughter of Janaka, I allow you to go anpvhere you like. I
any man with ordinary human kindness could address to
his wife in such dire distress as Rama did to Sita when he

have nothing to do with

you. I conquered you back and

I

am content for that was my object. I cannot think that
met her in Lanka if there was not the direct authority of Ravana would have failed to enjoy a woman as beautiful
Valmiki. This is how Rama addressed her:
as you are."

Kalgana-Kalpalaru

-

Valmiki Ramayana

T( niioi c-gqq *r{od qFrqddl I aq re (rc!i {fl dq {r{drqun tttt tt
fiftfl dlq-&r,q dq{r qrtraronr I cqda gqqst sfu <ftin it1 tt tv tt
RRcare qii e As,{ cnRq* I lr.iirfi gad *qle t+<i ccr s'd: ll t\ tl
<€Rr g ccl mcq-{t q a{a: I r<qKsricdae{ ;qg s cRqFiaI ll tq tl
crs-{rftT{ikr qq cRsQ fum t {q} ienr&c qfr{oft' } (6I tl t,o tl
il{ rr€ i{Eqasrr qhz c-{firc} I cil q{ lid qe {ricfu a I r*q ll te I
rrTbat whiob ooght to be tlono by a
Ea!' rovelglilg aD inrElt baE b6etr
scoomDllshed bt Eo by LtlltDg RATaDL
soeki!8 ( oe I (utl ) to rotleoB Ey
honour. ( 13 , Thougb ittfooqlt to
rpproach tor tbe worlil o! rDoltals ( tot
fea! ol REvatla ), you hav€ boett won
( baot I by too ( whoso Elrld 8taDd8
purloetl by e6c6ticism ) tn tbo BatDo way
as the . soutbern quarter, wbloh w6B
tlt6oult to es8eil ( lor foil of tbo ogler
Ilvsls BDtl Ydtdpi ) lor Eolt.ls was
oolquercd by Sago Agastye, who hatl
reslired hls sell tbrougb sEsterltior. (14)
youthat (BU) thi6
Letitboklownto
otortion ln tho shapo of war, wbioh hgs
been gqcoesgfully oarrletl tbrough, tbelk8
to tho prowess ol my friends ( ths
moakeys and VibhtqBDa, wBa Dot

uDdettokotl lor

your

gake: toay

prospetity attond you I ( 16 ) Tbl! wBs,
however, ilone by De iD oraer to

viltlloate my good coEduot aud wipo otr
the obloqEy oomiDg to Do froxo all
sitles eg well ae tbo stlgEa ort my
illustrlous IIouBe. ( 16 , gtaDaliDg
( unabesheal ) belore me' ey6! though
susploion has alisen wlth regartl to you!
obaraotor, you e!6 €rtroEoely dlBsgreea,ble

to Eo oycD as o light to oDs who la
sufierla4; tloE sor€ oyee. ( 1? ) Therololer
go whotov6r yoq lilo. O ilanala.a
ttoqghtori I llrslrt yos leev6 to ilo eo
tblr (y.ert) day. (AU) these (tetr)
cliroctloro a!€ open !o you, O Sooil
lrdy I No tDors purpose of milo
remalne to be eervecl by you.
( 18 )

cTrrl: fui c{TA&-drq I tqdl S{n{.r( g€ce)ii dsr il t1il
zsi 36)a ager I rt ci gr<r<zi 5ei ;rrftn;qc( 1"
rr"l fif$lr I t{ .rlsqqtcrRal {qt I {rfu i tarqfir*z* q,)si {rqilftR ll 1t ll
,{a q{'il( zagkar I oqqi atq ,T{A fq g& qqrgqq ll lt il
d<q atr6d
firilqi t hiaq tr{: di qq q gwr{;r: ll it ll
{Ta +l grih <rqt I
aR ai l'nq.I rgr Resil ci'l<llq I cq\a lrt dti e'lt c{{R{-drs tt tv il

fir gqi<

ga

ns"flsqfiBei
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11

lor lrou ( in Ey beart )' You Eay
(tber€fore ) go wherover you tike' (2L)
Eanco thls utt6raDc€ hB8 be6n matle by
Eo today' r€solved os r cm to aot
mluil oh
aooortlhgly.
8et yolt
towards hlm ( iu tho prl8t ) ;, i fS ) fiBksmBDa or oven on Rharata aocorclilg
].ty')rllc r,,\.Ft.ing .,? rn- li-, 'l^ t,.* r.r
t^ your pleeture. I 22 \ I l{n r ) ff1
I ecoeBt Llgain you, who wero rqueezcd, your mlnd on Satrugl,ne or arel) cn
lnto tho artra of Bi,vaua ( whiio bglng Sugrrva or oD the ogrc' vibhlstrln' ()
SIta' or tlo es lt pleaeee your rnind' (23)
borne away by hin 1 arcl iegorded ( bi
Socitiil y',r, 'wlr' :ir,i (il)'l 'rrrl v"itlr I
blrrr') vrrllr r,. evjl ( lnpilnl ) ^l'{. i (:rll J
I'bat oLieot ( !i:, tlrL retr jevtll of my obarrning ertenor snti 8't tr ( E') ) eo!l
rlotainerl ir' hi' abodr"
lost honour ) for -{h:Jh yt" ttao" trouu r'!i"l'lrr{'
endnr' 1 ycui
won ( baok ) bt' lrl", r,,., l.'ol aoh]ern,l llirv;rnrr coultl not btLvo
s'lra-^ii: : rr lrirrli ' lllt'' i" i :1 )
.. i i,rtv r ',' !l 't.
:ii.. '
i,;
"Wbat man of spirit ead born in e
noblo tomlly for hi8 part woald taka
baok wiilr 8D eoger mind a womaD who
bas dwelt iD anotber's hoa'8o' ( stnply )
because tho ba8 bee! kildty dl8posed.
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A Dutch View of Citizenship
Frits Bolkestein
We believe that citizenship arises out of its own practice and that if one is robbed of the
possibility of playing a full role in the economic life of the country this will in the end erode the
quality of citizenship all around. We also believe that ownership and property rights foster
responsibility and that this may be seen in the overfishing of oceans and the indiscriminate
cutting down of forests. Where all are responsible, no one is responsible.
Wnat gives rise to citizenship? I can
think of four sources. The frrst source is
identification with a country, its history
and its traditions. The French philosopher Ernest Renan wrote in this re-

set a bad example - why should ordinary people not follow?
And the fourth source is a system of
law which dispenses justice efficiently
and effectively. Not everyone behaves

spect of "the remembrance of great

responsibly, Some break

things achieved together and the willto
achieve other such great things in future". lt is the feeling that it is "my country", the sense of belonging to it, of having a stake in it. Sometimes this takes

the form of being inspired by

the

of greatness, of freedom or whatever. - or the gertse. of a
mission: we are here to do something.
Together with this goes the feeling of
national myth

-

participating in the political process, no
matter at how modest a level. and of
consensus, a rejection of polarisation,
in the assurance that power will alternate between major parties. This is the
political dimension of citizenship. Can
one identify with a "soft state"? I think it
is easier to identify with a "hard state".
Who wants to be part of something
weak?

The sccond source is a system of
education that teaches duties as well as

the

law,

Norms and standards erode if no sanction is directed at transgressors. That is
why anarchism is a dream. Without an
efficient and effective administration of
justice we would soon sink into a war of
all against all.
Having given an idea of what in my
view are the sources of citizenship, I

shall, in what follows, first give

a

few

illustrations of what I mean. I shall then
describe some recent developments in
the Netherlands and conclude with a
brief note on liberalism.

Dr. Frits Bolkestein

This article is the text of a lecture which Dr.
Frils Bolkestein MP., deputy leader of the
Liberal party in the Dutch Parliament. delivered at a seminar of the Citizenship Development Society held on December 30/31. 1987.
in New Delhi.

The American Ethos
The United Stalcs is a country of im-

migrants. Hence the importance of
lt is not surprising that the
subject "civics" figures prominently in
the curricula of many American high
schools. Now the American ethos- is
education.

based upon:
rights, where teachers do not merely
pass on knowledge but also inculcate
( l) the American myth, i.e. the belief
standards of responsible behaviour and
that if a person is given freedom,
a sense of pride in the community. many Chinese families before the rehe will achieve a personal optiSchools are examples of so-called "in- volution of l9ll the feet of the girls
mum:
termediate structures". They are called were broken.
(2) a common legal system - in
The hird sou/cc is politicians who
intermediate because they are situated
spite of variations between states
between the individual and the state. set a personal example of distinunder one Supreme Court;
There are other examples of such in- terestedness and of probity. The first
(3)
a common language; and
termediate structures which rnay per- such politician to come to mind is, of
(4) an open political system that enlorm tlre sarne f unction as schools. The course, Mahatma Cancllri. But there are
coLrracles participation.
r--irurches uscd to clo that in the West. others. ln Grent Britairr. botlr Churchill
alrd tlrr, lslrrrraeli ('onlrTu.uuty e.q. ul and Attk{r rrrsl.lrrt'ti P('ttPlt'. crs clrcl
L.ast Atric.r. lrrtt:rrrrediatc sttut.turcs are Ccne:rol dc Coulle rrr I r.rrrtt'. llc.roic
It is intlicativc that irr Creat Britairr
Ihr:refort' of irnportarrce. lt shorrlrl bc rlet'rls trrspin'<l pr'oplt' Irrrt tlrr. lrt'roii- is
((ur(lrri(rtcs.\l.ii
l.l i{.)l oiltcc wltiie irr tlre
(llS(
()Llllt.
rroted, howt.ver , tlrat rrot trll rrrtt'rrnt'clr
ll<lw.tcl.lys .tt (l
.ls .lt(' tt.ttttltt.tl
(lrtitctl
fot it. Now it tnay
tlrt'1'rutt
Statt's
ate strrrr:ttrrcs ,rrr-' trcrrcficial. Sorrrt: rclr
ttrytlts. Wlrat ittspirt's Pr-tlplc tltcse
ress thc iniliviriual. I'hc Moonit's lt'.rvc il.rvsl I iltic crrr;rrrqlr. tt'rt,rinly in lll:' lrl olrir'r'tc'ij tlr,rt llrt' l.lrttrtLrtlenott t,f
il'teir rnerrrtrt'rs very littlc trcr'rriorl arrtl ilr Wcst. Arrrl it. orr top ol lhat. nrirristt.rs ttrt' Ijl.rcli l'\rrslinls (ltt(l tlre slotl.rtl:
1
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"Your order is not our order" shows that
not all groups take part in the national
ethos. That is true. But it should also be
noted that about a dozen of President
Nixon's Cabinet officers and personal
assistants were convicted by a jury that
was more than half black. And President Nixon himself u.ras forced out of
office. With respect to the common lan-

guage: the increase of Spanish as a
second official language is not without
risks, as it tends to fracture an important aspect of national life.

this

tendency. Poland,

the National Museum will suffice to

however, is an extreme case of a lack of
political participation, aggravated by the

show that. Again, however, this patriotism was allowed to spill over into the
economic field and the Mexican economy - above all the Mexicans them-

counteract

fact that the official leadership of the
country has lost allcredibility. ln Poland
there is an undeclared civil war between
the state and society, and the level of
citizenship is probably very low.
I have thus far mentioned a few countries in both East and West. I now want
to turn to two aspects: patriotism and
the electoral system, in particular proportional representation or PR.

selves

their language, their country and their
anthem as nobody else would. We may
laugh when the French talk of their
"mission ciuilisatrice" but this idea has

given France undoubted

self-

assurance, cohesion and ambition.
Even the French communists support
their country's nuclear deterrent. I do
not mention this out of preference for
nuclear weapons but to show the cohesion of France. France operates in Cen-

tralAfrica in a way which no other West
European country would dare to imitate. France is the best example in
Western Europe of a strong state, with
which it is easier to identify than with a
weak one. But that was not always the
case. ln the thirties France was rocked
by a series of political and financial
scandals. lt was then said that France

was "the republic of chums

show
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countries

highly developed sense of

citizenship and it is not easy to see why
that should be so. Perhaps it is the result of Catholicism, which has always
been much more interventionist than
liberalism.

Patriotism

A Plea For PR
I think it was Samuel Johnson who
Now as far as the electoral sgstem is
said thatpatriotrsm is the last refuge of concerned, I want to make a plea for PR
a scoundrel. Nonetheless, patriotism as opposed to the first-past-the-post
can play a useful role in fostering system which the British have. The
citizenship, as long as it does not ex- advantages of PR are twofold. Firstly, it
ceed certain limits and in so doing degenerate into chauvinism. Let us take a
look at the former president of lndonesia, Soekarno. The Dutch usually view
him as the man who led the struggle of
lndonesia against Holland, or as the

man who collaborated with

produces middle-of-the-road coalitions

which are based on

the

for lndonesia? Well, he kept the country
together. He kept language and religion
out of politics - no small achievement
in a country where Javanese is by far
the most important language and the
overwhelming majority of the people
are Muslim. He also fostered an lndone-

there is not one statue

of

Hernan

Corles althori.lh hc wrested the countn,
frorn futec domination. On the other
hand, there is an alrnost aoqressive idr:-

lisriiol ,;f tlr.: In,ti,:r'i lre''' r.r,- ;rrid r-,{
pre-Coiunrbiarr iirt. Even a slroit vi;rt

1r;

a

consensus.

Secondly, it facilitates the rise of small
parties, which enliven parliamentary debates while the main parties do not get
infected with crypto-extremists from the
right or left. ln Great Britain, for example, there are various Labour Members
of Parliament who in reality are communists. The claim for the British system is that it encourages firm government. Perhaps it does, at least for the

Japanese during World War ll. Apart
from this, what has Soekarno achieved

and
scoundrels"'. And the French Third Re- sian nationalism, complete with muspublic was so weak that it could resist jawarah and pangasi/a, which together
the onslaught of the Cerman war amount to a sort of national myth. That
machine for not much longer than one was a good thing. Unfortunately,
month. The bad example set by politi- Soekarno neglected economics - "that
cians must have had something to do dismal science", as he called it - and
allowed nationalism to spread into the
with that.
sphere of business. Thus he undid
much of what he achieved. lndonesia
Behind The lron Curtain
has become a soft state.
After these two countries of the West,
take the USSR. A serious problem there
appears to be the disaffection of young
The Mexicans have a saying: "God is
people, who seem to have lost all inpoliso
far and the United States are so
all
in
and
above
public
life,
terest in
tics. The causes, in my view, are firstly near". lt is understandable that they
tlrt iaeir t-rf p,t-.,s"rbll;tl.; tnc;rtin3fttl!',' lt' have sorroht to stress their sense ol
participate irt tlte ptrlitical process and, nationhood. ln the whole ol Mexico City

secondly, the absence of most in
terrrtediate sttuctuics c,iccl)1 ri{fi' i'il
ones. This would indicate a low level of
citizenship. Br.rt tlre undoubted pat-rj-otisrn ol tlte Rtts:ri'tt-, ,-,.;r-rple und tll,: ;:-l
that the Russian statc is vcry strong

has suffered as a consequence.

the other Latin American

The French Experience

Now let me turn to France. The
French think that their culture is the
greatest in the world. They speak of

-

Mexico is also a soft state. lt must be
admitted that neither Mexico nor any of

moment. But it also produces zigzag
policies as well as the feeling of being
excluded on the part of those who have
voted for the parly not in power.

The Dutch Experience
What is the Dutch experience? Since

the early sixties Holland has

been

marked by four independent but
mutually reinforcing developments.

Firstly, the country has become much
more affluent and thus the people have
to a certain extent lost contact with the
sharp edges of existence. Secondly, a
system of mass education has been set
up, which all too often has given that
little knowledge which is a dangerous

thing. Thirdly, the mass media and in
particular television give a semblance of
knowledge of what goes on elsewhere.
Fcurtlrh, ryran\/ l)€\.)nle have erperienced a lcrss rtl religion. Affitlence has
given us all the mod. cons. of present,i,.i',

'ivili'.,lilr1

'.riernalia

of

;1r

p3rlicitlirr all the para-

comrnunications. Mass

rn,:rJia and mass edur:ation have given
I

, : ,,; )

'.,(.)',1,

oi '

t,'71,',t,'.r I

.itti,'' li' i t/-:'iri.

The ioss of religion left behind an emo-

tional need to be committed to a different kind of salvation, if not in life-afterdeath then in this world. A secular religion came into existence which manifested itself in a social gospel. This was
especially propagated by alienated intellectuals. A climate of opinion arose
which was harmful to the various

sources

of

citizenship which

I

have

paper that is rerycled. By and large,
I am inclined to believe that
Dutch education does less to foster a
sense of civics now than it used to.
however,

The Administration of Justice
As far as the administration of juslice is concerned, the prevailing climate
of opinion in the sixties and seventies

has had

a largely

deleterious effect.
Some went so far as to explain away
transgressions of the law as the result of
arose which discounted patriotism of
the structural violence of society. "The
any sort whatever. lt is interesting to
law and order issue serves to deflect
observe the behaviour of the Dutch
public attention from more pressing
when they are called upon to sing their
issues, like death, destruction, war, tornational anthem. ln contrast to, for exture and starvation"r. The theory was
ample, the Americans or the French,
that as long as society was unreconthey
mentioned above.
A climate of uapid internationalism

feel embarrassed; they hang their
heads and shuffle with their feet. They
are uncomfotable.
Education

ln education, the aims of
and of selfexpression were stressed at the expense
of applicable skills. This not only
consciousness-raising

structed it was useless, if not downrigtrt
harmful, to attempt to do something
about crime. More concern was often
voiced for the criminal than for the victim. All this sapped the morale of the
police force and encouraged judges to
pass lenient sentences. Holland came
to play a steadily larger part in the international drugs-network. Amsterdam in

hit

a

affected the labour market and thus the particular was
by wave of
economy, but also made it seem at streetlevel-crime. Although the prevailleast for a while - as if any expression of ing climate
opinion has now
one's personality whatever was worth- changed partly as a result of the ecowhile. Now it is obvious - at least to me nomic difficulties we are experiencing
- that many aspects of many personali- the effects I have described are unfortuties are worthy of being expressed, but nately still with us. The shortage of cells
surely not all. Nor are all ways in which means, for example, that some sussuch aspects may be expressed equally pects have to be released for lack of
valuable. Yet such obvious thoughts run space, while convicts have to queue up
counter to the dominant thinking of the to serve their sentence. lt can hardly be
sixties and seventies in Holland. I know said, therefore, that the administration
that everybody after a certain age is in- of justice in Holland is either efficient or
clined to complain of the education of effective.
the next generation, yet have the
strong feeling that in Holland this is now
A word is in order here on cit,il di.sjustified. For the present purpose I want obedience or the extra-parliamentary
to stress that the inculcation of a sense opposition, as the Cermans used to call
of citizenship is both less and more pro- it. The disaffection of the lumpennounced than it used to be when lwent intelligentsia led in some cases to
to school. lt is less pronounced in that a squatters occupying empty buildings in
sense of discipline is not given the contravention of the law, which went

-

of

-

-

I

same importance as in my youth.
Someone who would attempt to do so
in the days of "doing your own thing"
and consciousness-expanding drugs
was soon relegated to the category of
old togeys. But it is more pronounced

in tliat the protection of the

environ

ment now cot'nes higher on the list ol
-[hat

responsibilities tltan before.
is rrcr
doubt a resrrll of the deterioralion nf f h.'
environrnent since Worlcl War ll. And rir
Holland tnis had had qood results. We
are number one ri-r ttre r,i,c,rld as far a;
the proportion of used cllass and used

unchallenged because the "progressive" majorities on city councils refused

to let the police move in. One part of
Amsterdam has removed itself outside
the pale of the law to the extent that not
long ago the mayor of the city was prevented h'om enterinrr it ln lrrdia whreh
has alrnost invented r,ivil rlisobedierrct:.
as it were, I shall not deny that acliorr
: ll i )l if)'; i lrl h;lv,, r r'tl,tiri l r, 'r
'-[,, r.,l , "
se(.lLrence:i. lrr Hollarrd. for exzrrrri.rl.:,
thev very rlefinitely were instrurnental in
irrcrt-.:-tsinir publrc awai-(_.r)e ss of tl'tt:
damaqe that was beirr'J clone tc-r tlre en,
,

vironment. Also, action groups keep
dissidents committed to the political
process as such'. But to condone trans-

gressions of the law is to start upon

a

slippery slope. lt is contagious: it
spreads to other areas, e.g. fiscal matters. lt is a one-way street that leads
downhill. All in all I do not think it has
increased our sense of citizenship.

0nemployment
I

must now turn to a new element, viz.

unemplogment. A man who is out of
work obviously does not participate in
the economic life of his community and
has therefore much less of a stake in it
than somebody who has a job. Now unemployment in Holland is high unacceptably high. Let me mention a few

-

of its

causes. The rate

of births

has

gone up of late, partly because many
women in their late thirties decide to
have a child before it is too late. Also,
many more women than hitherto want
to participate in the labour market either because they must (broken marriages) or because they want to (eman-

cipation). Then technical advances
have made many jobs in traditional
manufacturing obsolete without so far
having created sufficient new jobs to
compensate for the loss. The groMh of

world trade has been disappointing,
which is of importance to an open economy such as the Dutch. These factors
are beyond the influence and control of
the Dutch goverment. But it can do
something about the relative costs of
labour and capital, which are out of kilter. That is why there is so much self-

service in petrol stations and hotels.
The service sector in Holland is
anaemic because the people needed to
serve have become too expensive to
employ. The service sector is thus un-

able to mop up the labour that

is

sloughed off by an industry which must
keep up with international standards of
competitiveness. People are expensive
to employ in Holland in large part because personal income taxes and social
security premia are the highest in the
world. lf we could reduce the public
qo( tnr qrrn r1rn, 11.1 !i1r113[-ry; ftditr:e tlle
burderr of taxes and premia. Thus
laboLl'wc.rul<i cost less to employ, even
t1,1r11.;|, illr'i' t.1f<1,-11',r,ti, i)il)r,,,lOttld ferrrairi the sanre. But rcducirrg lhe size of
the public sector nrns counter to the
,i..irniriarii phiiosophy I lrave describeci.

'[trr:refore

sr:rne t]t least of the unemFreedont First
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ployment that erodes the feeling of

vices which can be performed better by

citizenship is of our own making.

the private sector and de-regulation of
many of the rules which the government has introduced. ln brief: more
societg, /ess state. We believe that

On balance, therefore,lam afraid developments in Dutch society over the
last 25 years have not favoured the
sense of citizenship. The climate of
opinion that prevailed in the sixties and
seventies has eroded patriotism and the
standards of education and justice; the
net effect of action groups has been
negative; and government policy is at

least partly responsible for our unemployment.
It is here that I come to my final
observation, which has to do with liber-

alism. ln the sphere of personal freedom we strive for maximum freedom
consistent with the freedom of others.
For example, we have pushed our coali-

tion partners, the Christian Democrats,

to adopt a more liberal position

on

voluntary euthanasia. ln the field of economic affairs, we have pushed for a reduction in the public sector, a reduction
in the public sector, a reduction in the

citizenship arises out of its own practice
and that if one is robbed of the possibility of playing a full role in the economic
life of the country this will in the end

erode the quality

of

citizenship

ali

around. We also believe that ownership
and property rights foster responsibility
and that this may be seen in the overfishing of the oceans and the indiscri-

lndian liberal, Mr Minoo Masani, where
he borrows from the Swatantra Party's
programmea "lndividual initiative, enterprise and energy maximising individual freedom and minimising interference by the State, foster the sense of
moral obligation".

I
3

"La Republique des copains et des coquins"
McDonafd: "The Sociologg of Latu and
Order" (Book Center, Montreal, 1976), p.l3
Harry Eckstein: "Pressure Group Polilics":

4

equally important to prevent alienation of
groups from systems that appear to distort
their Eoals" (quoted in fuhoka Mehta: '? Decade of lndian Politics", p.l3)
ln his booklet: "Raj4ji's uiew of life"

2L

"The disjunctive function of pressure groups is

minate cutting down of forests. Where
all are responsible, no one is responsible. ln other words, the more responsibility a man gets, the more he will be
able to carry. Our political opponents -

the Christian Democrats and
Socialists

the

- accuse us of fostering indi-

vidualism and hence egoism. Now it is
true that for us the free individual is the

repository of ultimate value. But it is
most certainly untrue that we want to
foster egoism. For it is always freedom
with responsibility that we strive for.

punishing levels of personal taxation.
privatisation of those government ser-

Let me end by quoting that eminent

No government based on the

naked

principle that the majority ought to govern, however true the maxim in its proper
sense, and under proper restrictions, can
preserve its liberty even for a single generation. The history of all has been the
same - violence, injustice, and anarchy,
succeeded by the government of one, or
a few, under which the people seek refuge from the more oppressive despotism of the many.

John C. Calhoun

Dr. K.M. Munshi Birth Centenery
The Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan is celeb-

rating with great enthusiasm, the
birth centenary of its Founder Dr.
K.M. Munshi. lt is also the Colden
Jubilee of the Bhavan which fully deserves all the plaudits it has received
for continuing its Founder's mission
and a re- a cultural renaissance
surgence of values we seem to have
lost somewhere along the way.

-lhe

Bhavan's emphasis is on Hindu culture and values and it is a pleasure to see the way it is being done

without either narrow chauvinism or
even a hint of pandering to baser
communal instincts. And the man
who set this tone for the Bhavan s
activities was none other than Dr.
K.M. Murrshi.'.[o tlre Rlravan s [--,rLrlrve Sectetatv, ltir'. >. [.'antal<tt:ri.
rrarr. slrould qo tnucir oi ti re t'rerjit
(ri.

{rtr continttino Mttn:rhiti '; 1'.'6'rl1 ,r6'1
tartytn'<-l il lrt'y<rrtcl lnrltar s sltorrts.
Dr. Alunslri, or Bapaji ds he vr.rs to
-rorre a,{ us',,.'itti 1r.,,-l iirl i,rlyii,:,r,"-'l
i.'-',-'clortt itl-\1 .).

working with him, was among the
last of the giants who left their imprint on lndia's politics and public
life. To even attempt a comparison
between men like Sardar Patel,
Jayaprakash Narayan and K.M. Mun-

shi with what we have today would
be unfair to their memory.
My association with Munshiji was
not in the field of culture but in the
more mundane world of politics. He
was Vice President of the Swatantra
Party from 1959, the year the Parlry
was founded, till his demise in l97l
Creatly respected by both his colleagues in the National fuecutive of
the Party and the rank and file, llun.

shiji never once hesitated to state his
views. be it on the Punjabi Suba (he

h'tired a (-omrlitlec- rrrrrrrrir.rted ir',
il,r'.!,r',al;rtitl.l l';rtiv trr tlo irlir', llri'
(luestron ) or Kashnrir's inteqratiol'r
',.,ii|, irttji
ii'. ;: , ,rr ;, .- .' .,.1 i,
intr,r Parl!' tlt':cussit;rrs. f!)i lirst(il)i c,
<

I

lreatecl. [Jrrt the rrrarrner irr
r,.l . I' it,' :.\:l(jlt,.li:r'., i:t: .:t,1,.':ll :'

u,(',16, 1rflr,,n

and, more often than not, was able to
get the Party to see the validity of his

point of view, was

a

pleasure to

watch.

He was a firm disciplinarian and
even while giving full allowance for

internal party democracy, he never
hesitated to advocate or support action against indisciplined members
irrespective of their position or the
loss to the Parly's numerical strength

that such action would entail. On
many an occasion, as Executive
Secretary of the Party I sought his
counsel and cannot recall returning
disappointed even once. He was firm
but fair and his understanding of the
Party's ruison d'ere was complete.

-fo

the manytributes paid to him.

I

add mv own little tribute to a oreat
ItlrlLicr clili,l o wL,llOeilUl l){:1i5ull I lldu
'iirc pttvilcgc i,,t lin.twrtl.q atrd wotking
rvitlr
Irrrlra tt:rla;- nei:cis nranV
L)t

.

,^,r'i-ir

tl,lte

itkt:

dle tlley?

tslii.

"\'irClc

:r.\'. kl':jil

Coalition at the Centre
Ramakrishna Hegde

"lndion experierrce hos sirown thot where o coolition wos unprincipled,
formed purely for
the soke of power, it hod not endured; on the other hond, where ithos been mode up of
porties with o progromme broodly compotible with their ideologies it hos led to o stoble
government, os in the cose of orisso, ond to some extent Kerolo"
rheResearchandpolicyptanninsDiuirionco?le.1::tif,n";:fy;t":fl

lndia is already passing through

a

phase of coalition politics. Even though

political polarisation is gradually taking
place at the State level there is yet no
sign of the emergence of a national
alternative. Unless that miracle happens
a coalition government at the Centre
comprising like-minded parties appears
inevitable in the present political situation. lt is also desirable. lf the opposition

parties are unable to offer the people a
credible alternative they should at least
prepare the mind of the people to

defined programme and policy. lt was
not built on mere negativism, but had a
positive thrust. lt was a unique combination. lt was neither a coalition proper nor did it emerge as a truly unified
party transcending the loyalties of the
five groups that had merged to form the
party: the Congress (O), Socialist, Bhar-

atiya Jan Sangh, Swatantra and the
Bharatiya Kranti Dal. h fell between the
stools, as it were. ln those two years, no
organisational elections could be held
because of "ghatakuad", growing dis-

accept a credible coalition at the Cen- sensions and disagreement on the
tre. ln the context of the distortion of issue of dual membership of the former
lndia's federal structure in recent years, Jan Sangh members in the RSS and
a coalition Government would help res-

tore the Constitution to what it was intended to be by the Founding Fathers.
It would help to strengthen the roots of
co-operative federalism.
I realise that the word, 'coalition' has
acquired a bad name in the country because of various historical reasons. The
speedy collapse of the SVD (Samgukta
Vidhagak Da1) ministeries in north lndia in I 967 and l968 and the collapse
of what was a promising experiment in
national politics, the Janata Party Government in July 1979, a little over two
years after it was formed, have createci a
strong prejudice aqainst the very corr-

cept of coalitiorr.
The Janata Partv

llowevcr. the S\ i l i-lolrr'1rrir)t,r ris we,.
0ll 5rle(-i ( lr ir'rl lr rl l',. )Wt.i dt tr r i rr
negatlvlsllr. .-iut,i t 1,.,t,rqt.il r r( I ic) (1r wt'i,
o..r5rlt.,g'fl ;trr tl:,. !ltrr !r rrl 111,' rrrrlrrrorll lrr
L)aSeCi

topple \.ortqtr'ss nIrrr\irr''\

r

t{:ntcilnt..(i

pap(f r at rd [l r,: pdper \,vur i, i oulci nl,i
tovcr tl1,-t l:lL l..: ll,.:i i'.it' ..r '.",i,-Jt.r;i i:;
lhe c:dif r.,e irttili i,., rr.,ri''. I lrr' -larraici

on

lar,,,. ir :'p1iIrl;l lr:r.] r

\,a,.,'

\-\,-rl.

the Janata Party simultaneouslY.

The Janata Party was beset with the
vice of groupism almost from the very

beginning. When elections to State
to be held in June
1977 in 14 States and Union territories,

legislatures were

the scramble for

nominations
threatened to tear the party apart. Each
group demanded its ''quota'. What followed in the States where the Janata
Party had won proved to be suicidal to
the party's survival in the long term.
Two factions, the erstwhile BKD and the
erstwhile Jan Sangh arrived at a secret
deal. There would be BKD Chief Ministries in U.P., Orissa, Haryana and Bihar
and Jan Sangh Chief Ministers irr Raiastl-ran, Plarlhva Prarleslr ar r,l Hin-iar:l-reri

;,.,.t..

U.N. in the sense that every constituent
unit could exercise its veto power.

JP's Scepticism
Even before the emergency forced
the opposition parties to come closer,
Loknayak Jayaprakash Narayan had
predicted in a speech, at the lndian
Council of World Affairs at New Delhi
on February 3,1970, that the seventies
would see coalition governments both
at the Centre and in the States. But he
doubted if they would be stable. The
reason for his scepticism is relevant. It
was the steep deterioration in political
ethics. J.P. was against "coalitions of
convenience without any rationality".

The politicalatmosphere in the
country today is strongly reminiscent
of that in the mid-seventies
immediately preceding the
imposition of emergency. On the
one hand, there is an authoritarian
and corrupt Government at the
Centre which is impervious to
reason, adarnant against reforms,
determined to ride roughshod over
the rights of the people and of the
States, is inimical to the Press and
hostile to the judiciary. ln short, a
regirrre with iust one overriciing
passion - continuance in power by
all manrrer of means. ()n tlre other
ltand. thc 1rr,qpl6' 5 r:i)1Sr-irrUSltc.,.;
.Jl t pt1;1,, -.,, ..

.

j ,.,:
il',. --iil.ll"-i j rt,,
'-,,,'l'',",'
rlotnttiittttt t)ar[! raltn{I tli.tt ,) i)l-f)(-jur-'
irl iltCti lU)l(-)lt. lr:, trl(:rillrlr,.r,1,, -u,i,, rr.r.
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He was not against coalitions in themselves. lndeed, he was all for sharing of
power on the basis of agreed programmes between the partners. He knew that

multiplicity of parties made politics of
coalition inevitable. He was emphatically of the view that stable coalitions were
perfectly possible provided that they
were rooted in shared commitments.
As he said, "l wish the Congress really
split on ideological grounds so that
stable coalition governments could be
made possible". But every time the
Congress split it was due to clash of
personalities.

Many in lndia had hoped that a two-

party system would emerge in the
country. They had in mind the British
model though it was itself under strain.
By now it is clear that the hope was built
more on illusion than on realism. ln a
country of our continental dimensions

and social diversities a stable multiparty system is perhaps unavoidable for

quite some time.
ln the wake of the Congress debacle
in the fourth general elections in 1967,
that pragmatist, Shri S.K. Patil, pleaded

that the Congress should give up its
high and mighty attitude and take the
lead in forging coalitions. The advice he

gave to the Congress in March 1969
should be taken to heart by the opposition parties today: "Now it is obvious
that the process of coalitions must start
and coalitions must be formed not only

after but also during and before the
elections. lf well-planned coalitions are
formed before the elections, they will
develop a capacity of lasting longer and
becoming more effective in actual functioning. lt will take a long time, not less

than 25 years, to develop a two-party
system in lndia ... ln many other democratic countries, the two-party system
has even now not made any demonstrative impact. ln most of the European countries which are democratic,
coalitions are accepted as a matter of
fact"

Shrr Patil was only too right. ln the
Federal Republic of Cermany, both the
major parties, the Christian Democrats
and tlre Social Dernocrats. have ruled
ertlrer rrr r:oalrtrt.rrr wrilr ttte lree Uerrrc.rcrats arid orrce irt codlition togetltet irt

the farnous "Creat Coalitiorr".
Netherlands. Belgrunr artd

The
Detrntark

know of no other way of torming a governnrcnt cxcept in a coalition. ln fc-dcrations particLrlarly,'coalition govern-

ments help to mirror the rich diversity of
national life better than single party rule.
Canada is a good instance. ln Australia,
the alternative to the Labour Party has
been a Liberal-Country Party coalition.

Union Home Ministry's Study
In 1967 a very able study was prepared by the Research and Policy Planning Division of the Union Home Minis-

try entitled: "Comparative Study

of

Coalitions". lt was prepared in the con-

text of the Congress debacle in the
fourth general elections in 1967. The
study noted that there were then as
many as 24 political parties recognised

by the Election Commission; B

as

national or nrulti-state parties and 16 as
regional parties. While the divergence
between the votes polled and the seats
won which the electoral system brought
about had worked for the Congress in
the past, in 1967 it went against it. lf this
trend continued, the Study observed: "it
was clear that the greater the extent to
which the other parties combined,
pooled their votes and presented as few

candidates against the Congress as
possible, the greater will be the loss of
seats by the Congress in all constituencies where it held a marginal lead over
the parties due to the scattering of the
votes".
Before 1967, there were only a few
coalitions. There were two coalitions in

the period 1952-57 in PEPSU and
Andhra Pradesh and one each in Orissa (1957-62) and in Kerala (1960-64).
After the 1967 general election tlle figure rose to B. Coalitions were formed
in Kerala, West Bengal, Orissa, Punjab,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Himachal Pradesh
and Madhya Pradesh.

"lf well-plonned coolitions ore
formed before the elections,
they will develop o copocity
of losting longer ond
becoming more effective in
octuol functioning, lt will toke
o long time, not less thon 25
yeors to develop o two porty
c.rc*^m I ilin, ,tIn4]in

u' Jr vl
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the Europeon countries which
ore democrotic, ccolitions
ore occepted os o motter of
foct "

I am all for the concept of coalitions and I have always admired the

stable coalitions in Cermany and
elsewhere, but that is entirely different from trying for a third time to
give a trial to an unprincipled coming together of parties with no common basis whose only cementing
force is the hatred of lndira Gandhi
or Rajiv Candhi. Twice is enough for
me and, I imagine, for most people
in lndia.
I am aware that those who advocate a coalition in Delhi after the next
elections prefer it as a "lesser evil" to
the present Union Cabinet. lf there is

anything I learned from Mahatma
Candhi, it was not to prefer a lesser
evil because, as he pointed out, all
evils are evil and should be rejected.

Also, one doesn't know

till

later

which is actually the lesser of the two
evils with which one is faced. "A plague on both your houses" is my own
position in the present context.

Minoo Mosoni

The Study was optimistic that "As
parties increasingly aim at compatibility
in entering into alliance, the ugly incoalition stresses and conflicts, mainly

due to ideological and programmatic
incompatibility of the partners witnessed after 1967, may prove to be a passing phase". lt emphasised that while
coalitions were inevitable, they had to
be based on programmes. "lf the broad
lines of political evolution as emerging
from the results of the fourth Ceneral
Elections are any guide, coalitions can-

not always be avoided, and may become inevitable in certain circumstances, if the alternative to it is instability
or inefficient government. However, lndian experience has shown that where a

coalition was unprincipled, formed
purely for the sake of power, it had not
endured; on the other hand, where it
has been made up of parties with a

programme broadly compatible with
their ideologies. lt llas led to a stable
goverrrnrer rt. as iti the case of Oiissa,
and to some extc'nt Kerala (if we overlook the Musltrn Leacue and the controversial attitudes of individual Ministers)

'.

-fhere

is another aspeci which

the
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Study did not emphasise. The members of the coalition must accept the
coalition not as a temporary convenience to be exploited cynically, but as an
enduring understanding at least for the
duration of the term of Parliament.
There must be a will to work the coalition earnestly. A coalition is doomed if
any of its constituents seeks to impose

its own identity or will on the coalition.
The Home Ministry's Study pointed out
a feature which makes the difference
between stable and unstable coalitions
the larger parties.
- the behaviour of"the
They are known as
anchors of the
coalition". lt noted: "... ln each country
one or two parties can usually be identified as providing this anchorage. So
confirmed has this principle of anchorage provided by the four parties of ltaly

-

itself is essentially a coalition of various
interests and forces. Even in our own
country, for over two decades since independence the Indian National Congress was essentially a coalition. The
two powerful personalities in tl're first
Cabinet, Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and the Depufi Prime Minister, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, belonged
to the same party but their differerrces
on outlook, approach and style were
fundamental. A political party which can
accommodate personalities as different
as Shri S.K. Patil and Shri V.K. Krishna
Menon, till as late as 1967, is a coalition

Covernment" and restore the importance of the Cabinet. A coalition government can lead to a more effective harmonisation of diverse interests and prevent acute conflicts whether between

the various elements within the States
or between the Onion and the States.

The communal situation

in Punjab

of diverse elements even if it functions

when the Akalis and the Jan Sangh
formed a coalition in the sixties and
when the Akali Party was a member of
the Janata Party Covernment was far
better than it was otherwise. This is not
to deny some inherent weaknesses of
coalitions. These stem more from the
weaknesses of the political parties

under a single flag. As a British scholar,
Prof. Richard Rose, pointed out in his
book, "The Problem of Party Covernment", "in a sense, Britain is always
governed by coalition; for the Conserva-

themselves than from the fact of powersharing in a coalition. lf the members of
a coalition resort to unprincipled horse
trading or partisan interference in administration or resort to demagogy the

whereby the existing Ministry c:annot be

parties.

Christian Democrats, Social Democrats, Liberals and Republicans - be- tive and Labour Parties, like any party coalition would certainly become an
come that the word quadri partito has with millions of voters inevitably com- arena of conflict. lt is clear that in such a
got into the political vocabulary". And bine politicians with contrasting points situation, there simply was no political
Italy has known nothing but coalition of view. One of the chief problems of basis for a coalition in the first place. A
party leadership is to reconcile outlooks veteran administrator, Shri L.P. Singh
rule in the last quarter century.
"a coalition CovernThe recent experience of coalition of differing factions and tendencies has opined that
rule is encouraging. At least at the State within a party so that supporters can ment, if it is to be formed would not be
level since 1977 as we have seen in concentrate upon what unites rather a calamity; it might in fact serve the
Bengal and Kerala, coalition rule has than what divides them". ln his opinion, country's wider interests better at this
juncture". Shri L.P. Singh has put his
been durable and to a large extent suc- the distinction between the British and
practice
European
is
finger on the heart of the matter.
the
continental
cessful. The people of these two states
"a coaliby
that
between
Government
The necessi! to form a coalition
seem to have accepted this arrangepaflg
maintained
one
as
tion
u;rthin
does
not altogether exclude an element
ment. ln Kerala it is a case of one coalipafties".
against
coalition
between
free
choice. But here I would like to
of
tion us another.
ln his view, "coalition Government make a distinction between coalition
does not necessarily cause ministerial politics and coalition rule. ln regard to
Feasibility of Coalitions
instability". Ministerial re-shuffles pro- the former all political parties and
lf coalitions are viewed in their proper
duce as much change in the personnel groups in the opposition irrespective of
perspective not only will the fears of inof
British Government as in coalition ideological differences should work
stability be proved to be unreal, but governments elsewhere. Except that in together to expose the lapses of the ruleven the apprehensions regarding the
coalition politics a Cabinet re-shuffle ing party. However, broad agreement
introduction of proportional representacan replace a Prime Minister while the on basic issues is necessary among the
tion will be allayed. The present electorother Ministers remain in place, where- parties to make a coalition government
al system based on the winner taking all
as in Britain the Prime Minister remains credible and effective. To be successful,
in the "first past the post" system pro- in place and other Ministers are coalitions must be formed in a spirit of
duces an artificial stability - sometimes
willing cooperation and with a deterchanged.
not even that - in which the popular
mination to make a success of them.
vote is not accurately reflected in the
The duty to make them succeed is as
seats secured by the various political
lnstability can be prevented by a sim- clear as the duty to forge coalitions on
parties. Once coalitions are accepted as ple reform which is desirable
on its own the basis of agreed programmes. The
a norm, people will not look askance at merits. lt is the "constructive vote of
alternative to tlre single party national
an electoral system which, accurately confidence" as in West Cermany alternative is a coalition of like-minded
reflecting the popular vote, strengthens

the nrulti-party system. The experience
^f \I/r.cr fi;rr,1r:1nv hr,lipc lhe erilir-isrrr
thal,-:r.,rlililr-r:, alrt' rrn.rlittrlr-' lf lt.:ly Jrr"
,,,ides the contrast, the reason lies not in
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ot-,viorrsly irr tlrr: nature of the political
;-radies $/f ,ai people '-,ltcn forget is tlrat
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It does my heart good to read the
news trickling out of Moscow these
days to the world press and the lndian press. lt is good to live long
enough to see the truth as you told it
in the 30's vindicated in the BO's. The
recitation of Stalin's crimes, obvious-

against themselves and other peo

kaya during the latter's last year of

Ple".

life when he lay paralyzed in bed, un-

able to destroy the monster he had
created. During that intervigw Stalin
asks Lenin; "You surely don't deny
my Communist convictions?" Lenin
replies: "l most certainly do".

ly with the approval of Mr. Gorbachev, takes many forms and cov-

Stalin's death was as morbid as
that of a Mafia chief. When in 1952
his health failed, his physician Dr.
Vinogradov recommended that he
should take rest and desist from

ers many events.

Boris Pasternak

When Boris Pasternak was alive
and till he died, he was cruelly persecuted by the Kremlin. When his book
Dr. Zhiuagg was awarded the Nobel
Prize, he was prevented from going
to Sweden to receive it and the book
was banned. But we are told now the
prize winning novelwas legally published in Moscow on l4th December
1987. Commenting on this development, the well-known poet Evgeny
Yevtushenko has recently written:
"Now we are atoning for our guilt be-

fore Pasternak, and it must not be
partial atonement but full atonement". He has demanded that the
Soviet Union must acknowledge the
Nobel Prize awarded to Pasternak
which Pasternak himself refused to
accept during his life time as he was
left with a false choice; "Either the
Nobel Prize or his Motherland".
Nikolai Bukharin
Another person who has been be-

latedly, rehabilitated is Nikolai
Bukharin, Stalin's main oPPonent
through tlre thirties. ll'ow Prauda

(which means 'truth'), which once
condemned him as a fascist spy and
gloated over his execution, reports
on the recent investigations by the
Soviet Supreme Court (which had
convicted Bukharin) showirrq tlrat
tlre p<jur nralt lrau i.Jeen Lutirlrcd
mercilessly while in continerncnt.
Pr;tud;t says: "The acr.:usalions were
buiit orr conlessiotrs. i'lrere was rro
otlrer proof... Through threats, violence, and deception, the alcr-rsed
vr'ere coerced

to give false evidertce

public activity. Recalling how he him-

self had isolated Lenin under the
pretext of concern for his health, StaBoris Pasternak

Kirov
Stalin murdered a large number of

people

in

1934, accusing them of

the death of Kirov, the party leader in
Leningrad whose popularity surpas-

sed Stalin's and who had become a
threat to him. I remember hazarding

a guess in 1935 that it was Stalin
who had murdered Kirov and then
murdered a large number of innocent people on the charge of assassinating Kirov! Now, in February
1988, comes a Soviet documentary
which broadty hints.that it was Stalin

who murdered Kirov and not those
who had been falsely charged with
the crime.

A Play in Moscow
The most amusing of all is however a play shown in Moscow named

'Onuard, Euer Ontuard' by the
veteran dramatist Mikhail Shatrov. ln
one of the scenes Leon Trotsky accuses Stalin of having him murdered

in Mexico. Says Trotsky's ghost to
Stalrrrs gltost: You krlled me wrthout even an appcar<lnce of a trial".
An even tnore interesling scene i,s
where Stahn rrreets Lenrn and Lenin
turns his back on him, which is not

surprising considering how brutally
he treated [-enin and his wife Krups-

lin's guilty conscience now made
him feel that Dr. Vinogradov was
doing to him what he had done to
Lenin. So he got Dr. Vinogradov and
other doctors arrested and tortured
to confess that there was a doctors'
plot to bump him off. Stalin died but
the doctors survived and were in due
course rehabiliated.

lndian Friends of Stalin
One rejoices that in Gorbachev's
Russia part of the truth is at last

being told. But what about those
in lndia who

contemptible people

glorified Stalin and maligned his vic-

tims? Jawaharlal Nehru who was
among them has now passed away.
But there are people in the two communist parties who are still alive and
who can, if they are decent enough,

confess their own errors and lies.
Accusing me of forgery and lies does
not really maner, but accusing

Bukharin, Zinoviev,

Marshal

of being
fascist agents is a crime of which

Tukachevasky and others

they have yet to absolve thernselves.

Mr.

E.M.S. Namboodiripad was
dnt()n(J tlrost'wltt-r Sltdled tlt tlrdt lle
at tlrat tiri-re. As recently as f ive or six
vears aqo, thi: C P.M. celebrated the
alrnrversary of tlrat l nonster Stairn. in
the light of the latest revelations from
Aloscorv. i:; it ncrt tintc that tirese guilby' men confess2
Ficeriont tirsl 2/
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I watched

on Doordarshan the se-

rial Tamas, the controversial film

could not do for the Qovernment
what he had done for Tatas. Mr.

which has been the subject of litigation. I found the film rather pedestrian and not a patch on Garam

Moolgaokar's reply was that Covern-

Haua, an earlier film which dealt with
the same theme of the evils that
accompanied the unnecessary parti-

that Tatas had giverr him. He then
delivered himself of a memorable re-

tion of lndia in 1947. But then, if
pedestrian films are to be banned,

could well be proud: "Madam you
can nationalise a machine but you
cannot nationalise a human being."

few of the inane serials on Doordarshan will survive!
The message of the film is loud
and clear - that communal violence
is a disgusting phenomenon which
must be eschewed. Decent citizens
will therefore rejoice that two judges
of the Bombay High Court arrived at
a decision that there is nothing in the
film against the public interest which
should stop the film from being exhibited. They observed that it is absurd
to suggest that the films would lead
to communal riots and violence. The

judges also found that far, from
being bTased against any particular
community, the film was equally
aimed at extremism on both sides. I
will vouch for this after seeing all the
instalments of the film. As the judges
rightly observed: "it is an anatomy of
the tragic period of partition."
While Justice Lentin and Justice
Sujata Manohar deserve to be congratulated on their enlightened
judgement, I myself am particularly
happy because I do not believe in
censorship of any kind. George Bernard Shaw said all that is to be said
on the subject when he denounced
censorship of all kinds and pointed
out that once we start banning works
of literature or art, we shall not know
where to stop.

ment could never give the

en-

couragement and freedom of action

mark of which Milton

Friedman

per day and, oh! boy, do they smell
good! These women make around
Rs. 600 a month.
The moral of all this excellent work
is that genuine concern is shown not

by creating jobs as the government
does for clerks who are unemployed
most of the time or by keeping alive
'sick mills'which should be allowed
to die a natural death as in communist Yugoslavia but by the TELCO
way.

I was reminded of this when I had
occasion recently to see another side

of Telco's activities at Pimpri

near

Poona. lnstead of yielding to the
usual trade union demand that the

All honour to Mr. Sumant Moolgaokar, Mr. Mehrunkar, the Deputy
General Manager in charge of Human Resources and their colleagues.

Company should employ employees' children and dependents,
which would result in an unproductive labour force, Telco have encouraged the formation of co-operative

societies for men and women dependants of Telco employees which
provide them .with productive employment and an income.

I saw a women's co-operative
society which employs 186 employees' dependents to whom the
company supply wooden scrap small pieces of wood left after making seats for truck drivers. From the
scrap the co-operative society
makes wood packing cases too,
which the Company buys from the
co-operative at a commercial price
on a competitive basis. A worker in
this society makes around Rs, B0O a

month and the turnover of the cooperative is Rs. 45 lakhs.

Similarly, women dependents of
employees whether wife, widowed
mother or daughter make in the cooperative, files, masa/as and electro-

nic parts for trucks which again are

i recently paid a visit to Delhi after

a long time to attend a seminar. I
naturally took the opportunity to go
and see my old acquaintance, Rama
Swarup, who is under trial for over
two years already, on a charge of
violating the Official Secrets Act. The
Delhi High Court released him on
bail but the Supreme Court in their
wisdom overruled the High Court
and placed him in house custody in
his own home and only allowed visitors to call on him provided a police
official was present at the conversation.
I had an interesting chat with my
old acquaintance, with the policeman listening in. lwas sorry to learn

from Rama Swarup that his case was
proceeding slowly and that probably
another year would pass before he
was acquitted. I was also sad to learn

from him that his friends and relain Delhi do not visit him

tions

although permitted by the Supreme
frightened of what? I asked one or
two of them but they could not give

Wn zll lrnou, ahor rt TFI CO br rilt hv

bought by Telco at a commercial
price. So these activities are hi-tech
and it is a pleasure to watch thenr.
Mrs. Prabha Kale runs this cooperative and her story macle me

Mr. Srrrrranl Moolgaokar over a life
timc. When lndira Candhi was the

teel that she could make a glood subjer:t tor a future instalment of '5ln on

sprirecl Partly lry ll.re' Prinre Minister's

l)rirtrr' ,Ali1istt'r, .;lt1

r.,nl'

ltinr
Plar-rr.ring Commission
and look after the so-called public
sector. Wherr lre declineci the oflcr
a-sl<prl

to join tlre

she protested and asked u'hy

he

Doordarshan one cf thesr: d,r','s
There is yet another co-operative
society where women dependents
nrake c/urp"ilr.s for -[eico workers.
Every woman makes 500 c/rapalr.s

Court. Why? They are frightened. But

me a convincing reply. I can only say

that l hr.r, are

.,i,-

lirnq of terror in-

Secretariat, but mostly by their own

[1,;r r lrrl1,lt.r \'],ilra],r ierrilrltr.itatc of
affairs for the citizens of the capital of

a great country!
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The Theory of Development and the Future
Amlan Datta

Conventionol theories of development connot show the woy to thot deeper tronsfonnotion of society
which we need todoy, The theory of development hos to be connected to o wider philosophy of
society.

ln our country and in many other
State

upon the import of foodgrains during new truth is being gradually revealed
normal seasons the want for food has through experience. This new truth is
is assuming a big role in the area of not been removed. There is still a shor- that things which appeared as contraeconomic development. The role is not tage of agricultural products like oil, dictory in the face of argument, like
just restricted to the drawing up of pro- pulses and sugar. The scarcity of fish planning and the market system, coopjects; in many major areas of business and milk is also marked. This means, eratives and the family farm, are in fact
and industry, government undertakings there is as much need for diversification not'so contradictory and that a comhave been established. State control of of production in agriculture as in indus- bination of them is possible and required.
private enterprise is also present on an try
countries of the Third World, the

extensive scale.

Systems Not Mutually Contradictory
Industry and Agriculture
be
seen
in
these
It can often
coun- All this is generally acceptable. The
tries that the extent to which the state moot point is the governmental control
pays hebd to the planning and imple- system. How much can reasonably be

It is not difficult to demonstrate

in

tfreory that the choice of the market departs very often from the social good.
The government represents the people,

at least it is supposed to do so in a
democratic system. The businessman

mentation of industrial projects is much left in the hands of the market is in itself
less evident in agriculture and rural de- a major question. The issue has gained
velopment. Heavy industries are given importance due to the fact that even in
particular importance by the state. countries where the policy of dependThere are a number of reasons for this. ing upon the market was not recogTo start with, there is a special rela- nized, there can be seen a tendency totionship between heavy industries and wards it. ln the economies of countries
defence. Apart from that, it is difficult for such as China and East Europe, the
the central government to look after a tendency is becoming clear. Actually, a

Due to several reasons the debate cannot be resolved this way. Adam Smith
demonstrated that when we act out of
our own interests, it cannot be pre-

is relatively easy to supervise a limited ln this, the third and concluding instalnumber of larger ones. ln the develop- ment of the Ashok Kumar Sarkar Lecing countries, due to poverty, the de- tures, Prof. Amala Dutta draws attention
mand for commodities is insufficient. to the need for paying much greater
The demand of the internal market is attention to the diversification of produc-

to the interests of society. The peasant
cultivates for his own interest, and sells
vegetables and eggs ip the market. H.
does this definite-ly" out of personal interest, but by this, ihe interests of socie-

seeks his own interest, the government
acts in the interest of the common peo-

ple. Looked at it this way, government
'any
control is good under
situation.

numberofsmallenterpriseswhereasitsumedthatwenecessarilyactcontrary

lT':3,i:i"":fl;":"iil:,'':,rflf"Jii; ["fft.1'j..":::ffi,]#*.'"."ifl.ij*
way out is to decide to produce, a.s far
j*"f"p-""ilf
as possible within the country, those
goods which had to be imported till
now. These goods are sometimes

pro-

y"::';::;;*;#[:fr:::lli:

Committees to monitor
ac6vi6es in the rurai areas.
He points out the close relationship
betrveen the army organisation i"a tni,

market does not lean too far towards
monopoly, if the government does its
duty in certain matters, then harmony
between the men of commerce and

<.ttfter

acts in the narrre of the people, it cannot
h'';al<c'rt firr (lr,)nt$d tl-i;:l ils dt:i.isions i

duced by large and heavy industries. li industrial revolution on the one hand and society can generally be expected.
has been argued that machine indus- the bureaucracy and corruption on the Again, just because the qovernment

tries should be giverr priority irr order to
make the base for develofiment Stronq.
ll"
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There will be trouble if one is driven by
pure theory in these matters.
We can see in front of our eyes the
problem which has come to stay in reality. As means of governnrental control
there have appeared licences, permits,
etc. At each step we have to get clearances and permits from the bureaucracy. Thus, work is hindered at every step,
and it has become customary that time
is wasted, and then bribes offered for
every job to be done. Disrupting work
has become lucrative. This is going on
at every level. We are familiar with the
spectre of corruption in our country.
This is not absent in other countries as

fronting the whole world including the
sub-continent. Developed areas become even more developed; the gulf
with the undeveloped regions continues

to widen. A city becomes a metropolis.
It grows, drawing sustenance from its
environs. The market structure cannot
prevent this tendency. lt is necessary to
check this through an alert internal policy. Accordingly, plans and decisions
have to be made and put to use. Other-

wise we will become trapped in a vicious circle which the market cannot
break.

The Calcutta urban agglomeration is
a clear example of such a vicious circle.

There is no end to problems in this
overexpanded metropolis. Projects of
well.
thousands of millions of rupees are
Keynes Only Partly Right
being thought of in order to save the
ln such a situation there are argu- city, to make its transport, housing and
ments in favour of reducing the com- water supply tolerable, for the improveplexities of government control. The ment of its environment. When the vilmarket is unfeeling, but so is the
bureaucracy. lt is no use blaming the
bureaucrat in particular. This does hap-

pen

if

central control is too compli-

cated. lt is not surprising that in many

countries, even in, socialistic systems,
there has been a return to dependence
upon the market. Nevertheless, this return cannot be unconditional. All hu-

man needs cannot be

satisfied

together. Among the many competing
necessities in society, to decide which
has to be given what degree of priority,
there have to be some conclusions
drawn and planning done by the state.
The public and private industrial orga-

nizations must function wittrin that
framework. We have left behind the age
in which there was an almost unquestioned reliance upon the market in the

There is need for plonned
decentrolisotion. A locol
morket ond o smolltown in
the midst of o few villoges: o
medium-sized city of the
heort of o few towns - thus
occording to o plon the
hierorchy of villoges ond
towns ond their development
is possible

mainstream of economic thought. The
basis of the old assurance has been
weakened by the influence of Keynes's
thought. He had warned everybody in a
memorable way that there is a danger
in leaving the whole of the country's
capital investments to the market. But

we are no longer in such a position.
Keynes's anxiety was there regarding
the total amount of capital invested, not

regardirrg its distribution. The problem

in reality does not concern this
l'i tclc..rtc llrdrrt

uLl

rci prtri..rictrt-

only

unlri,'1,

rbst of Bengal starved. lf that is possible,

if Calcutta is made fit for use, then a
swarm of people would probably spill
over into this place and the roads will
again become too congested for use.
There is only one way to get out of
this dilemma. Calcutta is West Bengal's
main business centre, the only port of
Eastern lndia, the capital of the State
and the centre for administration, and
the largest educational centre in Eastern lndia. The result of this convergence has neither been good, nor is it
necessary. lt is the good fortune of
Pakistan that Lahore, Karachi and lsla-

mabad did not have to be lumped
together. New York is the business centre, Washington the capital, while the
centre for education lies in another
state. The secretariat and the educational centres could be elsewhere in
West Bengal. This way Calcutta, and
with it West Bengal, can regain some of
its balance. This is not possible without
clear policy-making. Some inconveniences might appear in the accustomed
pattern of life of the new middle classes.
But this is the right path for the future of
West Bengal.

Calcutta is just an example. On the
whole, there is need for planned decentralization. A local market and a small

town in the midst of a few villages: a
medium sized city at the heart of a few
small towns - thus, according to a plan
the hierarchy of villages and towns and
their development is possible. Roads,
health and educational centres should
be arranged this way. This is the path to
natural transformation. But due to various reasons there is a deviation from
this path. Once deviated. it is very difficult to return to it. That is why a planned

lages of the whole of Bengal do not
have minimum facilities for education,
health and food, whether this amount of
money should be lavished upon Calcutta and whether Calcutta's problems will
at all be solved, is a matter for consideration. With the situation in Calcutta

becoming a bit more tolerable, many

more people from the neiqhbourinq
poor areas wrli be attracted touiards tht:

did nct fincl a placc irt i(.eynes's thouglrl.

city as a result of wiricir all the extra
arranqements for transp^rt ,,vill ,,rel

Regional Dis-equilibriurn

the need. Have we tir<tuglrt about thrs
possibility? This is the dileinrna: ic'
make Calcutta a suitable place for the

ln regional development.

functions ascribed to it, a huge amount
of money has to be spent, keeping the

aqarrt become war)ttnC irr proportion to
dis"

equilibrium is one such problem corr-

.Julur liayr rdrd Keynes

f rec<lc.rrt

f irsL 3
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effort is required.
Mllage Committees

Associated with decentralization is
the question of ownership. Ownership

or proprietorship in practice denotes a
knd of cluster of rights. ln

particular

capitalism such rights are centred in the
hands of the capitalist groups, and in
statism, in the hands of the state. Rabindranath Tagore had shown the difference between socialism and statism or
etatism. We are not so careful in our
use of words. There remains an ambiguity here. Even if we say that all authority is vested in society, it is not clear

how those rights are being

im-

plemented in reality. Some of the systems known as socialism are actually

different forms of statism, resulting in
overcentralization. The picture of a decentralized social system is different.
There, the claims associated with proprietorship are not centralized anyrvhere,
but arranged in different layers in different orders of society connected to
duties and responsibilities. Gandhi had
said planning should start from the village. ln a country like ours many tasks
become simplified if the villages can be
organized, otherwise most efforts become fruitless. Let us take up for example, education for the masses. Till now
our success in the spread of public
education is not encouraging. It would
be better to employ a committee made
up of one or more villages in the work.
Otherwise it would be difficult to do
away with mismanagement and fraud.
Who will see to it whether the money

allotted for adult education is being
spent for that purpose; whether the

teacher is doing his or her work regular-

ly; what difficulties the students face?
These things cannot be done properly
by officers and supervisors. Funds are
misused and failures obscured by false
reports.

I have already discussed the importance of population control. Here too, we
haven't been able to show sufficient
succes. Women's education has not yet
been extended in this country, especialhr tr-, thc r:tra! arr-Ac lt has ftccn
observed in st,t\/."v-c llt.tt tltere is a r:los''
link between women's education and
lrirtir L:c-rnlro! 1i.i,. '.1';li r.ttr;tilt fl1, [4'.1'11
in these two areas i.e. women's educa-

tion and birth control. so lonq as thev
,_r.,: r.rct p!-.-.pef!, inl:'c,itr:,:,:l int,.l frr: -"
ral regions. Here totl, village rlotntt-ri:F

recclortt
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A strong orgument in fovour
of the redistribution of lond is
thot, by this, the bose of
democrocy will be
strengthened in rurol society,
Butthe porty system often
octs controry to the ideos of
villoge swqloi. Politicol
porties becomethe
instruments of centrolizotion
of power, Joyoprokosh
Noroyon ond Vinobo Bhove
hove voiced their wornings
overthis,
tees have to be considered. ln the rural
areas where everyone knows everyone
else, work progresses easily if the village
committees are taken into confidence.
Along with health and education, it is
desirable to reach essential foodstuffs
cheaply or at reasonable prices to the
poorest of the villages. One fault of the
market is that it is not possible to meet
the most urgent needs of those who do
not have the purchasing power. Without

the means to feed the poorest of the
village, it will not be possible to arrange
for their education. lndia has fallen behind in this regard in comparison with
China and Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka has the
advantage of being a small country. lt is
relatively easy for the administration
there to set up a national service system

basic facts, some words of warning,
have to be remembered.
Markets or Cooperatives?
The pressure of population on land is
excessive in this country. After fixing a
reasonable upper limit for agricultural
land per familly, if the surplus is divided
amongst the landless, then the anlount
of land coming into the hands of the
landless families is rrot enough for their
subsistence. That is, even after getting
hold of some land, they have to cultivate other people's fields or search for
other kinds of work. ln such a situation

it becomes difficult for them to retain
their land. The problem will not be
solved by turning all land into collective
farms. The population pressure will still
remain inside the farms. There is no

firm basis for the belief that crop production will rise remarkably due to this
change. ln the last thirty years the production of crops in both lndia and China have grown approximately at the
same rate. The record of the Soviet Union is also unsatisfactory in this regard.

There are some good arguments in
favour of cooperatives, but good agricultural work is not possible in large
communes. China's experience is enlightening in this context. The commune system was introduced there in
1958. After experimenting for some

time the system has been rejected.

Communes are still there, but the commune is not suited to such work. Cultivation is best done by families or relatively small cooperatives. Bigger organizations and communes can be enin the villages. China's organizational trusted with the responsibilities of inpowers have come to the help of such tegration, coordination, and the task of
tasks. ln lndia, organized village com- investing large capital. China's agrarian
system has broken out of the centralizamittees are required.
But the work is not easy. There are of tion of big farms. The role of markets is
course, not many left to shed tears over also increasing there. Actually both the
the abolition of the zamindari system. A market and the cooperatives are necesstrong argument in favour of the redis- sary. Different cooperatives are required
tribution of land is that, by this, the base for various kinds of activities and reof democracy will be strengthened in sponsibilities. ln the rural economy an
rural society. But the party system often important role for family enterprise is
acts contrary to the ideas of village essential. After 1980 there was a restuaraj. Political parties become the in- markable groMh of cultivation done by
struments of centralization of power. tamilies in China There is a debate re.:t:l tli'.'l .' rt:t tfiqrt it.: rrnnrl :rrrl ha.J nointc l)iffel.rr'.rrr.:rl':r. lr N.r' ,,'-t

Ill' rr,. l',ri.,,,,,1rl.,j(i :i],'r: .,..-t:rril't,1., r'.,r:; r(.!ti (.)trf llIi,'! l).]\/p lr.).1Itive at their owrt
this. Therc has hecn tt,trch rvranr;litrq dr:cisions in thesc nratters with experirri,.rri.rli, ri ri-r iii,,ir rr.,l,1,r,r livt" siliratirltrs
rl'
i,'ri"''.'
'',' lr'
ri
()nce upon a titne there r'.'as a baarlriculttrle arrrl orclaniztrtron in a country iike ours shcr-rld bi: The issrre is a lcrrrCr: bpt$/€i'it aqric-ulture artd cther
tll;iiV
ltid5Uli). ()!-t ul-r.,i.;otl5 ir I crui i uliii c -t-1i,.-ri ;-ry. r\ sii.;i-)pir'^
url,- i.,l
Whichei,er soltrtion wi: choose, sonre lent 1;roof of this scattereci all over the

country is the size and variety of the
different occupational castes. That
equilibrium broke down one day. The
problem was aggravated by the rise in
population.

Modern technology in this context
cannot be neglected, but neither can it
be accepted indiscriminately. Here the
issues of decentralization and industralization come in. A large section of the
people employed in agriculture have to
be brought out of it into rural industries
or outside the village for some productive work, otherwise the economic

problem of the village cannot be removed. What was just referred to as rural industry does not necessarily have to
be situated within the village itself. lt can

be situated in the small town which lies
at the centre of a few villages. Just as a
change is called for in credit policy and
in the method of banking for decentralized industrialization, so is there the ne-

cessity for the reflection of the new
objectives in the organization of research and the choice of its problems.
Each area of planning might incorPqrate a small town along with some villages and markets. By joining small cir-

cles with a greater one we can Progress
towards a nStibnal economy.

An indication of such an outline for

social and economic activities

was

desirable in harmony with the form and
order of society we aim at. Rabindranath wanted a communion with the
world. So did Gandhiji. They did not see
any conflict between this and the idea of
village organization. The root and soil of
fellow-feeling and neighbourliness lies
in the village, excluding which there can
be no solution to the world's problems.
Here the question of a philosophy of

life comes in; at the base of modern
economics is utilitarianism. Many critic-

isms have been levelled against it.
Perhaps the main weakness of utilitar-

in

utilitarianism. There

is

indeed

a

sphere wl.rqre hqppiness assumes such

a fragmented and self centered form.
This cannot be denied altogether. But
accepting this as the final truth, there is

ings. Both Candhi and Rabindranath
visualized the organization of their ideal
society for the country, taking into

problems of the present age.
as to how the noble aspects of the indi-

account the village as the starting point.

vidual's consciousness and society can
be awakened. Man learns a good deal
gradually through crises. Environmental pollution teaches us the need for
new perspectives towards nature and
the environment. Accumulated frustrations of competitive society point to-

based on this. This is the way out of the

and the rest of the country. But they did

not mean to be restricted within the
confines of the village. Rabindranath
wrote: "One thing has to be emPhasized. When I wish the villages of our
country to come alive, I never wish rusticity to return. Rusticity is the kind of
notion, sense, belief and action which is
severed from that which lies outside the
limits of the village ... the role of learning
and intellect in the present day is world-

wide .. the life that has to be brought
into the village, its elements are not trivial and narrow, it is that by which the

nature of man is nt.rt stunted or
obscurccl Dy ciarnrress ln dlly respect.
(['allig altiiLi)
It is a nristake to neglect science and
modern technology. However, the application of linowledge and science are

quality. We have to remember that
there is close relationship between
army organization and the industrial re-

volution. Today's military system has
been built around heavy industries and
modern transportation.

primacy, the complementarity of joy
amongst human beings is not acknowledge so much. Oltimately the integrity
of society is endangered by this. Thus
we are not surprised when we see a
leading thinker like John Stuart Mill
having set out with a vision of utilitarianism, did not feel at ease within the limits
of the doctrine. The hedonist philosophy of life we have discussed before, its
philosophical and practical ground lies

no way to reach the solution to

hiatus between the new middle class

lt is as if

ianism is that it looks at happiness in an
atomized way. Thereby the competition
for happiness between individuals gains

there in Candhi's thinking and his writ-

They drew an outline for education

agination without substance.

the idea is taking form and peeping into
the stage of history, then departing. ln
the present day on the basis of this, an
epoch making notion has taken shape
regarding the organization of the army.
Militarism and bureaucracy are the two
pillars of today's society marked by ine-

Just os o chonge is colled for
in credit policy ond in the

method of bonking for
decentrolized industrolizotion,
so is there the necessity for
the reflection of the new
objectives in the orgonisotion
of reseorch ond the choice of
its problems,

the

It is difficult to give a clear indication

wards communitarian

organization.

The monstrosity of warfare repeatedly
reminds us of the necessity for an international peace organization. Again, the
failure of organizations leaves behind
the lesson that organization is not the
last word. Consciousness has its own
role too, something which has no organizational alternative. What is required is
a healthy sphere of new consciousness
and organization. lt neither begins nor
ends with anv continrlencv. lt is not easv
to break the chains of a priori notions
Still, experimentation in new directions
lras sl.alted.
A rrew vision of society is hovering

like a dream in the minds of idealists.
The ideal is not just a figment of inr-

The fumy and the Bureaucracy

During the period of the French

Re-

volution there was not such a big'difference between the army and the common people. During the last part of the
19th century, in the age of Bismarck the
gulf between the two became enor-

mous. Engels noticed this during the
latter part of his life. The trend has progressed much further after that. Keeping
pace with it, the other pillar of overcentralized society, the bureaucracy, has
grown. This is indeed the state today in

capitalism and also in socialism. ln every country recognized as a big Power,
modern army orqanization and hear'y

il:c,rlr:irl., .;'.i::-iitl;-.:l;:lil t:: ittl' ;rn<1
economic planning - all these aIe re-

lated to each other. Marx saw society as
clivi,lcd into tt'.'c classcs, thc propertied
and the propertiless. He saw an uncompromising conflict between the two.

The propertied will fight to the last to
frtcdont firsl
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protect their properly for all their interests lie therein. But in today's reality,
other dimensions have been added,

and no calculation can come out true
without these. Capitalism is not the way
out, this is true. But that is not enough.
The new class does not need the prop
of the conventional system of property.
They are not obliged to fight to death
for this system. ln the meantime, an
alternative basis for their privileges has
been created. In today's society the new

middle class has come back and has
found stability around the two interrelated props of society, the bureaucracy
and the army.
ln order to destroy this we have to

destroy

the

organization

of

the

bureaucracy as well as the army. Mao,
the Chinese leader, had taken a step
towards a new organization. Mam's proletariat had been the child of the industrial revolution; a part of the advanced
urban civilization. Under the leadership
of Mao, China's revolutionary army became the comrade of the peasant, inseparable from the village. Thereafter,
the idea spread across countries. Even
during the war of liberatjon in Bang-

ladesh, this new idealism had reached
at least a few.
The path China has taken today has

The queston is

deviated much from that which Mao

able. lf this cannot be checked, the end
lies in the suicide of man. There is no
dearth of its indications in present day

took. The army and the bureaucracy
are sifting pretty in Bangladesh. Revolutionaries in Bangladesh are again thinking in terms of an armed mass uprising,
perhaps also in China and other countries. But to foment a mass uprising is
not the main thing, the problem lies in
the fact that the edifice of inequality
grows repeatedly out of the ruins.

Need for New Thinking

Who will show the way towards a
stable embodiment of the new ideal-

k

in common with
cannot be reconciled
with the hunger for power. Reliable
leademhip cannot be opected from any
big power. Maybe some small country
will show the way. And for its reception
the field will be prepared slowly in the
ism?

has little

nationalism.

lt

hearts of people all over the world. The

path leads to organized non-violence.
Or else, we have to accept organized
inequality. The future swings between
these two alternatives. Is non-violence
possible? Can inequality be tolerated?

-

which way are we

ln today's consciousness inequalig is gradually becoming intolergoing?

society.

Conventional theories

of develop-

ment cannot show the way to that deeper transformation of society which we
need today. Military spending cannot be
reduced merely on the strength of the

argument that there

is

widespread

poverty on one face of the earth while
on the other, the lion's share of the nation's income is being spent on armed
resources. With this, is necessary a new
foresight and imagination for a new future, as also determination and unified
effort.

ln conclusion, the theory of development has to be connected to a wider
philosophy of society. We are indebted
to the thinkers of the 18th and l9th
centuries. But our responsibilities lie to-

ward the future. This future has summoned mankind towards the path of
new thinking.
Translated by Mr. Sudipta

Sen.
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LEADERS SINCE A LONG TIME
CONSOTTDATED COFFEE TIMITED

12,500 acres of coffee plantations. Country's largest
cureq curing about 207o of the total production.
Over 40 years of experience.

Growing coftee by employing the best cultivation
methods. Consolidated Coffee also grows, Tea,
Cardamom, pepper and oranges A leading exporter
of CofIee, they are also authorised clearing & forwarding agents.
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Droughts Need Not Lead
Scarcity

to
Bhanu Pratap Singh

Those who ore nevertired of norroting the success story of lndion ogriculture hove foiled even to toke
note of the foct thot ogriculturists who hod brought obout the Green Revolution ore poorer todoy in
terms of purchosing power thon they were 15 yeors ogo, The greot beneficiories of the so-colled
sociolist dispensotion in lndio hove been the odministrqtive, defence ond other services who
produce no tongible products.

Can droughts be managed? The repand
"Yes". The "No" is in respect of the current drought, which is bound to lead to

ly to this question is both "No"

widespread suffering, if it really turns
out to be the worst drought of the century. The "Yes" is in respect of future
droughts, if proper policy decisions are
taken now. Emergency relief measures,
like fire-fighting opgrations, stop the fire
after some damage but do not ensure
future safety, which requires advance
precautions.

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi claimed in his lndependence Day speech last year that

food production had increased three
times, and that in spite of the drought,
the country will pull through without
having to import foodgrains. Neither

the foodgrain production

increased

three times, nor is the country likely to
pull through without having to import.
Contrary to what the Prime Minister
stated the increase is less than two and
half times and almost all of it neutralized by population growth. lt falls short
of the 180 kgms regarded as the minimum for adequate nutrition. At the current rate of progress of foodgrain production the ideal of adequate nutrition
will be reached only by 2010!

Though its too early to predict the
foodgrain production for 1987-BB, we
are likely to run short by about 2 million
tons. lt would, however. be most imprudent to allow qovernment stocks to rr rn
down to zero, and depend on the frug;rlity of tlte people to absorb the shortaqe
of 2m.tons. As soon as thc rl<-rr.,r'rnrnr-nl
stocks are be.low 5m.tons. there would

be a tremendous rush for hoarding of
foodgrains. and tlre [,roor will be re-

duced to starvation. The qovernrnent

machinery, corrupt as it is, will not be
able to prevent hoarding in the light of
the precarious foodgrains situation. The
government should not stand on pre-

if it wants to prevent starvation
deaths in the country. lf large-scale
stige,

hoarding and acute shortages affecting
the vulnerable sections of society are to
be prevented, government stocks, at no
point of time, should be allowed to fall
below 5m.tons, even if it means having
to import foodgrains.
Declining Growth Rate

Why has such a serious situation
been allowed to develop? Government
spokesman willcertainly blame the rain
god for his truancy, but the production
figures since 1970-71 tell a different
story. These tell us: (i) that except for

the freak performance

in

1983-84,

which produced all round complacency, production in none of the years of
the Vlth and Vllth plans were equal to
the target set for the year, and (ii)that as
compared to the annual growh rate of
2.48%, foodgrain production during the

period 1970-71 and78-79, declined to
1.66% while population has been increasing at the rate of over 2% per
annum. These were clear enough signals of the impending danger, but every
one in the Covernment of lndia was too
busy cooking statistical lies, and coining expressions such as the "high resili-

of lndian agriculture" to heed
lhesc <irtqalc l,r ,'..1i-' ir.:".r-.
ilii)
harl been t-.lanrinq thc nronsoon Brrl
these w€rre only excuses, for the
ence

rlrorrglrl

lor:al Jirring tlie i.-rsl tw,'
years, while this year it is an ahnost all'.',,.ts

lndia phenomenon. Paradoxically while
we were olficially in[orrned
of the failure of the monsoon we ltad a

in l9B5-86

record production of rice, a crop that
needs enormous water!

Comparative figures of agricultural
production indicate that our productiv-

ity per hectare is only 66.17% of that
rest of the world (1985-86) in spite of
the tall claims made about the success

story

of

lndian agriculture and the

Creen Revolution being described as
making quantum jumps. The crops of
the Creen Revolution have withered,
while in most third world countries productivity is even higher than ours.
Do droughts, floods, and other natural calamities visit only lndia, and not
other countries? According to FA.O. figures, between the years 1974 and
1985, the maximum decline in production of cereals in any single year, com-

pared

to the preceding one, was

12.58%

in lndia, 1597% in

Canada,

36.31% in U.S.A., 43.71% in Australia,
and 17.37% in the U.S.S.R. From these,
it is evident that natural calamities do

less damage

to production in

lndia,

than in other big countries. But in those
countries, there is no hue and cry, as in
lndia, about crop failures. The crucial
factor is the level of production compared to domestic consumption. lf the
production level is fairly high, domestic
consumption is not affected in years of

short production, only expotis get reduced. lndia too should fix targets of
;rroduction to cover lhe risL' nf r-ron f 1i
Itrres.

Nature Not Responsible
Une rrray ask why per hectare yield tn
lndia is less than two thirds of the average yield in the rcst of thc rvorld. Pcroi
productivity in lndia is not due to natural
'fhe trials conducted under tl're
causes.
Frcedctnt

first
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supervision of the lndian Council of
Agricultural Research to determine the
production potential of crop-sequences
in different parts of lndia, with the application of recommended doses of inputs, have given an average yield of
9.26 tons per hectare. Thus, it is evident
that our productivity potential is over 9
tons per hectare hectares, one of the
highest in the world. lf we raise our production even to half of this, and that too
only on our irrigated lands, our production would be nearly 300 million tons,
i.e. twice our present production in the
entire area. Thus we have the potential
of being amongst the world's largest exporters of foodgrains. lnstead, we have
remained a marginal case in food selfsufficiency.

Who is to be blamed for this sorry
state of affairs? Not the inadequacy of
arable land, which inspite of our huge
population, on a per capita basis,
almost equals the rest of the world. Not
the agro-climatic conditions of the
country, which are unparalled anpvhere
in the world. Not the farmers of the
country, who have eagerly adopted the
new techniques of production to the extent it was possible within their limited

1986 we notice that the public adminis-

tration and defence sectors registered

five times the growth of agriculture,
banking four times, transport nearly
four times and manufactures nearly
three times. The numbers engaged in
agriculture have increased while there
has been a stagnation in the rate of
growth.
The lrony of the'Green Revolution'
Those who are never tired of narrating the success story of lndian agriculture have failed even to take note of the
fact, that agriculturists who had brought

about the Green Revolution are poorer
today in terms of purchasing power

than they were 15 years ago. The
greatest beneficieries of the so-called
socialist dispensation in lndia have
been the administrative, defence and
other services, who produce no tangible
products; and the greatest losers have
been the primary producers, who produce food and raw materials, the vital
needs of the nation.

lf we wish to avoid a repetition of the
present crisis in future, the only way is
to produce at least 20% more foodgrains than is required for our adequate
nutrition, because no natural calamity
has yet reduced our total production by
more than 20%. Our most dependable
food security lies in increasing production, and not merely in building up buF
fer stocks.

Droughts Maybe - Scarcity Never
To ensure a more secure future, we
should immediately take the following
steps:

1. Fulfil the Constitutional promise

of universal education, because
without it, no progress in agriculture, or other walks of life, is possible.

2.

Ensure that the benefits of higher

production in agriculture accrue
to producers, and are not sucked
away by price manipulations.

3.

lncrease forest cover to at least
33% of the land area, as against
less than 10% aI present. lf we do

not acomplish this we will soon
exhaust our ground water resources. lt is the forest cover,

means.

which replenishes our ground water reserves.

The blame clearly lies with the Government of lndia, which has been systematically draining out the resources of
farmers by turning the terms of trade
against them. According to "Research
Highlights 1986-87", a Covernment of
lndia publication, prices of farm inputs

4. Stop the waste in our existing
irrigation facilities. No less than
one third of irrigation water is
wasted in kachha irrigation channels, before reaching the fields.
This can be saved by the use of

have increased 2.35 times faster as
compared to those of farm-output.
Such a price situation is not conducive
to faster agricultural groMh. The total
net national income from agriculture

plastic irrigation pipes, as in other
countries. But in lndia, the piPes
(and the raw material needed to

manufacture pipes) are heavilY

during the five years of the Vlth Plan was
Rs. 2,38,498 crores. During the same
period, farm prices on an average were

taxed, making their use Prohibitive. With the use of pipes to con-

non-farm
prices. From this it follows that the loss
suffered by farmers during the Vlth Plan
period, due to intra-parity prices, was of
the order of Rs. 63,780 crores, which is
roughly two and a half times the total
investment on agricultural and rural development during the Vlth Plan. But for
:utii cx1-ri,rit.t'.iori uf tl te iat' r r rcLi-ui, oLli
leve I of f r-rodgrain production would
have been much higher, and a decline
of 25r1. lor rs itr pruductit-rri would rrol

third our irrigation potential, without much investment, and also

vey water, we can increase by one

only 78.9 percent of the

[rave mattr:rcd.

lf one were to take the distribution of
national income, for the period 1970 to
f'retcknt f irsl J6

\

5.

(\
lf

make irrigation one third cheaper.
Establish more agro-based industries, cold stores and warehouses,
within easy reach of farmers to intensify and diversify agriculture.

ln'Jian aqricuhure

is

developed

even upto titiy percent ot its potential,
droughts rlay recur, but scarcity, never.

Karsondas Mulii
Socia I Reforme r, Ed ucation ist,

\(rite r, Pa m phleteer
Kunjbala Modi

Single-honded, he educoted his contemporories in the volues of independence, selfrelionce on odvonced sense of morolvolues ond sociolservice,

Even not many Gujaratis of todaY
know of the work of Karsondas Mulji
who should be regarded as the pioneer-

intimate knowledge of these which
could scarcely be known to an outsider:
His hatred for their debaucherous lives
prevented him from ever visiting their
temples

ing liberator of Cujarati women of the
Bombay Presidency. He found the
women of his community sunk in de- Education and Early lnfluence
gradation and almost single-handedly
Like other reformers of Western Inliberated them; his fellow castemen
dia, he had his education in the Elphinwere sunk in ignorance. He educated
stone lnstitute whence he came into inand all bY the
them in new values
contact with other like-minded
timate
time he was in his late thirties.
intellectuals: Dadabhai Naoroji, Bhau
Karsondas belonged to that band of Daji, Raghunath Narayan KhoI, Sorabji
lndians (of whom Ram Mohun RoY was ShahpiiriBengali and others. The rebel
the best exemplifier) who purified and poet of Gujarat Narmad too was here.
rejuvenated lndia's social life. He found Missionaries led by Dr. Wilson were to
widespread ignorance, superstition and be an important influence, and discustimidity in his community. Timidity o<- sions among the students and teachers
tended to foreign travel; women were on the glaring social problems of lndia,
regarded as chattel. Kept illiterate for were common.
centuries, they were mentally inured to

educating themselves. Religious
The lnstitute also inspired the formaobscurantism and superstition was
sufficient to keep religious dissent in tion of many associations, one among
check. Nowhere had obscurantism which was the Gujarati Dnyan Prasarak
sunk so low as in the Vallabhacharya
Vaishnava-sect, where the monks led a
life of licentiousness unmatched since
a sad comthe time of the Borgias
- of the high
mentary on the collapse
ideals enshrined in the sect originally
founded by Vallabhacharya, the Andhra

Mandali and which foun{ in Karsondas
an active participant. ln 1853 it took up

the issue of remarriage of

Hindu

widows and announced a prize of Rs.
750/- for the best essay on the subject
submitted to it. Karsondas began working on the subjecl His guardian who

who founded this religious order in far was his aunt and a widow came to know
off Gujarat. There was no o<aggeration of this and drove him out of the house
in the following description of the sect for his heterodox activities. Karsondas
by the then Covernor of BombaY de- not only lost the prize, but his home as
welland became a destitute. He did well
spite his anti-Hindu bias
"Maharajas have reduced Philo- in studies and got scholarships which
sophical Epicureanism to practice in he could not himself avail of, for he had
forms more hideous and deqradincl to oive up his studies
If he missed his prize, he got some
than almost anY which the Hindu
thing even better. He came to tlre atten
Pantheon could furnish.''
It was in Iltis set I that l{alsrrlr(la\ \vi1\ tior, rrI tlrr,' inleilec:li.:ais,:f i3l;tltbal' fot
born in Bombay in 1832 and this, in a the paper he read on the advantages of
sense, was an advantage, for the evil foreign travel to the Buddhi Vardhak
practices and the degradations burnt Sabha (in 1853), an institution estabthemselves in his mind and he had arr lished for the enlightenment of Kutchi

KARSONDAS MULJI
and Gujarati Hindus in 1851.
The Sabha published itwith a note by
the secretary. His mark as a social reformer and as a thinker led to his appointment as Headmaster of the Gokuldas
Tejpal School at Mandvi, a heaven sent opportunity, for he needed a job
very badly. His first assignment he fulfilled to the satisfaction of many, inspiring
his juniors, while at the same time,
pleasing his superiors. The School became a training ground for him for his
public activities. The Buddhi Vardhak
Sabha ran two girls schools which he
supervised in addition to running
,:nrthcr boi':' :ch;,:l - - ..ill i,, or, liLri rur

ary capacity. tle and his

t'efotrner

friends taught in these schools gratis.
Thc goverrrment finding irr hitr-r <lrr <itdent educationist, appointed him Headmaster of the Covernment English
School at Deesa in 1857; here he soon
emerged to be a public figure, founding
Freedom Fis: 37

coflr'plpsioll,"'

a monthly called Niti Bodhak and an
organisation as well.
Journalist and Controversialist
Like other leaders of the nineteenth

century, writing remained

his

forte

which he wielded successfully creating
public opinion against injustice and servile attitudes and for reforming society.
His journalistic career began with the
weekly Rast Goftar but it could not be
contained within it; it flowed to other
journals like Buddhi Vardhak, Dngan
Prasarak, Sri Bodh and others. Writing
for other papers had their own limitations which made him starl Satga Prakash; while Karsondas was editor, Man-

galdas Nathoobhai was the patron of
this journal.

That very year saw a fierce sectarian
battle among the Gujaratis breaking out
in the city between the Bhuleswar
Brahmins and the Maharajas of the Vallabhacharya sect. lt gave an opportunity
for the editor to thoroughly expose the
licentiousness and immoralities of the
Maharajas. The fiercely written articles
were helpful in improving the conduct
of these, and he made no new expose,
but only put on paper what was known

to a select few. Even as Karsondas was
writing, the Bhatia community had resolved to send its women to the temples only at specified hours and the

emerging Swaminarayan Sect was
doing the very thing that Karsondas was
attempting.
But none earlier had the grit, determination and courage to openly challenge the Maharajas. His exposure of
the Maharajas in speeches and writings
was unprecedented. Like Lord Byroh he

woke up to find himself famous. His
journal fully justified its name. His two
friends in reform, Laxmidas Khimjiand
Mathuradass Lawajee were a great
source of strength. ln the dishonouring
of the person of the women of the community he saw an assault on his own
mother. The attempts made by the
Maharajas to silence him through
bribes and intimidation did not succeed.
The Vaishnavite Bull

The Maharajas now egged the editor
to
abuse Khintji A court case for defan-ra
tion ensued. To nullify the proceedings

of a rival Cujarati paper Chabuk

in

Court, the Maharajas authored a
Vaishnavite'Bull excotnmunicating any
caste member appearing in Court and

in the case. The 'Bull' was
characterised by Karsondas as a bond
of slavery and he announced in his paper two prizes for the best essay on the
bond and on the authority of the Maharajas. Besides, he distributed thousands
of copies of the 'Bull' and its terms and
this daring act more than anything exposed and ridiculed the Maharajas. A
number of newspapers supported the
act of this daring reformer.
A war of words between one of the
Maharajas in his journal and the spirited
reply of Karsondas (which has become
a classic entitled The Primitiue Relitestifying

gion of the Hindus and the

Present

Heterodox Opinions) in his journal led
to the famous Maharaja Libel Case of
1862. For the courage of his convic-

tions, Karsondas had to suffer
thrashings showered on him by the
faithful of the community outside the

court. Similarly his friend Laxmidass
Khimji. Laxmidass' as well as the evidence of Gokuldas Tejpal in Court in
support of the stand of Karsondas contributed to the victory of the reformer.
Lely, one of the Commissioners described the trial to be the greatest trial
after that of Warren Hastings. lt created
a sensation and made him a hero in the
eyes of the people'. The Maharajas were
routed and lost their once dreaded authority over their fold.
The Battle for Foreign Travel

trustfij$fations;
bsted-lY

time

cement

The visit to England of his friend
Mahipatram inspired Karsondas to
accept an offer to go to that country
immediately after his victory in the court
case. He left in 1863 and was given a
warm send-off by more than one organisation and newspaper. ln Enqland he
met Dadabhai Naoroji. On his return he

tra rl'.iocr^rro crx:rt cor?arrf
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and his family had to face the excommunication of his and the Kapol
community. His reformer friends and

supporters except three staunch members, deserted him. One of his supporters Karsondas Madhavdass, belonging
to the Nagar Baniya caste found that his

entire caste was enbloc

ex-

communicated by the Bombay Bania
Mahajan because of a single member's
"lapse"! Madhavdass could not withstand ttris ostracism, tor e( onomrc tos-

ses compelled hirrr to recant ritually.
Bur Karsondas MLrlji was not one to re
lent. lnspite of his father's displeasure
and his wife's continuous reproaches,
lre stood firm. To his dying day he re
mained an outcast and he visited EngFreedom First 39

land a second time in 1867, ex- Cujarati-English Dictionary. He was the
communication notwithstanding. He first to write a book on his travel in Engpartially succeeded in popularising land (1866). The government gave a
foreign travel by persuading the Rajkot subsidy of Rs. 6000i- and got it transBaniyas and Jain Maharajas to help lated into Marathi at the instance of the
pass a resolution not to excommuni- then Governor of Bombay. His book on
cate those who went abroad.
the Sect of the Maharajas (1865) remains a monumentalwork in English.

WidowMarriage
The year of his death, 1871, saw him
fulfil another mission dear to his heart,
that of widow marriage. At the risk of his
life he arranged the wedding of a fellow
caste widow with Madhavdass Raghunathdass. ln the community this was
the first widow marriage. Elaborate
arrangements, including police protection had to be made. lt was aftended by
social reformers and created a commotion in the city and was covered in detail

in

the local press. Karsondas

had

arranged for a loan of Rs. 4000/- to tide

over the inevitable economic

ex-

communiction. Curiously, the Buddhi
Vardhak Sabha which had supported
the reformer was to be lukewarm and
some of the members turned apostates. Madhavdass was to take the lead
in the promotion of widow marriage.
Writer and Pamphleteer
Karsondas was the first to compile a

ish ways. Single-handed he educated
his contemporaries in the values of independence, self-reliance, an advanced
sense of moral values and social service. He urged lndians to educate themselves and wanted the promotion of
Hindustani in the Devnagari script. He
insisted on the education of women
and children and saw the salvation of
lndia only through education. This
alone according to him would develop
new sensibilities. He urged women tcr
tear off their veils, to go out with their

ln addition to his numerous articles, his
books in Cujarati are Niti Vashan, anr)
Sansar Sukh.
The later years of his life saw him as
administrator of the native states of Rajkot. The years he spent there were all

menfolk, give up adorning themselves
with useless ornaments.

too brief but his integrity, sincerity, thorough knowledge of problems of the native states of Rajkot and his exposure to
developments abroad thanks to his stay
in Britain, made him an ideal administrator and one who ushered in social
reforms.

His untimely death cut short what
should have been a life crowned with
glory. One should remember that his
public life and activities lasted for just
seventeen years for he died at the age
of 38, and began his public engagements at 21.

Above all his character was steeped
in nobility that one rarely comes across
among ardent reformers who could be
intolerant in their own ways. His integrity

is well-known. But his abjuring of the
use of harsh and indecent language

and his total sense of

the very people who

the Bhatia case

pummelled him- outside the court. All
these indicate a high sense of nobility of

An admirer of association with the character.
British, he was no blind imitator of Brit-

Kunjbala Modi is Reserch Assistant in the
Departrnent of Politics, Oniversity of Bombay.
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Privatising Man
Mr Deng and Mr Gorbachev are making
it harder to give a simple answer to a
simple question; what is the difference
between capitalism and communism?
True, in politics the gulf between democracy and one-party Leninism is as wide
as ever. But that is an imperfect guide
to the economic dividing-line. Look at
Taiwan and South Korea, consummate
capitalists but (until recently) dismal
democrats. Reforms in Russia and China seem to be blurring the contrast between capitalist faitlr in the market and
communist worship of the plan. Both
Mr Corbachev and Mr Deng are telling
planners to pipe down so that factory
managers can hear what markets are
telling them. Yet the great ideological
gulf is still there.

Messers Deng and Gorbachev are
abandoning some old communist fortresses - strict egalitarianism, abhorrence of market forces - but they are

land. lt is Hungary's private shopkeepr

were in favour of replacing state proper-

ers and restaurateurs who have put the
glossy veneer on a shabby economy.

ty with a new form of ownership, and
over half accepted the idea of selling
shares in their enterprise to all Poles.
Parts of Eastern Europe, it seems,
would be ready for a dose of Margaret
Thatcher's "popular capitalism".

Most people living in
communist countries hove
long since stopped believing
thot privote ownership is evil
ond thot stote ownershlp is
the onswer to the supposedly
fotol copitolist diseose of
worker "olienotion"
Attempts

to

Private Property: Please Trespass
The question of ownership has so far

introduce versions of

"market communism" - in China, llungary or Yugoslavia - have shown how

hard it is to make mainly state-owned

economies as nimble as mainly private
ones. Restructuring is delayed because
of the lack of a simple system for
takeovers and mergers. Despite bankruptcy rules in all these countries, it has

been too sensitive even for Mr Gorbachev's glasnost. The Soviet leader
has limited himself to a modest expansion of small private and co-operative
enterprise, and he hopes that workers
will start to feel they own the factories
they work in if they are given a say in
how they are run.
China and Hungary have gone further. They realise that a genuine market
and monopoly ownership will not mix.
So they have been introducing a di-

versity of ownership, stretching the
digging in behind the most basic of
ideological limits without (they claim)
Maxist orthodoxies. Their idea is to
breaking them. The Chinese have
make their economies as dynamic as proved remarkably difficult for state- started leasing small factories to private
capitalist ones while keeping, for most owned factories actually to go bust, sr: entrepreneurs or co-operatives. The
of their industries, the communlst purity over-security still encourages under- Hungarians have increased from 15 to
of public ownership. lt is because both efficiency. Worse, all attempts to stop 30 the number of people some private
leaders insist on keeping Max in the bureaucrats from meddling seem to enterprises can employ; more impormarket that their revolutions will turn fail, with the result that factory mana- tant, in October they opened the way for
out to be flawed.
gers continue to pay more attention to factories to issue shares to employees
Admittedly, western experience sug- their bosses in the ministries or local for up to half the value of the comgests that orvnership is not what mat- authorities than to their customers. No pany's assets, and officials are now talkters most in making markets work. wonder China feels it necessary to intro- ing about the possibility of letting
Privatise British Gas, for example, and duce a law designed to free factory llungariairs buy shares in factories
you simply replace a public monopoly rnanagers from petty interference by other than their own. But so long as
public ownership remains dominant,
with a private one. A flourishing market government and party.
likely result is a second-rate imitathe
requires competition, proper prices and
people
Most
living in communist
proper incentives. But it would be countries have long since stopped be- tion of proper markets.
wrong to conclude that who owns what lieving that private ownership is evil and
Still, even this Ersatz Kapitalismus
is irrelevant.
that state ownership is the answer to the may contain the seeds of communThe nrarkets that work best in the supposedly fatal capitalist disease of ism's eventual destruction. Sooner or
communist world are the black ones in worker "alienation". Alienation has be- later, freer markets do require freer poliwhich private enterprise thrives precise- come a communist disease, because tics (look al South Korea now). fhat
ly br:cause of the inadequacy of the workers reckon state pnrperty belorrqs cr,rLrlcl diltrti: c'ot-ntrtunist orthodclxy to
sldrC J PiU! iriwl I Ui guuui) dr iu rui vtt L.r.
Wl rctc pir',.rte ii lrlr..l'"i\ L li.rs lre crr
allov,,ed to opt:ralc le<1allv. it has usrrailv
sl rotrc uy c()r npdr rsorr wrtl r ti re state

sector. Private farrning plots irr tlrc
Soviet Union produce a quaftc.r r-r[ tlrc:
country's food on only 3% of the tarm-
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Soviet Charisma: The Wish and the Reality
lan Tickle
When Lenin came to power in 1917,

he set up the Soviet of People's Commissars. As he had foretold for years
from his home in Switzerland, the workers had taken over. The people had
come to power. This was the rhetoric
which was to clang down the decades
of the twentieth century - and its message was so simple and so attractive

independence.

The heroes of the independence
movements in these lands were men
like Nehru of lndia, Sukarno of lndonesia, Nkumah of Chana, Sekou Toure of
Guinea. ln their time, they were worshipped by millions. They claimed to be
democratic socialists, yet they were in-

spired by Lenin's doctrines of self- and many of them,

that millions and millions of people

determination

could not bear to question its reality.
ln fact, Lenin set up a totalitarian dictatorship of monstrous proportions. ln
addition, from the beginning his new
workers' state was expansionist. While
purporting to accept a grand new doctrine of self-determination for the former realms of the Russian Czar, and
having recognised their independence,
Lenin quietly re-annexed all these teritories as soon as his government had
the strength to do so. Newly independent states like the Ukaine, Azerbaijan,
Khiva, Bokhara, Armenia, Georgia and
Outer Mongolia were absorbed with lit-

seriously believed that their independence would never have come about if
Lenin had not taken power in Russia in

tle ceremony into the new Soviet state

-

by force of arms and not the power of

Today, the situation has not greatly
changed. ln spite of overwhelming evidence - which is available to every man
or woman who can read a newspaper -

millions in both Western Europe and
the Third World secretly and not-sosecretly believe that their salvation lies
in the doctrine which underpin the existence of the Soviet Union. This situa-

tion continues in spite of the sevenyear-old war in Afghanistan, where it
seems that the Soviet Union has resumed the process

of

annexing its

southern neighbours, which it previous-

doctrine.

Two decades later, a

1917. Almost allwere dictators.

new wave of

ly attempted in Northern lran both in
1920 and again in 1945 - and which it
may again attempt in the aftermath of

annexations was to take place under
Lenin's successor, Stalin, this time in
cooperation with Nazi Germany. ln
1940, the democratic Baltic republics
of Estonia, LaWia and Lithuania were

the present lranian regime.

annexed, and conquered Poland was
divided between the Soviets and the

the Soviet Union have come

under
Moscow's domination. Because of their

l'lazis. Five years later, the Soviet Union
now one of the victorious allies ex-

geographical position, sorrre
escaped the Soviet yoke. Others

-

-

tended its hegemony to the whole of
Eastern Europe and set up the lron
Curtain as we still have it todaY.
And this is where the real irony starts.

While the Soviet colonial empire was
being stitched together at the end of the

ln the Third World, countries far from

have
have

pretended to do so in order to gain economic aid from the West. Examples are

to be found in Africa, in Asia and

in

Latin America. ln Europe itself, a very
serious attempt was made a few years
ago to bring Moscow's rule to Portugal,

war, the British and French govern- the westernmost European country.
ments - faced with a dramatic change Although this narrowly failed, almost
in the climate of public opinion at home the whole of the Portuguess colonial
began to envisage the end of their empire fell to Moscow-supported dictators
r..cr)ectirre 1-111yiros First indenendenr-e
carne to lndia and Pakistan arrd the f,)rAll the ;c countrie':,; tlrrcr:ghor-ri thu
mer mandated territories of the Middle Third V/orlcl descended inlo a hell r:f
F asl Tlri. Statt, 1I lsr,13i 1r,.15 l ,r ,! i , Tlrr.
. r\t: .,,I :,,,,.,..;,r ,!:i:1 F,.;iill:..1, lli:)::i;,
Drrtclr en-rpire in tlre East lrrdies catne ri,hiclr thev never knew under colonial
to an end. L.ater. in the fifties and sixties, rtrle l"lillions havc <lit'd in man-niade
the colonial territories of Africa ..vcrc i.:rrriitt:, iii coulrtrics iiire iulozarlbiqut
brought peacefully - in the main - to and Ethiopia. Thousands died in facFrcctlont First 12

tional fighting - amongst the communists! - in South Yemen a year or two
ago. Yet people in the West have not yet
understood that when the leader of one
of these countries comes to them with
his bread bowl he is usually doing it on
the orders of Moscow - which is quite
prepared to supply arms for domination

and experts to create efficient secret
police, but cannot afford economic aid
to the starving million who were supposed to be the beneficiaries of the
doctrine of self-determination. Samora
Machel of Mozambique tried this with
growing success in his last years, and
his successor is continuing the process.
The Soviet-supported dictator of Angola is now engaged in the same poliry.

Only the very astute politicians can
resist. But even they have to give lip service to the Soviet origin of the independence movements. Robert Mugabe
of Zimbabwe is a prime example: he
calls himself 'comrade' and visits with
Communist dictators. But he sees that
Zimbabwe is surrounded by countries - which trusted
the promises of Moscow. He is ready to
speak the language, but he is not about
to follow the same road. It is true that
today there is a new sophistication, and
not as many of the prominent thinkers
of this world are prepared to support
Soviet domination as was the case in
preceding decades.
During the years between the wars when Stalin's crimes were being committed and when millions died throughout the Soviet Union through famine
and the firing squad, when the Gulag
was full to overflowing - some of the
greatest minds of Europe applied their
lofty thoughts to the Soviet Union (and

the ruins of countries

went there frequently). They

were

among the purveyors of the great charisma - that a phoenix had risen from
the ashes and there was new hope for
the world. This was lampooned by such

arrthors as Aldotrs Huxlev in "Rra,.'e
Ne'w World" and Ceorge {.)rwell in

" 1984". L3ut though the lampoons were
1,.,rr,;i,1r r'1:il;'.',i i'l f,;-: '! t;. 1:.-;,r. thr

obvious conclusions and contirrued to
thinll that hope wotr!d sorirrg e';er- ancj
a

ireu' f ront,\'\c.rsr:ow.

Western Europe provides two parti-

xist regime. Not only the Americans
were outraged - but so, understandably, were democratic Nicaraguans.
You claim to support freedom, they
said, then why not for us?
A leading American commentator
has suggested that the real European
of diplomary?" Why don't at least West preoccupation is that by pursuing an
Europeans - who are so near - take active Central American policy the
this in?
Americans will be diverted from more
irlrportant commitments, like the deMy examples are disarmament and fence of Western Europe. And he asks
Nicaragua. On the matter of disarma- the question: "Surely our European
ment, millions were prepared to walk allies cannot believe that such bethe streets of European cities a year or haviour will strengthen the Western
so ago to protest against the plan to alliance?"
match Soviet missiles in Eastern
But the answer lies elsewhere. The
Europe with American missiles in West- belief in utopia. The belief that Comern Europe. The issue was pretty sim- munism must exist somewhere, either
ple; can we trust the Soviets? do we in the future or in the clouds. Faute de
need the American nuclear umbrella? mieux, in Moscow. Whatever they have
The answer given by hundreds of done wrong in the past, the Communthousands of marching feet was a re- ists at least had the right idea and one
sounding Yes and No respectively. The day they will prove it. The beauty and
leaders of Western Europe, it must be the charisma of it all. Plain reality must
said, did not agree - but only after not intrude. And plain reality is what the
much soul-searching were they pre- man so often labelled as the predecespared to say so, since they knew that sor of Gorbachov, Nikita Khrushchov,
their freedom might depend on it. To- said in 1955 on a visit to lndia: "We
day, there is anxiety amongst West never have and never will forsake the
European leaders lest the new arms political line which Lenin has mapped
agreement should lead to a lessening of out for us. . . Therefore we say to people
the nuclear umbrella - as it well might. who are waiting for the Soviet Union to
And why not indeed? The question is change its political programme: You
justified. A new form of isolationism is will have to wait for pigs to fly".
growing up in America which says: why
should we defend these people who after all that has happened - still trust
the Soviets and never, but never, trust
cularly flagrant examples of this. And I
will end by coming back to the heart of
the matter. ln spite of all that has been
done, millions refuse to believe that the
Soviets do not mean what they say. Stalin said: "Words have nothing to do with
deeds, otherwise what would be the use

America. Which brings us to Nicaragua.

ln 1979, the hated $omoza dictatorship was overthrown in the name of
liberty. Within weeks - weeks not
months - it was apparent that the new

Sandinista leadership intended to set
up a totalitarian state which would be
under the domination of Moscow. lt had
all been planned long ago: there was to
be a second Cuba, this time on the soil
of Central America, in a country with
land frontiers through which tyranny
could be exported. The American Government took a strong line on the issue:
they did not want another Marxist dictatorship "in their hackyard"

But Western Europe also took

a

strong line. The United States should
keep its hands off Nicaragrra, we \\,.i!-{f
told by all and sundry. Otherwise, Western Europe would show the Americans
some hometruths. And they did this by sending help to the Nicaraguan Mar-

Democrocy through
Olympics

These are heady days for South
Korea. The country has finally been
brought to democracy on a wave of
people's power
for it seems that any

the status of an industrial power, and
with a democratic government its prospects can only improve in the years to
come. This is one reason why more

countries are to take part in the Seoul
Olympics than ever before. Both the
Soviet Union and China, which have
previously backed North Korea in the
hope of gaining advantage over each
other, are both ready to take part in the
Olympics. They have decided

--prob-

that North
Korea is no longer worth- supporting.

ably for the same reasons

This is in itself a signal victory for South
Korea.

North Korea orginally asked the lnternational Olympic Committee if it could
share the games. The Committee's original reaction was that the Olympics are
awarded to a city rather than to a state
and that therefore the demand had
-no validity.
But in the name of interna
tional amity and promoting peace it de
cided to offer some of the events to
North Korea, with one important pro-

viso

that the frontier would

be

- and there would be free right of
opened
travel be;tween all events in both countries during the period of the games.

After an attempt at tough bargaining,
North Korea has now refused the offer
and has decided to boycott the games
by its faithful acolyte, Cuba.
-Thefollowed
gesture is hollow; and the real
reason for refusal to accept the Interna-

tional Olympic Committee's conditions
is the impossibility of opening up the
country in the way demanded. North
Korea is a.closed saciety rqn gn-.9!qlinist lines, about the most dictatonal state

on earth, and the

consequences of

opening up the frontier even for a week
or so would be incalculable. lt was because of this condition that the Olympic
Committee's offer was refused, not be- may have been in the cause the number of events offered was
irregularities there
election process were minor by many inadequate.
standards and would have had no effect
ln refusing to take part in the Olym-

on the result.

pics, North Korea and Cuba

have

One of the reasons why the authoritarian regime gave in was the necessity of
an atmosphere of serenity to prevail at
the Olympic Gamcs. to he held in ge^,1t

shown that they are in their own way
defectors from the modern communist
camp. They are the only Communist

later this year. These two phenomena
are of great importance for the South
Koreans, arrd lhey rnar<:h hand irr hand.
In this case, the Olympics have been a
torce for democracy.
South Korea is one of Asia's fastest

doctrines of Clasno.sl and Pcrcstroika

developing countries.
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Electronic Typewriter
A new chapter in cotporate communications.
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Wole Soyinka: An lnterpreter of African
Consciousness
When Akinwande Oluwole Soyinka
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1986, it was at the same time, an
award for Africa. And Soyinka said so.
The non-African world had realized that
here was another way of interpreting
reality, different but equally valid, and
this was the African way. African consciousness expressed itself in a myriad

ways through her tonal languages,
musical idioms, myths and symbols.
The African aesthetic is virtally different
from anything the rest of the world has
ever known. European aesthetics have

dominated human thought for nearly
four hundred years and set the standards for judging the rest of humanity.
But Africa has now stepped forth to

urge modern Man to seek

most people give up, after much
drudgery, at page 50 or so. This is because Soyinka brings in too many characters and complexities and flash i'acks
without any uniting thread of narrative.
Allthat is apparent is Soyinka's attempt
to grab all life - with all its variety, its
drabness, ugliness, meaningless trivialities or obscenities, disappointments,
hopes and ambitions - in one extravagant sweep. As an artist, he has no use
for the trodden path and does not care
to dish out, in his own words, an "unrelieved competence".

Padma Srinivasan

by water and by drowning. At intervals
he ponders over his parents' death by
drowning and over the flow of time. His
personality is marked by an elemental
streak of violence and fascination with
blood-sacrifice that links him to the
destructive side of Ogun. Kola the artist
works long and hard at a monumental

painting of the Yoruba Pantheon, in
which each of his friends get represented as deities. Egbo's likeness is
transferred to the god Ogun; not in his
creative aspect as the primal artisan but
as "the blood spattered fiend", so fullof

the lust of blood and war that, as Yoruba mythology has it, he slaughtered his
own men in battle. Egbo is very angry at
this. Another symbolism in the novel relates to death and renewal. But in between is a transitional state that also intrigues Soyinka. Sekonidies in the middle of the novel and Soyinka introduces
an albino called Lazarus. Soyinka had
known albinos from very early childhood and had been fascinated by them.
He says, in an interview : "There's this
feeling of them not being quite of this
world; they can't see very much in day-

a newer

world of consciousness within himself the mythic consciousness.' Africa's
artistic genius is indeed unique.
The Nobel Prize bestowed on
Soyinka becomes meaningful only if we
are able to see the Africanness of his
creativity. In all his writings, Soyinka

stands forth as an Interpreter of the
Myth and the Aesthetic of the African
World.'?

light, they see better in darkness; they're

When he was born, on July 73,7934,
at lsara, near Abeokuta, a Yoruba area

if you hold
them they'll dissolve in your hands. And
I think that it is this that creeps into lhe
Interpreters, as you have rightly
observed. lt's a kind of spill-over of this
feeling for the numinous area of transition". When Kola sees Lazarus, he half
believes him to be a resurrection of
very fragile; you feel that

in western Nigeria, his parents gave him_

three names that were instinct with

Wole Soyinka

prophetic significance. The first two refer to the Yoruba God, Ogun,3 whom
Soyinka reveres greatly. The first one,
Akinwande, means : "The valiant warrior returns to me."o The second name,
Oluwole means : "The Lord enters the

ln the novel we see a group of protagonists either in nighfclubs, cocktail
parties or art studios and through their
conversation we become aware of the
general squalor and corruption in Nige-

rian business and politics. They are
house". The third name, Soyinka, supposed to be the interpreters of socimeans : "Seers surround me". So'.ve ety, art, culture and life. Allthat the readhave in Soyinka today the 'Valiant artist er gets in unconnected pictures,
who sallied forth into disiant realms of snatches of dialogue, exaggerated decreativity and returned home, a teacher scriptions of squalor and flashbacks.
and a sage, to the bosom of Africa, Kola is a painter. Both he and Bandele
bearing with him a Nobel Prize for her'. teach art at the University of lbadan.
The more we understand Soyinka, Sagoe is a newspaper reporter and
the more we recoqnise the traits that Sekoni is an en4ineer rvifh an art;<i;.
Ogun has gifted him. Like Ogun, he has

an

irrepressible, run away creativity.
When he wrote his first novel. Ihc
lnterpreters'he was a novice at this art
form. and the novel bears all the marks
of immaturity and irresponsible experimentation. lt is a pain to read it and

bent which makes him a qreat sculptor.
Egbo, a teacher, is another member of
the grritrp. They are varir-rusly obrsess':cl
by water, shit and death. Sagore is so
obsessed by shit and the act of evacuation that he has written a thesis on the
theme of Voidancy. Egbo is fascinated

Sekoni.

The novel lacks a plot or a conflict in

the accepted sense, which one would
expect in any well structured story. lt is
as meaningless in the middle as at the
beginning. There is no movement of
events or ideas or characters and there
is no real 'end' because there is no
story. There are only scenes, flashbacks

and playlets, involving a bewildering
1rt'i)' cf "-haiac'ltri,'. Ti r. sir,gi"
quotation marks are necessary because

the reader is aware only of images, as
crr a cincrrra scrcei), aitd rrot leal flesh
and blood people. The reader's interest
is not gripped at arry stage and he does
involvement.
When one reads great literature one

not feel any emotional
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usually has a sense of having been
transformed. But here are no philosophical depths.
Soyinka's language in The lnterpreters is often so heavy with symbolism
and allegorical construction that it becomes exaggerated and meaningless.6
There are also several stretches of tiresome vulgarity.i A whole chapter
(seven) is not only inconsequential but
extremely nauseating. lt is about Sagoe
the journalist, who had been sleeping all
day in the house of his mistress, Dehinwa, while she was away at work. When
she returns at 4 p.m. the sound of pans
in the kitchen wakes him up. We read
(p. 104): "The bitch. The goddamn
bitch. She had woken him up with that
racket on the pans". The vulgarity continues when he is in the shower. There
is no evidence anyrvhere of respect for
womanhood among the 'lnterpreters' in
this novel. They treat their women
friends like common prostitutes. The
violent and dirty language that gushes

out of their mouths and the debasement of human sexuality leaves the
reader deadened with nausea. Soyinka's language sometimes becomes very
intense, as when Sagoe is splashed with
mud by a passing bus: "Rat !You filthy

rat !"8 As Sagoe walks along

Carter

Bridge, we are told that the lagoon" was
a trough of shea-butter churning, and
cockoach huts of ako stalks circled the

2. Soyinka delivered

water edge in uncertain nibbles."'g

: Myth, Literature and the African World. Be,

sides being a plapvright, poet, essayist and
novelist, he is a teacher in the widest sense of

In spite of all these great defects there

are flashes everywhere of a true poet's
imagination. Soyinka is basically a poet
and a dramatist. This was his first novel,
written in 1965. His second novel: l-he
Season of Anomg was written in 1973.
His literary genius is truly revealed only
through the dynamic medium of drama

3.

the term. ln his own words : "Artists provide
consciousness".
The Yoruba pantheon recognizes as King of

all gods, the supreme Being, Olorum or
Olodumare. Among the lesser deities, or or-

rsa, are Sango, the god of lightning and
Ogun the god of creativity and destruction.
Ogun is the dynamic god of artistic creativity,
the primal artisan of the forge, the god of iron
and of warriors.

and through his intense poetry. Bc:iically, he is incapable of telling a story,

which needs'unrelieved competence'
for its success. Yet, in spite of this, he
'[he lnterexperimented boldly - and
preters became a magnificent failure.
Yet, it is the poetry, flashing through
his prose that leaves a lasting impression - like Simi's personalitY

4.

fu a warrior

god, Ogun symbolizes Man's
urge to venture forth and to return, i.e. Man's
love of Quest and Return.

5. Wole Soyinka, The lnlerpreters, London, Fontana Paperbacks, 1986; lndian distributors:
Rupa E Co. Bombay. (My article focuses mainly in this novel).

6.

The lnterpreters, see for instance, p' 77.

7. ibid., see pp. 70-72 and p. 88 (refening to

Altogether, one cannot help agreeing
farts).
with the statement that it is "a great 8. ibid., p. 107.
steaming march of a book ... brimful of f. ibid., p. 110.
promise anC life'o
16. An opinion from
Footnotes:
ln an interview Soyinka said that Europe has
been "very much inward turned in its cultural
attitude to the world. The result of the Nobel
Prize will certainly result in the external world
taking the literature of Africa seriously, especially the vast body of oral literature in Africa."

a series of lectures at Cam-

bridge in the Department of Social Anthropology; these were published by the Cambridge University Press in 1976 under the title

Neu-r

l.

Dr. Padma Srinivasan is leclurer in the Centre

of East Afrjcan Studies, University of Bombay
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COMMUML VIOLENCE IN INDIA by
P.R. Rajagopal; Oppal Publishing
House, New Delhi, 1987; Pp l4l; Rs.
140

used; that most of the victims belong to
the same localities ( and not outsiders)
and that often initiatives are taken by

Communalism and its most serious
manifestation, communal riots, have
become a chronic disease in the body
politic of modern India. Theories - his-

1. Deployment of units of police/

-

2.

torical, political, sociological, economic
abound explaining the phenomenon.
The book under'review, however, it is
claimed, deals with its 'practical' aspect,
as a retired police official who spent
thirly years of his career tackling this
problem sees it. The work is part of a
trilogy dealing with violence and spon-

mobs, not by individuals. Based on
these the practical suggestions m.lCe
by the author are:
near

CRP

a

sensitivp area, specific unit
being allotted specific area with frequent familiarisation exercises conducted.
Greater coordination between CRP,

police and armed constabulary at

3.

sored by the Centre for Policy Research,

lower levels.
Less political interference in police
administration. Choice of funcUonaries of the units be based on
'fundamental tenets. of administra-

tion' rather than on political

New Delhi.

ex-

pediency.

The author devotes his attention entirely to Hindu-Muslim riots. He accepts

These practical suggestions appear
idealistic in view of the facts which the
author himself recognizes viz: the police
force in many states is highly politicised; that a nexus betweerr tlre police,
politicians and anti-social elements (eg.
smugglers) has developed. The author
also admits to the influence

of

caste

and religion on the police in some
states. He cites the example of Bihar
where police messes are not. only denominational but even caste based!
According to the writer, "Communalism as an ideology is the ultimate
source of all communal riots. The beneficiaries of this ideology are also its
promoters who seek to achieve certain
personal or group interests by articulating the secular needs of the community

on communal lines". When these de-

4. Where a particular unit (of police)
misbehaves, it should be identified,
that areas of tension between the folisolated
and dealt with in an exemlowers of other religions exist but,

mands are considered by the Government the image of the communal leaders is built up, with each riot making the

according to him, they differ qualitatively from Hindu-Muslim riots.
The work points out a steady increase in communal incidents in lndia,
from 84 incidents in which 34 were killed and 512 injured in 1954 to 525 inci-

communal leaders more indispensable.
In analysi4g this, the author points
out that since lndependence, Muslims
too have benefited from socioeconomic changes and a middle class

dents in which 328 were killed and
3,665 injured in 1985. The worst years
were 1964 (1070; 199:2053) and 1983
(500:1143:3652). The virus has spread
throughout India, the worst affected
states being Gujarat, Bihar, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh and U.P. in that order. From 61
districts which were economically

sensitive

in

1961, the number has

grown to 186 districts in l986 of which
88 are super-sensitive. lt has now infected the rural areas too.
After a brief survey of riots in Ahmedabad, Bhiwandi, Moradabad, Aligarh,
and Ranchi the author concludes that
commissions of inquiry are mostly
appointed to defuse an inconvenient

political situation. The evidence tendered betore tfr€)rn rs bast:d on wlrat the
officials warrt thertt to beiieve are tacts .

Their recommendations a!'r'

r':rre11,

takerr note ot.
He draws on a cornputer-based sl.uily

of riots in Cujarat to show that in such
riots rnostly lrouselrold weal)otls are

5.

plary fashion.
Decennial review of police strength,
its deployment and related problems. Plans be made to deal with
riots in rural areas.

6. Better utilisation of Home Cuards,
drawn from all communities and
coordinating their activities with
local peace committees.

7. Establisment of a unit for conducting ongoing appraisal of failures (or
successes), irregularities and improprieties in crisis situations. Such
an appraisal acting as a feedback to
the police force as also to be passed
on to police training institutions.

B. Use of video cameras in riots so that
indentities of rioters can be established in courts of law and convictions obtained.
At the policy level, the author recom-

mends establishment of

non-

denominational schools giving secular
ozl'narinn.

.,.-h-r.j

-

-:.:it

issut--s involving old tct'rirrlcs.

.:'r.;

...1

irr()j.lur'\

or shrines: mo<lernisatiorr of u,allcd sec'
lrr,. 'rf ':ltt,.::. ;,hli-lr .:. - ,iii-;slli il,i.
scenes of riots; reducinq public celebration of festivals and more forceful a,::tion against visitors frorn Pakistarr and
Bangladesh who fail to return to their
c:t,rirntries.

community more insecure and the

has emerged among them. However,

by following wrong policies, eg.

the

concept of reservation, the Covernment

has created a belief that it would respond only if demands are projected on
the basis of a.group identity. Therefore,
communities have tended to consolidate themselves in an effort to project
their identity to demand their share of
scarce resources. The democratic
framework in the country provides the
political leverage necessary for the purpose. And if conceding these demands
appears to be a victory for the communal group, their rejection is interpreted as a case of discrimination
against it. The political parties in their

anxiety to capture power queer the
communal pitch, the best illustration of
whirh is the nolitics in Kerala
Onc could picl< holcs in :;tt,-.ll ;i
theoretical frarnework, but the valtle of
iirl i',,1-,1; ii,,t-;1l i,.:; rlcallltg'.'.'iiii iil,:
'practical' aspects of the probk:nr. One
wishes he had Cevoted qre;ltel attettticn
to these tlratt wltat is iourld in this work.

R.S. Mortsharrciikat
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Where cmnes, machine tools,
insbrrmentatiorq finance, glass and textiles
come together:

Empire Industries
A multifaceted company with various
enterprises. All striving towards one god.
Dxccllenee. All making human life a little better,
a lot easier.
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Empire Instnrmentation:
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Parke Davis, Pfuer, May and Baker, Burroughs
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TODAInS A/vlERlCAN : HOW FREE?
Edited by James Finn and Leonard R.
Sussman: Freedom House, 48 East,
2lst Street, New York, N.Y. 10010;

1986; Pp.l77

cludes his analytical survey of Equal
Opportunity by proposing a three-point
agenda for expanding its meaning. He
demands a national commitment to reduce poverty, to safeguard civil rights to
expand democracy on a world scale. He
adds that room should be found for

"special privileges" where they

are

obviously needed by the exploited and
the discriminated against, in a multicultural society.

One example quoted by Hook is useful
in illustrating the characteristics of the
relevant extremism, but there is no evi-

dence that American academics are
corrupted by it on a large scale. Alan
Wolfe may be alone in his stance that "a
course in riot control would simply be

declared out of place" in the kind of
university he supports, while a course
on "rnethods of rioting might be per-

'

, liy appropriate"

Fortunately, neither course is offered
On the issue of Alliances and the Imperial Conflict, Zbigniew Brzezinski focuses on Washington-Moscow differences of attitude and practice. He deals
with the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and the plight of the East European

nations, recommending a number of
strategies. These are notable for their
long-term and highly controversial nature. Their central aim is "to intensi$/

The editors of this excellent book are,
respectively, Executive and Publications
Directors of Freedom House. The thirteen essays in it are all by its Trustees. lt
would therefore be reasonable to
assume that the views expressed are
representative of that institution, in spite
of the disclaimer in the Acknowledgements that they are not "necessarily'so.
Published 45 years after its foundation,
the "retrospective insights" of its essays
cover that era as well as its present condition in relation to the appropriate
theme.

The lntroduction by John W. Riehm
Cefines that theme as the American
striving "to preserve and expand free-

international condemnation of Moscow..." Bzezinski asserts, for example,
that "lndia should be encouraged to
change its attitude of benign acceptance of Soviet aggression and brutality". Granting such a change may influence the Soviet Union, one wonders if
"more direct mass media coverage of
the war" (in Afghanistan) is likely to

:ther Nations, Academic

livil

Freedom,

Liberties, Computerisation, and

fhe Role of U.S. lntelligence. The cru:ial questions raised by the authors and
ite basic vahres they prolect suppcrt
h(r \1 'tr.',r,rnl I'r' 14:.r'1,1 l(arnrrr,lnran
hai "l'trl.rri'r ArrrIrir'i,ut i.r iltrl tr{re.il r)e:.
;orl ev{'r f1r'11-,,p elsplqrIc11';,...,,:ll
'I

.

hat ir()rnoclelrc'iJs
;ocieties

,-J,'l

irography.

.)

ated, "has created a climate of opinion
on some campuses very hostile to the
principles of academic freedom."
The essays which I have not covered
in this review are all notable for their
balanced, sensible mode of reasoning.
They are liberal-democratic in the best
sense. They vindicate the last sentences

of the book, by Morton M. Kondracke
on The Promise of National Restoration: "ln foreign or domestic policy, no
one should be content to ignore America's imperfections. That is especially so
where they damage lives or diminish respect for democracy. At the same time,
in 1986, Americans deserve to respect

bring it about.
The five-power agreement proposed
(America, Russia, China, Pakistan and
lndia) to guarantee "the genuine neutralig of Afghanistan" seems a reason-

their country.

able diplomatic step, but will it reassure
Moscow that the departure of the Soviet
troops would not be followed by the
massacre of all pro-Soviet Afghans?
Such limited inter-nation agreements, it
has often been found, do not succeed
in enforcing the idealistic aims they

World, about the variety of socialist regimes and dictatorships in different parts
of the world?

Com", the culture created by it, the
'tensions" in the universig and the
rews media, religious conflicts, the imrlications for these of Maxism. and have in mind. Similarly, the moderate
inally "the promise of national restora- policy argued for in relation to Eastern
.ion" which is the specific concern of Europe will only arouse the suspicions
.he essay placed last. There are studies
>n the Mythic Aspects of American Cul.ure, Equal Opportunity, Alliances with

by any American university! lt is true,
though, as Hook states, that the politicisation of many American universities
and the introduction of courses in
which only one point of view is toler-

of the Soviet Union that the ultimate, secret aim, at least of the U.S. is "freedom".

Brzezinsky wants "to transform the
essence of Eastern Europe's relationship with Moscow utithout necessarilg disrupting its formal

frameLuork." (Reviewer's italics). On the
ot.her trand, even Corbachov's rnoves irr
this rrr611gy1 shor,,,that ihe 'ir,,.,iei drearn
:s .Jt qrealer lnteqrattc)n.
$./e r-.nter a riifferent r,yp6l6i jrr lj.;t3pi1;-

.,

lt

offers opportunity. lt

promotes democracy. lt guards liberty."
Can we say anything similar about
the Soviet Union, even in its present

"glasnost" phase, about the Third

Nissim Ezekiel

IN
COMMON CAOSE
- LOBBYING
THE PUBLIC INTEREST
by Andrew S.
McFarland; Chatham House Publishers lnc.; 1984; lndian Edition:

Asian Books, New Delhi; 1987; Pp
212: Rs. 65
lnraqii-rt: for
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' And Bayard

Rustin

con-

have little support on the national

level.

liament. He decides to launch his Jarra
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cere, intelligent idealist and he knew
something about the workings of

EI

Nixon campaign.

on congressmen
war
anti-Vietnam
and supporting
members of the congress to end
the war, and

3. Putting pressure

Washington ... he was a man who would
fi-ght the congressional establishment

:;

g
.

3
lli

Cardner founded the organisation,
saw it through its infancy and five years

4ffi

D

c

Vr
n

later,

in

1975, stepped down, handing

over Common Cause to David Cohen
an organisation man. Details of what
followed and the manner in which the
Common Cause leadership worked out

-

1OBBYu|G

ilnu

PIIBIIC

ffII$$_

an organisational solution to deal with
their lobbying, organisational and pub-

i^'

lic leadership activities makes interestAltDREWS.ildARtAtD
ing reading.
ln what way is Common Cause different from the other lobby groups in
Morclta not in association with politi- Washington? Common Cause lobbies
cians like him who are currently out of Congress in the public interesl as
favour in Court, but looks beyond them againstspecial interest groups that lobto those thousands of intelligent men by for issues affecting their particular
and women who are prepared needs. There are now, reveals the au(irrespective of their political party pre- thor, 2500 trade associations and proferences)to identifu themselves with Mr. fessional groups with their headquarV.P. Singh and his Jana Morcha on this ters in Washington. Those not based in
single issue.
He then builds up the organisation by

securing subscriptions from these
of men and women. The

Washington "are represented by one or
more of the thousands of lauryers, public relations experts and outright 'lob-

to

4.

Lobbying at the state-level for
"good government reforms" on
such matters as "disclosures of
and ceilings on camPaign contributions", "control of lobbyists"
and "disclosure of Personal fi-

nances by state officials".
The nearest Common Cause equiva-

lent in lndia is, in my view, Madhu
Mehta's Hindustan Andolan

-

admitted-

ly a far cry from the American model.
The Andolan takes on too many issues,
lacks persistence in followittg up any
single one and above all has no organisation to speak of. Mr. Madhu Mehta
and his colleagues would profit by read-

ing this well-written and highly informative volume on the techniques of organising such a movement.
Personally in the present climate of
cynicism, I doubt very much if, in our
country a man like Cardner comes
forth who is "looking for a niche where
he could influence events without run-

ning for office"; the common

thousands

byists' who aftempt

money so collected enables him to employ experts who study not only the various charges of corruption and come
out with non-partisan factual reports
but also, in the process, identify the root
causes of corruption and suggest

policy process for a fee." An example is
a Company called Neal 6 Company
employed by the Pakistani Embassy to
sell their case to the Congress. Reporting this in her despatch in the lndian

being that not much can be done unless you are "in office". Any takers?

Express (Dec. 9) Ms. Shanaz Anklesaria

Statement about ownership and other particulars
about Freedom First.

appropriate legislation. These reports
are then made public and the members

of the Jana Morcha in their thousands
write or meet their elected representatives and persuade them to prosecute
the corrupt and enact legislation to
change the system.
lf you find difficulty in imagining such
a scenario I won't blame you because I

must have been delirious when

I

thought of it in the first place! But this
precisely is what Mr. John W. Gardner, a
bureaucrat turned politician (and author of that outstanding book Excell-

crrcc), decided
States

in

to do in the

United

1970.

itrtt:tt:sttttr; stLr<ly. Uarcln(ir was "lookirtri

llr' .,,rrl,1 i,,
f lr-rence events witlrt.rut r urrrring
or
t..rllir:c. ['lre .rtrllror adds: lle for-rnd lris
rotrstilttctri.v rJrIr)Itrl lJIrr)('t l-rtdr_1lf
,",,11,';1,

f

(-la5s l)r ()lc:,sional:; ...(j,u <lrrer w.rs a sirrf r,

'tlotrt L irsl .'l)

writes that the same lobbying group is
employed by Jordan, Morocco 6 Egypt
to promote their interests in Congress.

Place of Publicaiion : Bombay
Periodicity of its
: Quarterly
Publication

Printeis €'

ln lndia lobbying is a dirty

word.
cleaner

Publisheis

:

J.R. Patel

Name

Apparently greasing palms is
and easier! But as Ms. Anklesaria reports: "Having firms that specialise in
lobbying for specific causes are a respectable and accepted part of the US

Whether citizen of lndia : lndia

political system. Such groups are often

Address

Address

:285. Jrvp Dodol Alarq
Aderrwalla Bauq
Bcxrrbav 400 007

. S.V. Ruiu
Edrtor s Narnes
Whether citizen of lndra : lndi.rr

:

the only source of information for a
Congressman or Senator on specific
issues."

its

inception some issues
which Comrnon Cause took up with

l.
2

Support for an amendmenl to
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WOMEN OF INDIA: an annotated bibliography by Harshida Pandit; Garland

Publishing Inc., 1985; Pp 278; $ 52

Women's studies

as a

interdisciplinary subject are of recent origin.

It remains mainly a "movement-born"
programme. By now it is wellestablished only in the U.S. and is rapid-

ly takng roots in other western countries also. The declaration by the U.N. of
1975 as the lnternational Women's
Year and of the following ten years as
the Women's Decade generated interest among academics and researchers in both the developed and developing nations.

ln lndia, the pioneering work is Iouards Equalitg, the report prepared by
the Committee on the Status of
Women. After that there has been growing attention paid to women's studies in
lndia. Hence bibliographies in the field
are urgently required. Women of South
Asia, A Guide to Resources by Carol
Sakala is an important and comprehensive bibliography, published in 1980.
Dr. Harshida Pandit's book is in response to this need. lt contains invaluable information on many topics related

to lndian women, who are

The book reproduces theories on personal qualities that come into play.
leadership with hardly a word on its Judgement and decisiveness come
practical applications. The cow is for- readily to mind. The book does not
saken for the tree and what we have are
reams of paper on welfare measures,
diplomacy and even Machiavellian tactics. Take for example an incident reported on page 118. The management
of an enterprise is faced with a situation
wherein they are called upon to dismiss
a worker for some gross act of indisci-

pline. The management is aware that
consequences of the dismissal
would be a strike. What does the management do? lt goes through a devious
method of "leaking out" a rumour that
the worker is being dismissed and taking the union leader into confidence
and getting him to placate the other
workers by suggesting a compromise
solution. This has been held out as an
example of exemplary leadership. One
fails to get the point of it all.

the

Leadership is no doubt a function of
the situation and the followers. But in its
practical application there are many

make even a reference to these important qualities.
Coming to the theories themselves,
readers are likely to be confused by the
task/consideration approach uis a uis
the managerial grid. For instance where
a team is highly motivated the former
advises a low tasMow consideration
approach to leadership; whereas the
grid advocates the 9/9 or high concern
for task and people approach. The author should have spelt out in greater detail a clarification of the issues involved.
A number of "nice" recommenda-

tions have been made but regrettably
these have nothing to do with actual
leadership. A paternalistic business

owner may find these more to his liking.
ln conclusion this is a book for students of management in second class

management institutes, looking for the
equivalent of their college guides. Certainly not recommended for managers
- in lndia or elsewhere
s. Nair

oppressed

and discriminated against even in our
democracy. The contents are neatly
classified into sections covering economic, political, legal and cultural aspects.
It is exciting to note that there are also
sections on women in art e' culture, and
in psychological studies. The long lists

of

references under various sections

show the author's grasp of the subject
and her capacity for attention to detail.
Such studies are essential to make
our invisible women visible, and to
sensitize all of us to the problems of
women.
0sha Thakkar

LEADERSHIP FOR THE INDI,AN
MANAGER by Dr. BS KS ChoPra;
Times Research Foundation; BombaY:
l9B7; Pp.197; Rs.9O
Reading the book, one is reminded of
o cla5sltrui ir i,,.ii.,,i'' 3lt..l",it" iL;
school were asked to write an essay or)

a cow. One student not knowing much
about cows starteci off by saying that
there was a huge banyan tree near his
house. A cow was tied to the tree. He
then went on to write in great detail about the tree!
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SARANAM by Gopal Gandhi, Affiliated
East-West Press Ltd, 1986; Pp ; Rs.

40

Soronom
a
Fl Novel

tual or spiritual, for some of them, and
literally a physical refuge, for those who
definitely need a small plot of earth, beneath the sun, which they can call their
own.

"Sarnam"

of Refuge

is not a

conventional

novel, in the sense that it has an unmis-

takable hero and heroine; a "straiqht"
storyline, with a beginning, middle, and
end. Like the novels of Leon Uris, which
also feature a multiplicity of characters
and a plot, (if it may be so called) which

moves in parallel, rather than straight
lines, "Saranam" too, is a novelistic
landscape dotted with many figures,
rather than a portrait etched with detail.

Nonetheless, certain characters do
begin to emerge quite clearly, as the

Gopnl GoncJhi

author has the capacity of Tolouse
Lautrec or Degas to sketch vivid picThis little literary gem is subtitled "A
Novel of Refuge". lt is in fact, the
nearest English equivalent to the Sanskrit word from which it is derived. lts
complex connotations sPan a range of

meanings: shelter; refuge; journey's
end. The Sanskritic root, also closely
corresponds with the Sinhala Buddhist
concept of three refuges: Buddha,
Dharma, and Sangha. As the author
himself explains in the opening page:
"Almost every character in the story is a
seeker after 'Sarnam'. which is intellec-

M.V.
Kamath's article 'Rule by Districts' in

the January '88 issue. Coming from
the pen of a renowned journalist it is
very well edited with satistical data.

But the crux of the problem is that
neither the ruling party nor the splinter opposition have the time to think
of such solutions. Their efforts are all
oriented for grabbint; 1>ower. There
arc no selflerss ar:tive lr.radets in thtt
ll

r
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ln some ways, the author's work recalls the pastoral idylls of Thomas Har-

by

naming every blessed project after

I have read with interest Mr.

lLtJt

ager; the crusading doctor, and European priest, particularly the last two are
very endearing, while the manager typifies the dilemma of every western educated Asian: alienation from his roots.

of the Nehru or lndira Dynasty

Rule by Districts

t\)i

tures with a few bold strokes. He seems
equally at home in presenting the "gentle" characters, as in describing the
somewhat inarticulate Tamils on the tea
estates which are the physical setting of
his book. The Westernised estate man-

lil'r ttattit:

dy, whose novels seem rooted in the
Wessex countryside, and the grandeur
of Egdon Heath. It seems quite obvious
that this is a work which has been lived
and felt before it was written.
The book was published in 1986, and
does not purport to talk about the political problems of Tamils urs a uis Sri
Lanka, and their mother country. fu he
paints them, they seem to be very much
a part of Sinhala soil, looking to lndia,
much as Christians might look towards
Rome: a distant place which is a lodestar of the subconscious not a destina,
tion which they really think they will go,

much less stay!
A word about the author, is called for.
He is a member of the lndian Foreign
Service, who was First Secretary in the
office of our Assistant High Commis-

sioner in Kandy, during 1978-82. He
had first-hand exposure to his subject
when he helped to handle the Tamils
being repatriated to lndia under the ln-

dia Ceylon Treaty

Tamils in the genre of a novel with great

sensitivity of perception. One hopes
that his sojourn in other lands as a
member of the Foreign Service, will

yield other novels from his pen.
Louella Lobo Prabhu

parties take any initiative in the mat-

ter'

K.s. Narayanamurthy

them.
Doordarshan became a very good

handmaid to force Hindi down unwilling throats telecasting Hindi serials day in and day out. lt is a fait
accompli that Hindi has become the
national language inspite of it being
found worthless and, not rich
enough irr its vocabulary during the
last four decades. My suqqestion is
that Sanskrit is the proper rrational
l,ttrr1tla,1,' lhottrlh ,'f <tltttse. it trt.tV
lake atlr:ast ;t

r-k:r

iarr<1au<1t:.

It is tirnr: tlrat tlrr' rratiort ortl..rnl:;trs
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A National Caretaker Government
Your idea of a National Caretaker
Covernment would be a wonderful

one,
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if it could ever be realized.

Appealing to our rubber-stamp Presiclt:nt to dismiss the scion of a dynasty lre lras seryed so loyally all these
rl,.:t-atlc:; is like exlrttrtirrq tlre ti1;cr to

ttttn vcrlrrt.tri;ttt
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natron lrtoltr.tertl rn l-irat

of 1964. He has

documented his encounters' with the
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